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Abstract 

Ladakh is an historically and cdnirally distinct region of India, encompassing an unusual 

mix of Tibetan Buddhism and Islam, combined with the Dogra, Kashiri, and Dard 

cultures. Encompassing one of the most elevated areas on the globe the region has, until 

fairly recently, remained relative- isolated fkom the rest of the world Through the 

introductions of the lndian military and tourism (and the concurrent shift towards a cash 

economy and paid employment) Ladakh is experiencing pressures to modemize. 

This thesis is based on fieldwork undertaken over a period of eight months in the 

sumrners of 1995 and 1996. The work is groudeci in postmodem feminist theo- 

(parîicularly gender and development theory) and methodology and relies heavily on 

i n t e ~ e w s  with wornen. The central question addressed in this thesis is how the changes 

occumng in Ladakh (a bc t ion  of modeniization) are aRecting the household structure 

and, specifically, women's lives. 
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GENDER, MODERNIZATION, AND CHANGE LN LADAKH, INDIA 

1.0 Introduction and Background 

1.1 Introduction 

2 s  a w o m  rmd a fmmer l have to do al[ kinds of work, and it ir very hmd work. md this 
is a very hord l i f .  " Mingur 

" . . . al2 three of rcs sisters didn'r go ro school. and OZU- brothers rhey a![ went to school . . 
. people used to th* r h a  education w m  not so important for girZs. Everyone thoughr thor 
we hod [O do OUT work properly so they dzdn 'r send ur to school. they got us to look Meer the 
houe and look oftr the catile." Koriom 

'~woomen dont wear nuditional clothing the Go& wzll be angry and will dry up the water 
. . . men me superior so il duesn 't matter ffor them]. " Carpenter 

"I;Fre Ife of of m o t k  and grandpments ir better fhmt now because men though rhey didn'r 
have good food to eut d g o o d  clothes to wear, the ir n i d  was vev  happy. But now people 
have everyrhing. Thqy have food to eat mid clothes ro weur, but their mznd is a litt[e bit 
disfurbed They don7 hmre rime and their [fi is full of tension " Dsomo 

"Withour money there is nothing. " Digzin 

Upon first glace the above quotations may seem to have Iittle in cornmon. Labour, 

education, tradition, change, and money are some of the subjects king touched upon. 

However al1 of these statements were brought out in discussions surrounding one general 

question: "What have been the gender dimensions of modernization in Ladakh?" That is 

the question examineci in this thesis, ami the above are just a few of the people who, througb 

the open and generous sharing of their [ives and their t h e ,  made it possible for it to be 

written. 

1 



Ladakh is a remote region of the Himalaya where military and tourism industries are 

causing a shift fiom what was essentidly a subsistence economy to a market economy. The 

centrai question addressed in this thesis is how the changes occming in Ladakh are affecting 

the household structure and, çpecifically7 women's lives. The fate of Ladakhi women caught 

up in the @sage to mmodernity' is conceptualized using a gendered discornse of  development 

and change. The structure of the thesis is detailed in the foilow-ng section 

1.2 Thesis Structure 

The thesis is organized into five chapters. This first chapter introduces the research and 

provides background information on the region Socio-cultural traditions in the region are 

emphasized as is the position of women. The chapter concludes with an examination of 

some of the changes introduced through rnilitary and tourism industries. 

Chapter two provides the theoretical foudation for the research. A brief evolution of 

selected ferninist theory is presented, followed by conceptuaiizations of: difference, the 

household, bargaining power and access to resources, the division of labour, power and 

resistance, public and private accounts, and agency. Ferninist theorking is used to 

concephialize the nature and dynamism of relaîionships in the household and society, in this 

case over a pend of change. 
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In chapter three aspects of feminist theory are used to develop the rnethodological 

fiamework for the research. Theories presented in chapter two are applied to the research 

process and methods. The chapter opem with some background matenal related to feminist 

rnethodology and a discussion of some foci of ferninia research including: inequality, 

experience, action, self location, and participation. The second section of this chapter 

includes discussion of some of the coIlStraints and issues faced during the research process 

as wetl as a detailed description of the methods use& specificdly: ï n t e ~ e w s  / personal 

narratives, participant observation, and sweys. In many ways this chapter serves as the 

anchor of the thesis, directly linking the theory with the analysis through the choice and 

application of methods. 

Research finchgs are presented in chapters four and five. Chapter four explores the themes 

of mmiage, education, work, and the fmily. It presents interviewees' curent situations and 

their reflections on both their current circum~tances and the changes they have experienced 

Chapter five takes a more in depth look at the forces and processes of change, examuùng 

participants' experiences and attihides towards the shifts from the Wtional  to the modem. 

Trends in counterdevelopment and conscientization are also discusseù, in panicuiar the 

work of the Women's Alliance, a non-governmental organization working to prornote a 

r e m  or maintenance of certain aspects of traditional Ladakhi culture. 

Chapter six links the findings fiom the previous two chapters back to the theoretical 

arguments put forth in chapter two (painting out seeming contradictions as well as 
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complementarities). This chapter draws a generai pichire of the gendered dimensions of 

change in Ladakh and the implications of these findings on previously theorized 

concepnüllizations of power, the household, gender and change. 

The concluding chapter summarkes the main ideas of the thesis. Problems faced during 

various stages of the research are laid out, and limitations are presented. Finally a number 

of further questions raised by this research are highlighted 

13 Background 

The following section provides some basic background on Ladakh, as well as more detailed 

discussion of some themes deemed pdcularly relevant to this researcb The region's 

geographic, economic, and political history are outlined bnefly, followed by analysis of a 

number of soci~ultural traditions includuig: famiy structure, division of labour, an4 more 

generally, the position of women. The section concludes widi an oveMew of rnilitary and 

tourïm growth in the region, and discussion of the changes accompanying these industries. 

1.3.1 Introduction 

Politically a part of the state of Jammu and Kashmir, Ladakh is a historically and culturally 

distinct region of India, encompassing an unusual mix of Tibetan Buddhism and islam, 

combined with the Dogra, Kashmiri, and Sikh culmes. Located hi@ in the Himalayas, with 
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k d e r s  touchmg P a k h q  Mgbanistas and China, Ladal& is the most North Western part 

of Inch (figure one). The greaber part of LodaLb is in the principal d e y  followhg the 

course of the Indus river. The chief mountain ranges are the Zenskar. Karakoram and 

La- Except for a few f d e  ûacks dong the river banlrs, the a r a  is barren desert 

(annuai rainfall does not exceed tbree iriches). Ladakh fonns one of the most el- areas 

of the world; the region's q p m b a e J y  I50,ûûû h e  iit akitdes ranging fiom 

8,787 ft in Kargil to imwmd 20,000 A in Chaiig-Thang The winter is long and severe; it 

SmtsinOaoberandcontinnesimtilApil. 
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The region's isolated location helped to insulate it from major changes; mtil recently life 

remained shaped by age old socio-ecunomic institutions. Survivd strategies had evolved 

in response to the harsh clhate. Agriculture was only possible where adequate water and 

soil depth existed and ody during the summer months. The winter months were devoted to 

and religious activities. Despite these dinicult conditions, for centuries the population 

adaptd Certain astoms includuig primogeniture, p~lyandry~ and monasticism, combined 

with a lack of medical facilities had kept population growth low, while fiugal use and 

recycling of natural resources in addition to an inherently simple lifestyle following 

Buddhist tenets maintainecl a balance in the human - nature relationslip. 

Although Leh, the capital, was at the crossroads of the Central Asian and Far East trade 

routes, the regional economy remained dominated by subsistence level agriculture. 

Traditional agricufturai crops include bariey, bucmeat, and pas ,  which were combined 

with animal husbandry, nombly of Yak, Dzo (Yak and Bos indicas mix), goats, and sheep. 

Basic requirements were endugenously producd in self sufficient village communitia with 

trade providing a few luxuries such as tea. In addition to the peasantry, social strata 

included nobles, monks, merchants and caravaneers, rnainly centered in Lek 

Having no airstrip or motorable roads (and blocked by the Hùnalays), Ladakh remained 

almost inaccessi'ble to the rest of the world until the Chinese attack in 1962. In the wake of 

this aggression, the arrïval of the Indian m y  spurred construction of roads and 

uifiastructure projects, thereby focussing attention on the region LadaWi, guarded because 
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of its strategic location, was closed to tourists until the 1970's. The construction of the 

Upshi-Mandi road (built by the military) has made the route via Bara Lacha-la less 

treacherous aod has brought a surge of tourists. ûver 15,000 tourists annually have been 

visiting Ladakh since the late 1980s (Michaud, 1990, p. 6 10). 

Ladakh's modemkation has brought many changes. Toirrism and the military bring income 

and goods to a region still relatively untouched by other indusaies. However, popular 

opinion 1s divided on the nature of these changes. Some additions, such as Trombe wails 

(passive solar techology) and greenhouses have arguably improved the quality of Iife in the 

harsh mountain environment Other changes include an expanding road network, increasing 

pollution, as well as a surge in growth of hotels and demand for non-traditional services. 

Some introductions, including Rambo-type movies, television dmmas profiling conspicuous 

consumption, and school curricula biased towards han ,  affluent lifestyles, have been 

blamed for e v e m n g  fiom increasing violence against women, to substance abuse, and 

more generally, a rejection of traditional Ladakhi culture as backward and primitive. 

Although the rnajority of Ladakhi's are still involved in subsistence agiculture, many, 

especially men, have begun to work in other jobs in the money econorny, leaving more of 

the agricultural production to women. This increasing differentiation in work may be 

ieading to growing polarity between the sexes; because women are not earning money for 

their worlg they rnay be seen as les productive. Meanwhile other factors, uicluding the shift 

away h m  polyandry, are also altering traditional gender roles. In order to address my 
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centrai thesis question of how the changes occuming in Ladakh (a function of 

modenulzation) are affeaing the household structure and, specificdly, women's lives, the 

soci~uiturai structure and customs of Ladakh f h t  need to be unders td  The following 

seaion ùitroduces some of these structures and customs (focusing on gender-related issues) 

and concludes with a more detailed discussion of the changes in the region. 

1.33 Famiiy Structures 

Ladakh, as does nearby Nepal, has a tradition of fratemd polymdry (a number of brothen 

marry one wornan)- Reasons for the development and perpetuation of polyandry in the 

region include a limiteci resowce base that is unable to sustain population growth and 

requires relatively high labour inputs, and the continuity of customs. Polyandq curbs 

population growth by reducing the number of aduln who rnarry and have children. By 

keeping the fêmily unit intact, polyandry prevents the Fragmentation of cultivatable land 

which would otherwise quickly result in plots too srnaIl for subsistence. Polyandry was 

supporteci by rdigious institutions (surp1us men and women were absorbed into monasteries 

or remained to work on the estates) and by the law (only the eldest brother inherited the 

property and one of the youngest generally had to becorne a lama {Buddhist monk)). 

Drawing on a study done in 1938, Crook and Shakya (1994, p. 703) claim that a? that time 

ninety percent of Ladakhi fmilies lived polyandrously and it was the prefemed marital 

practice. Polyandry was perceived as essential for wealth and sumival and was considered 

to be moraily respomible. RS. Mann (1986) argues that polyandry elevates wornents statu. 
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For example, he notes that while the younger brothers of the bndegroom need to express 

their consent for the union "the bride does not object to her being shared, as wife, by more 

than one husband because she feels that her position remains more secure with two or three 

husbands" (1988, p. 59). At Mies the historical accounts of polya~dry seem to assume that 

this marritige systern must necessarily reflect the dominance or high status of Ladakhi 

women The implicit reasoning seems to be based on fade  conceptualizations of polygyny 

or 'harems' which are then reversed to portray the wife as dominating many husbands; an 

alternative concepnialization, however, could be that the wife is now dominated by many 

husbands instead of just one. While polyaadry may Iead to higher statu for some women 

such generalizations do not seem self evident. 

There are two forms of ananged mmiage in Ladakh. In the Magpa arrangement the male 

rnoves in with the wife's family. This form often occurs when the woma. has no brothers 

so she is the heiress. In the Biigma fom of marriage the couple stays with the groom's 

parents. Mann (1986) argues that the Magpa marriage arrangement gives women a great 

deal of power, noting: "she not only dominates her husband but can get rid of him without 

more of excuse [sic]. ' In [the] la~er case, she wodd be free to many again. Anybody would 

like to marry her because of her being heiress [sic]" (1986, p. 6 1 ). In Reis' ( 1  982) study, 

nine out of the twenv seven households had female ownership. Her depiction of women's 

1 

Some of  the wIitings on Ladakh contain a nurnber of errors in syntax and grammar. 
Most errors in the orginal sources are left unchanged but are noted with [sic]. However, 
if in leaving the quotation unchanged the meaning is unclear, minor changes contained 
within square brackets are inserted for clar@. 
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power and roles in Magpa arrangements diEers nom M m ' s .  She claims that in ail nine 

househoids, husbands had a f ~ r  share of responsibility, e s p - d l y  in community matters 

where women are wnsidered rmsuited to representing househoids. She does agree, though, 

that their position is better than haî of women in Bagma mmîages. The majority of the 

women Reis intetviewed in these mamïages said tbey had ken  very unhappy and had been 

feling insecure for a long time after their m ~age; her observations aiso showed that such 

women kept more in the background and did not parhcipate in discussions to the same 

degree as did wornen who stayed in the parental house (1 982). Most Ladakbi mariages 

today are monogamous, while a number are poiyandrous and a few are polygynous. There 

are some cases of rnaniage between religions and of divorce. 

The home and domestic relationships in Ladakh are ruled by lcin links reflected in the 

accessibility of individuais to the house-god (differentiated by different levels of purity) 

(Reis, 1982).~ A number of helpers beionging to a cbain of families cailed the PhasPun 

provide each other with mimial senrices cuncerning the finding of maniage partners and the 

performance of fimeral rites. Traditional Living arrangements are either khang-chen (family 

head) or khang-gyu (dl other kin). A man or woman who has &ed into another 

household is put under the patronage of another housegod Women may no longer be able 

to enter the housetemple of their parentai house, however, men may enter al1 house-temples 

(Reis, 1982). Divinities are seen as more dangerous to women largely because women are 

deemed less pure than men because of menstruation and childbirth (Reis, 1982). 

[' Appendix 4 consists of a giossary of terms. 



1.33 Division of Labour 

At the age of five or six, both male and female children begin to labour in the househotci, 

helping to care for younger siibgs and fetch wateq older children collect dung, wood, and 

s h b s  (Norberg-Hodge, 1994). Gradually gender roles diverge although even in adult life, 

Norberg-Hodge (1994) claims that the division is far ftom pronomaxi. Indeed, the available 

Iiterature suggests that, with the exception of ploughing slaughtering cattle, and felling 

trees, which are oniy done by men, there bas not been a rigid division of labour between the 

sexes. Because most of the men's work is carried out in m e r ,  while the specific duties 

of women transcend summer and winter, Reis (1982) argues that both men and women 

concede that women have to work harder- Mann (1986) concun, arguing that women do as 

much agricultural work as men, wfüle reproductive activities fa11 to the women. In the only 

discussion of the implications of the division of labour to date, Reis (1982) argues that 

cultural taboos preventing ploughuig, slaughter, and felling trees, are notable as the bais of 

the economy which makes women more dependent on men for the supply of fwd 

1.3.4 Position of Women 

Almon al1 accounts of Ladakhi life maintain that the statu of women is relatively high. 

Unforhmately the parameters of cornparison are o h  unclear. For example, in the previous 

discussion of the division of labour al1 authors stress that boundaries are not rigid although 

al1 do note differences in labour by gender. Some of this can be attributed to the seconda- 
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nature of gender issues within the research; with the exception of Reis none of the authon 

are working fiom a femini~  or gender perspective and the discussion of women usuaily 

seems to be an insufficiently rigorous afterthought. Mann (1 986) devotes a slim chapter to 

women in his study. While his discussion of marital forms and practices is interesting, his 

comments on the statu of women do not seem grounded in any theory or even any 

conceptualization of gender relations. This approach often results in incoherence. He 

argues mat the Ladakhi women "enjoy a great deal of  fi-eedom" and he daims that because 

of polyandry a woman "was never underrated" (1986, p. 75); but he also &tes that, "al1 

admit that the women are more hard working, and their contribution in various econornic 

punuits is far greater than the men . . . But in spite of al1 this she is rated iderior. Under 

such explmations it appem that woman's inferiority has become a matter of tradition" 

(1986, p. 77). 

Differeaces amongst women are not discussed rigorously by any of the researchen (although 

some differences in Magpa and Bagma maniaga are recorded). When noted, the existence 

of difference is often presented as an anomaiy instead of as the product of any 

deconstruction of the category 'woman.' For exampIe Crook (1994) writes that "ladakhi 

family life allows a degree of fieedorn for women that is higher tban in many p a n t  

societies. Married women have considerable influence in the home, especially in 

pol yandrous families (they often engage in marketing and commercial ac tivity ). They 

express opinions in words and actions easily. Older unmm-ed women are in many ways the 

deprived representaave of this culture - little more than unpaid family labouren" (p. 767). 
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At times the writings about Laclakhi women appear conûadictory. However, these 

differences may be attn'buted to variations in the perspectives and interpretations of 

researchers, and not necessarily to differences in nndings and observations. Some examples 

of these variations follow, 

Mann (1986) argues that Ladakhi Buddbism has elevated woments status. He claims that 

in the sphere of religious s e ~ c e  there are not many dispanties between the lamas and the 

chomos (nuns). Reis (I982), however, claims that in the monastic order, nuns are inferior 

to monks (they have to do the most strenuous work, they hardly psrtake in the religious 

practices of their religious house and they are not allowed to officiate at ceremonies). 

Reis (1982) argues that a woman is first and foremost seen as a mother and her reproductive 

firnction is both emphasized and tied up with impurity; she claims that dl women said they 

wanted children and that a woman who could not conceive was p i t i d  Altematively, a study 

done by Norberg-Hocige (1994) on buth and childrearing practces (base. on i n t e ~ e w s  with 

twenty-five women) claimed that there was no stigma attached to sterile women - no 

embarrassrnent and no great Imhappiness. 

Reis (1982) claims that both men and women feel Ladakhi women have an innate interest 

in children, the only place they really feel at ease is the kitchen, they are shy, lack self- 

confidence, and have to be guided by other people (husbands, parents, brothen). She notes 

that these qualities are seen as normal and positive ferninine traits. Reis argues women are 
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"in a position of subordination and dependence in relation to men" (1 982, p. 228). On the 

other hand, Norberg-Hodge (199 1) daims that women in Ladakh actually have a more 

dominant position than in any other cultures with wtiich she is familiar. She asserts fhat the 

informal sector in which women are centrai, plays a much larger role than the fomal one 

and that the focus of the economy is the household where dl important decisions are settled. 

Norberg-Hodge (1 99 1) does wam that modemkation is resulting in increasing polarity 

between men and women as their work becornes more differentiated She claims that when 

men get jobs in the money economy women becorne invisible shadows; they do not eam 

money for îheir work so they are no longer seen as productive (Norberg-Hodge, 1 994). 

13.5 Change 

In the last three decades, change has corne quickly to Ladakh. In 1962 the Indian army 

established a permanent pst  in Ladakh in response to border disputes and built a highway 

over the caravan route. AAer three wars with Pakistan and one with China, tensions began 

to ease in Ladakh and in 1974 the state decided to open Ladakh to tourïsts "in the interest 

of its development" (Jina, 1994, p. 46). Later the govemmeat allowed air service to Leh; 

the fint civil flights anived in December of 1978. In 1980 the Zangskar region was opened 

to foreigners and as of 1994 foreigners have k e n  able to obtain permission to visit the 

previously restricted areas of DaHanu, Nubra Valley, and Tsomorin. 

When the area was opened up tolrrists surged into Ladakh. Visitor numbers rose from zero 
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to 10,000 between 1973 and 1979 and increased by another 5,000 with the 1979 air link with 

Srinigar, Delhi, and Chandigarh (Michaud, IWO, p. 6 1 O). Numbers have largely stabilized 

at 15,000 iul~lually as d l  aansportation is saturateci. Over eighty percent of the touïsts 

vkituig Ldakh are fkom Europe, Canada, the U.S., A u d i a ,  New Zeaiand, and (recently) 

Japan (Michaud, 1990, p. 6 10). Tourkt activities include trekking, and other outdoor 

adventrrring, visiting monasteries, and simply sightseeing in Leh (a town of perhaps 1 5,000 

inhabitants). 

Conespondingiy, the large sale introduction of the army and support sewices brought with 

it outside foods, fuel, clothing and construction rnethods. As these flooded into the region 

they inevitably fomd their way into the market and peuples' homes. Coupled with exposure 

to outside influence, this surge of consumer goods resulted in rapidly shifting the barter 

economy to a market economy (Equations, 199 1). This transformation was also furthered 

by developrnent measures initiated by the federal and state govemments, including 

expanding road networks to the two urbm centers &eh and Kargil) and creating govemrnent 

initiated schools and medical facilities, 

The ernployrnent of the local population in the rnoney economy (in both military and torrrism 

related industries) has increased the diffusion of cash and the infusion of commodities. A 

new stratum of an economically better off upper class is emerging fiom the traditional 

society. The old power structure was based on a strong clergy and an ancient monarchistic 

regirne. A strengthened commercial bourgeoisie has been implanted above it and a new 
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petite bourgeoisie is now emerging, consisting of Indian educated youth (Michaud, 1990, 

p. 6 1 1). Economic success has brought them power before tradition would have. 

Politically, Ladakh has been the site of increasing communalism, arguably, as a resuit of the 

emergence of this educated middle class seeking power (Crooks, 1994). 1989 saw the 

beginning of a movement to sepanite nom Jammu and Kashmir State as a Union temtory 

governed directly h m  New Delhi. ReIigion was used by Buddbists both to mobilize a large 

secfor of the local population and to gamer more attention externdly. Cnsis followed, when 

resentment aga& the Kashrni. goverment erupted in local violence and a three year social 

boycott of Muslims. The social boycott was çpearheaded and enforced through pressure 

h m  the Ladakh Buddhist Association; the boycott limited Buddhists from mixing socially, 

as well as commercially, with Muslims (for example Buddhists were pressureci not to shop 

in stores owned and run by Muslims). The demand for separation, later lowered to 

Autonornous Hill Council Status was granted in the summer of 1995. Hill Council status 

entails more LadaWii participation in planning and implementing development programs, 

educaîion, culture, and to some extent staffing govemment posts; additionally the Council - 

will have full executive powers over lew of local taxes, collection of state accounts and 

vlnious other regdatory functions (excl uding poiicing and the j udiciary ) (RI gzin Jora, 1 994, 

p. 1 1). However, the movement towards this decentralization, according to van Beek and 

Bertelsen (1995) "created a deep rifi between the two comrnunities [Buddhist and Muslim], 

and it is not clear that the Hill Council, dominated, as it will be, by the Buddhist political 

leadership that led the agitation, wïll be willing or able to bring about a reconciliation" (p. 
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1 2). Further, although acknowledging that it is an improvement over centralized state and 

national mie, van Beek and Bertelsen cnticize the Hi71 Cormcil formula for instinitionalising 

"difference of comrmity, culture, and religion, and obscurïng and ignoring divisions within 

and across these communities, cultures, religionsn (1 995, p. 15). 

At a more micrdevel, the family structure is another site of change, in part caused by 

increasing farnily size because of fewer polyandrous marriziges, and the extemal 

employment of men as a possible aitemative to self-sufficient fmily agriculture. Fratemal 

polyandry, once the preferred fom of marriage in Ladakh, has declined for a number of 

reasons including: the imposition of Indian legislation making it technically illegal since 

1942 (Norberg-Hodge, 199 1, p. 57), changes in inheritance laws, the expansion of jobs 

(these latter two promoting the economic independence of younger brothen) and finally, 

contact with outsiders who condemned the practice as immoral and disgracell. Ladakhis 

have already started to speak il1 of polyandry. For example, one man working in the army 

argued that people would not marry pol yandrously today and that they would be ashamed 

of such a marriage; he argued that the "improved economy and new educational 

opportuniries rendered polyandry unnecessary (Crwk and Shakya, 1994, p. 732). While 

others questioned by Crook and Shakya (1994) a g r d  that the division of land would result 

in plots too mal1 for agriculture, this was deemed acceptable since the owner could get a 

job to support his fmil y. The well-being of these families now depends on commercial 

development in Ladakh and no longer upon ecologïcal adaptation through agriculture and 

animal husbandry. 
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Traditional living arrangements, either khang-chen (composai of the family head and his 

i her imrnediate kin) or Idiang-gyu (cornposeci of al1 other kin), are dso changing. ïhere are 

now more kinship categories in the khang-gyu because of more maniaga (therefore nieces, 

nephews, etc); as well, the length of tenure of the family head is increasing (Crook and 

Shakya, 1994, p. 7 1 5). The contemporary function of the khang-gyu is no longer to house 

the grandparents; it is to house the reproductive siblings. As a consequence of these 

changuig miai customs (and improved access tu medi-cal facilities) the population has been 

increasing dramatically (see figure two). 

Figure Two: Rates of Change in the Population of Ladakh, 1901 - 2001. 

1 Source: Census of India District Handbooks of Leh and Kargil 198 1 and 199 1. 
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Fàmly life in Ladakh is moving towards a more nuclear monogrnous unit favoured by the 

urban bureaumatic value system of middle class India with its consumer onented market 

economy (Crook, 1 994). Norberg-Hodge (1 99 1 ) wams that this process isolates women, 

removing them from the larger community and depriving them of meaningful work; men, 

despite their new dominant role also suffer from the breakdown of these cornmimity ties and 

contact with children (p. 27). While the roles of many Ladakhi men are changing quite 

dramatically with their growing shift to paid employment, Crook and Shakya (1  994) daim 

this is not necessarily the case for women, noting "Amongst women, there is much less sign 

of change in traditional activity . . . with many men now in non-agricuitural employment, 

women's role in agriculture is more important than ever" (p. 71 7). Traditional farmers and 

women are coming to be viewed as inferior and they are developing feelings of insecurity 

and inadequacy (Norberg-Hodge, 199 1 ). 

One direction of change is towards the belief that everythmg Ladakhi is primitive and should 

be replad by the modem western version (Page, cited in Crook, 1994, p. 809). Imported 

garments, shoes and other items have begun replacing indigenously produced goods. 

Traditional Ladakhi jewellery, especiall y the perak (turquoise headpiece), is al 1 but 

disappearing fiom ddy life. Crook discusses the threat of monetization in Lad& to what 

he calls "benevolent traditional values" (1994, p. 802). He examines and generally concurs 

with the daim that Ladakhi culture is unusually peaceful and happy. He notes that this is 

likely the result of generally stress fiee childhoods, among other things notable for the 

absence of extreme gender-rote differentiation in childcare, and the development of 
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cooperative social devices necessitateci by yean of wintering in very tight quarters. 

Traditional values of reciprocity and collaboration are m e r  supported by Tibetan 

Buddhism's emphasis on selflesmess and renunciation. Crook daims that changes in 

attitude @articularty in young men), including the desirability of western style clothes, and 

consumer products, are leading to a feeling that Ladakhi culture is backward or primitive. 

Crook argues that while some Ladakhis are taking a deeper look at their own culture, the 

majority are prepared to replace it as quickIy as possible with "the modem western version" 

(1 994, p. 8 13). 

Crwk descn'bes a possible future society resulting fiom such changes as characten'zed by 

a " hierarchal [class] structure," "stress," "crime," "depopulation," "erosion," and, ltdecayl1 

(1994, p. 809). Norberg-Hodge (1994) agrees that Ladakh is paying a heavy price for 

development, claiming th& in and around Leh tbere is a gow-ng dependence on imported 

goods and services coupled with a decline in self-help and cooperation (p. 1 17); chemical 

feTtilisers and pesticides are king applied to fields that always did well without thern 

(p. 1 7 )  refined food is foming an increasing part of many die& (p. 120); the fmily is 

showhg signs of breakdown, and population, once controlled, is on the rise (p. 128). 

While not downplaying the negative impacts of some of the changes in Ladakh, some of the 

above scenarios may be overly pessimistic, or at least seem to ignore the roies of Ladakhis 

as social actors. Not dl extemal introductions have been destructive - for example, glas  

has allowed the use of solar heating, ideal in Ladakh's climate. Similarly the interest of 
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foreignen in Ladalchi culture and Buddhkm has been directly linked with the upsurge in the 

pride in and protection of cultural artïfacts in the region Some outsiders, perhaps afflicted 

with what van Beek and Bertelson cal1 the '2ost Horizons syndrome," tend to romanticize 

Ladakhs "peaceful" and "ecologicaily sound" society and not focus on what Ladakhi's think 

and feel about the changes occuring (p. 15, 1995). CIaims that Ladakhi culture is being 

'destroyed' ignore the dynamic nature of culture and the possibility that culture is emergent. 

Crook (1994) seems to recognize this idea; he does not suggest that the monetization in 

Ladakh could or shouid be prevented, or that traditional ways of life should be forcibly 

conserve& but rather that the value of traditional ways needs to be highlighted and 

d i s c d  Change in Ladakh may be inevitable, but wtiat benefits it brings, to whom, and 

at what costs needs consideration. The following chapter attempts to lay out a theoretical 

basis fkom which to engage in some of these questions. 



2.0 THEORIES OF GENDER, DEVELOPMENT, AND CULTURE 

2.1 Introduction 

Deterrnining the gndered impacts of rnodemization in Ladakh (used throughout to refer to 

the introduction of', or M e r  integration into, a capitalist economic system via certain 

projects, or structurai changes in society) requires understanding how traditional gender 

roies are constructecl and perpetuated wîthin the domestic and social spheres. It also 

requires comprehending how the social sphere is constmcted from both inside @y the social 

actors) and outside influences (such as state policies and / or acton). In this chapter, 

relationships between economic development, gender, and cultural change are theorized to 

provide a methodological and analytical foundation. To conceptualise the experiences of 

Ladakhi wornen caught up in the 'passage to modemity' this chapter deconstnicts some of 

the dominant discounes that have marginalized or excluded gender and attempts to 

reconstnict a gendered discourse of development Following a brief discussion of Women 

in Developnent 0): Woman and Developrnent (WAD), and Gender and Development 

(GAD) theories, various concepts deemed particularly relevant to understanding the gender 

dimensions of modemization are presented. Conceprualizations of gender, difference, the 

household, the sexual division of labour, and power and resistance, are made explicit. 



2 2  WID, WAD, and GAD: The Union of Feminism and Development 

Depending on the theoretical framework selected, analyzing the impact of modemization 

on Ladakhi women could take many forms. In the following section sorne of the more 

powerful ideas about gender and modemization are presented, particularly Women in 

Development (WID), Wornan and Development (WAD) and Gender and Development 

(GAD) theories. This thesis draws heavily fkom al1 of these theories but is grounded 

primady in GAD theory. 

In the twenty-six years since the publication of Ester Bosenip's Women 's Role in Economic 

Developme~ (1 970), there has been a surge of research and writing about wornen around 

the world, caught up in transitions to modemity. Prior to Boserup, and the subsequent surge 

in western feminism, dominant discourses dealing with development had usudly 

marginalized or excluded gender. Boserup descnbed the semai division of labour in 

agrarian cornmimities. She argued that introductions of technology require increased labor 

inputs, alterhg the work assignrnents of women and men. She showed that men gîxned most 

fkom the introduction of modem technologies and the expansion of cash cropping while the 

work burden of women was often increased - chalienging prevailing assumptions that such 

developrnent benefitted everyone. In fact, instead of decreasing with economic growth, as 

predicted by earlier theories, gender differentials tend to widen with increasing penetration 

of 'modem' or capitalist forms of production (Mazumdar and S h m a ,  1990, p. 189). 
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Women in Development (WID) theory, however, was quickly cxiticized for, among other 

things: king  grounded in traditional rnodernization theory, accepting existing social 

structures, and tending tu focus exclusively on women's productive labour (Rathgeber, 

1990, p. 493). Although WID decotl~t~cted the household by splitting it fonnally into two 

opposed units of production it arguaùly su~ported the ideology of a semai division of labour 

rendering male and fernale production uicompamble, and "reinforced the domestic ! public 

distinction with its fernale/ male, subsistencel cash dichotomies" (Moore, 1 988, cited in 

Geisler, 1993, p. 1 967). What was characterized by some as an 'add women (to productive 

labour) and stir' approach was critiqued as shortsighted. Beneria and Sen (1981 ) argue: 

The economic rnarginalization of women . . . results not from women's exclusion fiont 
productive labor but from the exploitation of their labor in the global system of capiraList 
labor relations. Women are forced by their poverty to participate in 'a system that generates 
and intensifies inequalities' and 'makes use of existing gender hierarchies to place women 
in subordinate positions at each different level of interaction between class and gendef 
(cited in Jaquette, 1990, p. 65). 

WID did not challenge the existing system of development, but saw the main problem as 

women's insufficient participation in an otherwÏse benevolent process. However, dominant 

notions of development, in such arguments, counter ferninism. Developrnent is assurned to 

follow a eurocenaic approach, presupposing that progress is a linear transition from one 

lower level of capitaIist economic growth to the next. Bunch and Carillo (1990) note: 

"This approach is not only hegemonic but also nins against fundamental values stressed by 

the womenk movement: the need to listen to the disempowered along with a cornmimient 

to respect differences. It also puts heavy emphasis on the individual (a Western European 
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tradition) rather than on the community, and it masures progress of human beings and 

societies only in economic terms, IeaWig out other hurnan needs whether cultural, social, 

political, or spiritual (p. 75). " This view is echoed by Dwyer and Bruce (1 988) who clairn 

that because most studies examining women and development issues have been done for 

development agencies, they have avoided questioning the theoretical structure of 

'developrnent' or, in particular, the mandate of the particdar development agency (cited in 

Tinker, 1990). Given that development projects have increased women's work burden as 

often as they have decreased it, and that both increasing labour demands and increasing 

incorne ofien remain "hostage to patriarchal control" such a reassessment seemed overdue 

(Dwyer and Bruce, 1988, cited in Tinker, 1990, p. 5). 

The Wornan and DeveIopment (WAD) approach (neo-Manrist feminist approach) emerged 

later. It departed from WID by suggesting that women's economic role both inside and 

outside the household maintained existing structures of inequality. Critics of WAD argue 

that it gives little attention to the "social relations of gender within classes," it "fails to 

undertake a full-scale analysis of the relationship behveen patiarchy, differing modes of 

production, and women's subordination and oppression," and it implicitly assumes that 

women's position will automaticalty improve with more equitable international structures 

(Rathgeber, 1990, p. 494). The concept of 'statu of women' assumed in the WID (and to 

some extent the WAD) literature has been critiqued as an essentialization of the category 

women. Rogers (1986) argues that the concept "conceals as much as it enlightens," going 

on to state: "It ignores the enormous vaiety of situations in which individual women may 
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find thernselves" (cited in Van Esterik, 1989, p. 1 ). Indeed, emerging conceptualizations of 

feminism as highlighted in the following quotes, made a new approach or 'union' with 

development seem imminent: 

FeTlzinism . . .ask the right question: about power, about the links between the personal and 
the political; and because it cuts through race and class. Feminism implies conscioumess 
of al1 the sources of oppression: race, class, gender, homophobia, and it resists them al1 
(Antrobus, as quoted in Bunch and CarilIo, 1990, p. 73). 

The feminiia vision acknowledges . . .diversity and the diffenng but equally valid meanings 
of feminism in each region, society, and time (Bunch and CarilIo, 1990, p. 80). 

A feminist mode1 of development requires that culturai conditions in their relational and 
historical context be viewed as actively conmcted (Van Esterik, 1989, p. 5). 

The GAD approach incorporates these visions. GAD rejects public / private dualism and 

recognizes the df ic ia l  division between productive and reproductive labour. It identifies 

the social construction of gender roles and the concurrent construction of productive and 

reproductive labour as the source of women's oppression, questioning both the vaiidity of 

these roles and their spatial and temporal differences. Mile not ignoring the importance 

of hcreasing women's participation in "social, political, and economic Iife," an examination 

of the roots of women's systematic position in infenor or secondary roles has been GAD'S 

primary focus (Rathgeber, 1990, pp. 494-495). Proponents argue that the GAD approach 

is holistic and encompassing. Rathgeber (1990) daims: " . . . GAD is not concemed with 

m e n  per se but with the social consîruction of gender and the assigmnent of specific roles, 

responsibilities, and expectations to women and to men . . . the GAD approach welcomes 
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the potential contributions of men who share a concem for issues of equity and social 

justice" (1990, p. 495). Finally, the GAD approach does not see women as 'development 

problems' but sees women as agents of change, who are capable of and should organize 

themselves politically. GAD recognizes the importance of class and other cleavages but 

maintains that patnarchy operates within and across them to oppress women: GAD is 

concerned with both the "connections among and the contradictions of gender, class, race, 

and development" (Rathgeber, 199q p. 495). 

In the context of Ladalch, GAD theoiy will be used to understand how gender roles are 

constructed and maintained in the region and how these roles then shape the division of 

labour, access to resources, and power and authority. From this bais the gendered impacts 

of modeniization on this particdix society can be examine& and GAD theory also helps to 

conceptualise how gender roles and the issues mentioned above are reshaped In such a 

conceptualization and, for more complete understanding, the roles and actions of Ladakhi 

women in shaping and reacting to changes are also critical. Fuaher GAD provides a space 

withui which to try and understand gender as one of many overlapping social cleavages that 

shape individual expenences. Thus, although making it possible to draw certain 

generdizations about rnodemization and gender, GAD theory does so without denying the 

role of other cleavages such as class, age, and religion etc. in shaping individual experience. 

GAD'S focus on difference and overlapping social deavages reflects the impact of 

postrnodemism on feminism. The discussion of this impact is criticai, especially the 
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implications on methodology because in essence the debate is whether there is a 'üuth' to be 

discovered (for example, about gender in Ladakh) or whether there are a number of different 

'truths' that are expressed through various belief structures, some of which are more 

privileged than others- In the next section the d o n  to postmodernism and the tension (as 

well as oppominities) it creates for feminist theory is exarnined 

23 Feminism and Postmoderuism 

Pomodernism offers both obstacles and opportunities to feminist thinkers. It challenges 

and deconstructs notions that concepts of knowledge, or jhce, for example, cm encompass 

any kind of miversal mak For example, Michel Foucault stressed the need to examine the 

relationship between power and knowledge; both are defined and contested wi-thin discourse 

- "a historically, socially and institutiodly specific stnicture of statement, tenns, categories 

and beliefsn (Parpart, 1993, p. 440). Metanarratives, then, are seen as "ernbedded in the 

specific histobi tirne and place in which they were created" and are "privileged discourses 

that deny and silence competing discounes" (Parpart, 1993, p. 440). Power can be 

challenged through alternative discourses which offer d i f f i  conceptuaiizations of reality. 

In the face of such postmodem critiques, feminist scholan have taken a nurnber of stances. 

Some feminists reject postmodernism cumpletely, arguing that it leads to relativisrn and the 

irnpossibility of maintaining any political position wax, 1992, p. 446). Nancy Harstock 

(1990), for example, daims Foucault's postmodernism obscures systematically unequal 
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power relations by overernphasizing the individual perception and experience of power. 

Further, the importance of difference revealed in the search to uncover the construction of 

social meanings worries some ferninists for its potential to divide and fragment feminist 

consciousness (Parpart, 1993, p. 442). Questioning the ability of feminism to speak for al1 

women "ha led to fears that dismantling the identity of 'woman' may well lead to the 

dissolution of ferninism itself' (Hemessy, 1993, p. xi) 

Conversely, postmodemism is embraced by some feminists who agree that although "taken 

to its logical extreme and as practiced by its mostly white middle-class male proponents, 

[it] appean to undermine feminists' search for a better, more egalitarian world,' its focus on 

difference "provides a space which legitimizes the experience of women marginalized along 

sites of difference, including class, race I ethnicity, religion, age, and sexuality" (Parpart 

1993, p. 443). Rivileging one segment of the group which makes up 'wornan' - the western, 

white, middle-class segment -affects what knowledge is created and whose voice is heard. 

Goen expands on this view, arguing that "the analytical privileging of the category 'women' 

in a unified, ahistorical way divorced from the social contexts and relations of class, 

ethnicity and race in which wornen are situated, has the epistemological effect of 

constraining possible howing" (1988, p. 99). Postmodernisrn provides an oppominity to 

examine the intersections of class and gender in their various historical circumstances; in 

this way it "provides new insights into Third Worid pp1est behaviour and undermines the 

tendency to unthinkingly apply western standards to all Third World societiesn (Parpart, 

1993, p. 454). Southern feminists have w d  postrnodemism to deconstnict what they see 
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as the western feminist essentialization of 'woman'. Chandra Mohanty provides such a 

critique, writing: 

The 'statu' or 'position' of women is asswned to be selfevident, because women as an 
already constituted group are placed within religious, economic, familial, and legal 
structures. However, this focus whereby women are seen as a coherent group across 
conte=, regardess of class or ethnicity, structures the world in ultimately binary, 
dichotomous temis, where women are always seen in opposition to men, patriarchy is dways 
necessarily male dominance, and the religious, legai, economic, and familial systems are 
implicitly assumed to be mnstructed by men (1 99 1, p. 70). 

A more encompassing and less distorted image of both the 'position' of women and of gender 

relations can be derived by stamng from women's actual lives; ferninist standpoint theory 

is based on this assumption. This exercise does not only produce opinion, but also 

knowledge which is nonetheless socially situated. Harding (1992) argues that "d is still 

partial in both senses of the word, but less distorting than thought originating in the agendas 

and perspectives of the lives of dominant group menn (p. 181). Rather than rejecting 

stnicturaiisrn and epistemology altogether, as sorne po~anode~s ts  do, feminist standpoint 

theorists daim that knowledge of the world c m  ody corne through king in the world and 

smiggling against oppression of all forms (Walter, 1995, pp. 238-284). According to Flax 

(1 992), theorists such as Sandra Harding and Nancy Hartstock are mistaken in thinking that 

ending patriarchy depends upon making tnith ciaims about feminist knowledge or 

"maintaining the innocence of feminist theories and politics; it is "power", she daims, not 

"an innocent tnith," that is the goal of feminism (p. 457). Rosemary Hennessey (1993) 
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argues that standpoint theory is contraciictory in that it fails to explain the relationship 

between the discursive ( ferninist critique) and the nondiscursive (women's lives). Ho wever, 

she feels that tbis link can be made when discourse is conceptualized as ideology, ailowing 

us "to consider the discursive c o ~ c t i o n  of the subject, 'woman,' across multiple 

modalities of difference, but without forfeiting feminismfs recognition that the continued 

success of patriarchy depends upon its systematic operation" (1993, p. xv). Ferninist 

standpoint thmry does offer a potentially powerful fkamework for explaining and analyzing 

the relationships between knowledge, power, and subjectivity. With Henessey's 

conceptualization, though, it becornes a critique of the dominant discourse, and not an 

experiential ground for knowledge or tnith. 

Frorn this perspective, postmodemism is not considered a threat to ferninist politics but 

rather a tool for feminist theorizing. Fraser and Nicholson (1990) advocate the mutually 

reinforcing nature of feminisrn and postmodemism, stating: "Postmodemists offer 

sophisticated and persuasive criticisms of foundationalism and essentialism, but their 

conceptions of social cnticism tend to be anemic. Ferninists offer robust conceptions of 

social criticisrn, but they tend at times to lapse into foundationalism and essentialism" (1990, 

p. 20). Parpart (1993) writes that posmiodemist critiques "have encouraged an opemess to 

difference . . . a reluctance to essentialize 'woman' . . . a sensitivity to social, historical and 

cultural specificity . . . a fwus on the body as a locus of social control . . . and a cornmitment 

to uncuvering previously igored voices and resistances" (p. 445). It does, however, create 

tension, for as Ferguson (1 99 1) notes, "the creation of a women's point of view is done in 
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order to reject the male ordering of the world, the deconstruction of gender is done in order 

to reject the dualism of male and f d e "  (pp. 322-323). 

The challenge here, then, is to continue to see the systemic nature of modemizabon's impact 

on gender roles in Ladakh, while simuitaneously seeing a diverse and heterogenous 'women' 

instead of a monolithic one. This task can be partidly accomplished through a more 

inclusive understanding of gender that recognizes other social cleavages. h the next section 

conceptualizations of gender and difference are presented- 

2.4 Cooceptualinng Gender, Culture, and Difference 

My research is based on an examination of gender. In this work gender is understood as " 

. . . a systern of culturally constructed identities, expressed in ideologies of rnasculinity and 

femininity, interacting with socially structureci relationships in divisions of labor and Ieisure, 

sexuality, and power between women and menn (Swain, 1995, pp. 258-259). Culture, 

rneanwhile, is conceptualized as the negotiation of rneanings over time - a process rather 

than a product Walter (1995) wïtes that culture, "is comrnimicated and practiced over time 

and vated in the construction of fitue meanings and practices." (p. 274). Conceptualizing 

culture as "contested, emergent, and practical" (Walter, 1995, p. 278) provides a space to 

express feminist concem over the constniction and contestation of power diserences, how 

gendered structures are cfeated, perpetuateâ, and ! or challenged, and how gender is related 

to other sites of difference in society. 
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Gender, then, is conceived as  a histoncally varied, fl uctating, and context dependent set of 

human customs. The comtniction of gender is the outcorne of cornplex and highly specific 

historicd processes in which both women and men have played parts as gendered subjects 

(Stivens, 1994, p. 376). Arguably, the situation of one gender can be understood only when 

placed in the dynamic of relations involving both. Gender relations are " found in al1 the 

different spheres of society, and produced (and reproduced) on a daily basis by the actions, 

ideas, and discourse of individuals and groups" (Tamania Gender Networking Project, 

1993, p. 17). Gender is a particular type of howledge constnicted within discourse - thus 

the dominant discourse has unequal power in shaping gender and gender relations. Other 

foms of knowledge, or other constructions of gender still exist in varying levels of 

resistance. Gender relations are not static, but as sites of stmggle are changeable. 

Gender differences are one of the 'fault lines' of societies, and as Papanek ( 1 990) puts 

it, refer to "those marks of difference among categories of persons that govem the allocation 

of power, authority, and resources" (p. 163). Gender, though, is but one of the many 'fault 

lines' which together with class, race, ethnicity, religion, etc. form a matrix of socially 

constnrcted differences that inform the workings of gender both spatially and temporally. 

As Gallin and Ferguson (1 993) explain, there are two disparate concepts of diRerence in 

feminist thought: the first interpretation focuses on gender differences and prirnaril y the 

contrasts between men and women; the second stresses the differences amongst women and 

identifies "ciaçs, race, ethnicity, nationality, sexual orienhtion, and age" as major "axes of 

differentiation" (p. 2). Diffierence is "a series of relationships of power, involving 
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domination and subordination" (Gallin and Ferguson, 1993, p. 12. citing Kerber). On the 

other hand rnarkea of difference, such as clas, race, and gender, are sites of power and thus 

sites of resistance as well (Barrett, 1987, cited in Gallin and Ferguson 1 993). " As Sen (1 990) 

notes: "The fact that the relative deprivation of women vis-a-vis men is by no means 

unifom across the world does not reduce the importance of gender as a parameter of 

analysis. In fact, this variability is an important reason for giving serious attention to the 

causal antecedents of the contrasting deprivations (p. 124)." Thus, in the context of Ladakh, 

the hiaorkal accounts of gender relations which describe Ladakhi wornen as relatively 

powemil and the gendered division of labour as quite uniform, (assuming they are accurate 

depictions) raise questions such as: what factors led to these accounts of relative pnvilege 

vis-a-vis women in other regions?; how do womenrs life situations Vary dong other 'fault 

lins'?; how has this relatively high status affecteci their ability to shape, or capture the gains 

from, modemkation?; and how have other social cleavages varied the impact of 

modernization arnong women? These are essentially questions of power how power cornes 

about in gender relations, how these relations shape society, and how society shapes power 

relations along gender and other cleavages. In the following section notions of power and 

resistance are examined in more depth. 

2.5 Power and Raistance: Public and Private Accounl 

The ways in which resources are distniuted and labour is divided reflect the power relations 

and the 'implicit prionties' within a group (Papanek, 1990, p. 163). These implicit prionties 
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are the result of the çocialktion (ofkn for gender inequality) that takes place at an early 

age. Socialization for gender based inequalities is arguably very successful given their 

widespread existence and resistance to change: inequdities are often not perceived, 

fostering their penistence, or they may be deerned mordly s o d  In fact the perpetuation 

of inequaiities survives through the alliance of the oppresseci Sen (1990) notes that "the 

underdog cornes to accept the Legitimacy of the unequa1 order and becomes an implicit 

accomplice" (p. 126). The absence of protest, therefore, should not be considered evidence 

of gender equality. Conflicts between men and women have to be analyzed within a 

smcture where not only do both parties gain from cooperating but where their activities 

rnust be "overtiy coopemtive" even when a great deal of confiict exists (Sen, 1990, p. 147). 

Thus, as  Sualen (199 1) concludes, " . . .the fact that women often agree with practices that 

subordinate them, that they resist the exercise of power, and that there often exist ftiendly 

relations between women and men, cmot be understood in terms of the exclusively 

repressive view on power" (p. 9). 

To explain power relations in the household, Wilson (1991) applies Foucault's 

cunceptmlization of power to Sen's cooperative conflict model to illustrate the creation of 

private accounts that are in keeping with the dominant ideology. Since cooperation is 

essential to suwival and a recognition that shares are mequaily dishibutai could break d o m  

this cooperation Wilson hypothesizes that women might conceal information fiom 

themselves (p. 33). Using a cooperative conflict mode1 is not enough to detemine the actual 

experience within the household because of the power of the dominant model or ideology 
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in shaping perceptions of those in the household (Wilson, 1991, p. 32). She writes: "There 

are public accormts of that experience and private accounts. Public accounts usually fit the 

dominant ideology or present the person interview& in a good light Private accolmts may 

be more personal. O h  the difEerent accounts are confiicting but that does not mean that 

one or other is any less buef or important than the other" (1991, p. 32). A faster rate of 

change in acniaI living conditions than that of the dominant ideology (as would likely be the 

case in La&) rnay result in a serious mismatch between wornen's lives and their life 

accounts. The actuai experience may be so different fiom the dominant ideology that there 

is no language through which to voice the experïence in which case the account is absent- 

This silence not only reflects the power of the dominant ideology but is required by it. 

Foucault argues: '%wer is tolerable on1 y when a good deal of its workings are concealed. 

Its efficaq is proportional to the degree of that concealment. For power, secrecy is not an 

abuse but a necessity; and this is not only for its greater efficiency but also for its 

acceptance" (cited in Wilson, 199 1, p. 33). In order to understand achial living conditions 

the researcher has to try to uncover both the public and private acwunts of experience and 

power relations. 

Power relations shape al1 aspects of peoples lives. In the most practical sense, they shape 

who does what and who gets what But power relations do not only lead to rhe way lijé b 

but also, because it prideges certain discounes, it leads to noms about the way lfe should 

be. In following theoretical perspectives regarding the division of labour (who does 

what) and access to resources (who gets what) are presented. But fU-st the household - the 
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site where many power relations amongst men and women are played out, where resources 

are allocated and labour may be divided, and where a great deal of the socialization for 

gender clifferences takes place - will be conceptuaiized Conceptualizing the household is 

particdarly important to this mLdy as most of the research was carried out at the household 

Ievel . 

2.6 The Household 

Howholds are devÎsed to meet the needs of their rnernbers. They take on many foms and 

functions as wel1 as different styles of organization and extemal linkages. Modemization 

can change the structure of the househoid and may impact upon its ability to meet members' 

needs (which may themselves be altered) especiaily when the change is rapid. The 

neoclassical mode1 of households, in essence, assumes they function as a corporate unit 

subject to generalizable d e s  of organization within clearly defined boundaries. The 

distrihhon of resources within these corporate units is stnictured by "sharing" (Young, 

1992, p. 137) or almiism which, at the practical ievel, takes the fom of a "benevolent 

dictator" sethg the prionties of the household in the interest of the whole (Evans 199 1, p. 

52). The widespread acceptance of these concepts across academic disciplines cannot be 

soleiy amibuteci to "some obscure moraiity" or even a "paucity of methodologiesn but rather, 

according to Geisler (1993), "is above ail, an effective and powerful rnethodological tool in 

avoiding the questioning of power as an aspect of gender relations" which "blocks out 

women's exploitation as rmpaid labouren and thereby perpetuates their invisïbility within 



that illdefined 'private' space termed household (p. 1966). 

The structural adju~bment literatrire has pointeci to the ways in which economic developrnent 

â f f i  women and men differentiy (see for example, Moser, 1989; Elson, 199 1 ). Further, 

a number of feminist schoiars have begun to critique the conceptuaiization of the househoid 

provided by neoclassical econornics (Evans, 199 1 ; Wilson, 1 99 1 ; Young, 1 992; Roberts, 

1991). As Sen (1990) argues: " . . . many writen insist on seeing the deprivation of entire 

families as the right focus for studying misery and for seeking rernedies, . . . However, for 

çome poblems, inwme and class categories are over aggregative and even misleading and 

there is a need for gender classificationw (p. 123). 

Neoclassical economic models of the household assume that individual choices "are 

motivated by the desire to maximize total farnily welfare" (Evans, 199 1 , p. 56) and ignore 

the potential for conflict and power muggles in decision-rnalgng and resource allocation and 

"rernoves the possibility of exploring conditions of unequa1 exchange and exploitation 

between family memben, and in particular between women and men" (Folbre 1986, cited 

in Evans, 199 1, p. 56). Young (1 992) uses the example of biased food distribution to 

illustrate that the assumption of sharing does not account for often unequal distributions of 

resources (p. 137). By portraying households as a 'black box,' the neoclassical economic 

mode1 "submerges important information about variations in household composition - by 

gender, age, and kinship - and intra and inter household resource allocation and 

distributionw (Evans, 199 1, p. 54). Presenting the household in this way also obscures the 
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impact of the extemal domain in determining authority over resowces (Roberts, 199 1. p. 

6 1). Gender relations outside of the household are extremely important to the domestic 

sphere. W i l m  (1991) notes that "the less power people have to order their lives 

satis factorily outside the household, the more likely they are to remain within it" (p. 3 1 ). 

The view of the household as somehow aprt fiom society, "presocial" or "natural," must be 

deconstnicted and reconcephialized as "historically produced, cuitiwlly specific and socially 

constructed" (Roberts, 199 1, p. 6 1 ). 

Thus, as will be show in the follow-ing two sections, access to resources is not always 

equitable and the division of labour is not based solely on comparative advantage. Access 

to resources is detemined by statu within the household, kinship group, and the wider 

social and political environment. Similarly, family labour is differentiated by a number of 

fmtors. The argument that labour differences are based solely on comparative advantage, 

that is, that women engage primarily in subsistence work while men are more likely to be 

in paid employment simply because of wage differentials, ignores all of the "non-economic 

and ideological factors thai discriminate between male and female labour in the market 

place and values their labour differentiy in market and nonmarket sectors" (Evans, 199 1, 

pp. 54-55). 

Sen's (1990) cooperative conflict model addresses many of these issues, by analyzing the 

household as a site of both conflict and cooperation. Resources and power are not always 

evenly diçtniuted since although "there are many cooperative outcornes (beneficial to al1 
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the parties concemed, compared with non-cooperation)" the "different parties have strictly 

conflicting interests in the choice among the set of efficient cooperative arrangements" 

(Wilson, 199 1, p. 3 1). Thus, we cannot assume that gender (and other) relations are 

egalitarian but must question the extent to which they involve different and possibly unequal 

obligations, rights, power and control. 

2.7 Bargaiaing Power and Access to Resources 

As discussed above, access to resources is not dways equitable. Acwrding to Boserup 

(1990), power hierarchies of age and sex characterize most niraf areas of the l e s t  

developed' countries and are the bais of both "prîvileges" and "obligations" (p. 15). 

"Bxgaining power" for access to resources is often based on the 'perceived contribution' of 

household mernbers, a combination of "the achial ability to earn income or to bring valued 

resources into the househoid and "the value given to that contribution by other household 

rnembers" (Young, 1991, p. 155). While men often have more access to paid labour, 

worneds contributions to both productive and reproductive labour are generally under-rated, 

reinforcing the perception that men provide the main inputs to the family and should thus 

determine the resource allocation. Growing numbers of men are entering the paid workforce 

in Ladakh *le the majority of women remain in subsistence agriculture. This polarkation 

in their work may be Ieading to differences in their perceived household contrhutions and 

hence to shifts in power and access to resources. The 'perceived contributiont is not 

necasarily correlated with the amount of time expended in working both inside and outside 
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of the household, in fact quite the opposite situation prevails. Sen (1990) claims that tirne 

allocation studies uidicate that wmen often do "astonishingly large amounts of workn even 

when their economic contn'bution is perceived as relatively s m d ,  leading him to conclude 

that perceived contribution is much more a factor of the amount of cash eamed rather than 

time and effort expended (pp. 139- MO). In addition to culhnal perceptions undervaluing 

their economic input (in al1 forms), most women are constrained fiom making equal cash 

contributions to their households by "lower Ievels of education and training, their 

conmûation in poorly paid jobs or economic sectors, social stereotypes and other barriers 

to employment and promotioq and int-tient and atypical workforce participation (U.N., 

1991, p. 42)"; hence, there is no comw in the wodd where women's waged income equds 

men's (UN., 199 1, p. 42). 

Generally, women's lower perceived contribution relative to men diminishines their 

bargaining power and could partly explain dominant patterns of male mntrol over household 

income. A 1991 U.N. study entitled "Woman and Households in a Changing World," showed 

that while women may appear to be in charge of the allocation of household incorne, in fact 

their role is much more Iimited: they are most oflen managers of that portion of household 

income which the men allocate to them (p. 41 ). Women are more likely to have control over 

purchases correspondkg to the gender based division of labour (food, chitd care, clothing, 

rent, etc.) while men are more likely to make expendihire decisions for less routine and more 

extemal items (Whitehead, 1984, cited in Evans, 199 1, p. 57). Research tends to indicate 

that men are more likely to spend money on personal consumption, leisure and "greater or 
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smaller luxmies" while women spend more on families (U.N., 1991, p. 42), thus the 

dominant pattern of male control of income may provide a partial explmation of why 

developrnent does not necessady improve the well being of the entire household. 

Some of these concepts c m  be illustrated with a study done in a Nepalese village that has 

shified nom pïïman'ly subsistence agriculture into a wider cash economy through milk 

production (Thomas-Slayter and Bhatt, 1994, p. 467). The researchen found that while 

commercialization increased the well-being of many households within the economy 

through improved access to cash and food sectnity, it also increased gender-based inequities. 

Men's disproportionate access to and control over resources exacerbated the subordinate 

position of women, while demands on female Iabor h a t i c a l l y  increased (p. 468). The 

authors found that when added to women's existing labour burdens, the increased workload 

has ". . . remicted their mobility, lessened or erased their leisure time, and resulted in girls 

dropping out of school" (p. 485). While the women acknowledge the econornic benefits 

gamered by farnily rnembers as a whole, they cite linle or no personal gain. Indeed the 

authors clah that, "uicreased cash flowing into the community bypasses women dtogether" 

(p. 487) and they conclude : ". . .men seek the credit and are defined as the important 

earners of income for the farnily while women are given the responsibility for caring for the 

buffalo. Women expenence significantly increased workload, diminished mobility, and 

little involvement in howhold reçomce allocation decisions" (p. 488). 

Access to and control over resources is directly related, then, to the division of labour and 
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particularly to the perceived contribution of household membea. Further, this perceived 

contribution is not necessarily a factor of effort expended but is more likely based on cash 

contriiutions. Firially the way labour is divided has systematically produced a global trend 

where women have less access to paid labour and eam less than men when they do obtain 

such employment In the next section the division of labour is discussed in more detail. 

2.8 Gender and the Division of Labour 

The unequal division of power maintains unequai divisions of labour, creating a circle 

whereby women are relegated to undervalued work while the fact that they do this 

undervalued work reinforces notions of women's lesser contribution. These perceptions 

seem to penist even when women assume directly economic earning activities on top of 

their non-market and reproductive labour (U.N., 199 1, p. 43). Noting that the conceptual 

relationship between women's subordination and the division of labour is a source of 

contention, Muzumdar and Shamia (1 990) suggest "The important issue is not at what point 

of human history sexual division of labour emerged; the issue is how unequa1 relationships 

between men and women have been histoncally generated" (p. 186). 

The division of labour within households is often set along gender and / or age lines, 

although other Iùies of stratification (e.g. class and kinship) may also affect its complexion. 

The division of labour creates certain foms of interdependence within the household and 

between households in the fom and type of labour services provided by memben, but this 
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interdependence is not necessarily reciprocal or of equivalent benefit to al1 members" 

(Evans, 199 1, p. 55). Evans (199 1) clairns that women in traditional subsistence agriculture 

work harder than men, providing most of the labour input needed to maintain and reproduce 

other household rnemben (p. 55). This interpretation seems applicable to Ladakh, as all 

accounts of the division of labour indicate that women are the hardest workers. Boserup 

(1990) argues: "The memben of dominating groups enjoy more leisure, perfom the most 

interesting and pleasurable jobs, and pass onerous and tedious jobs to the persons over 

whom they have powern (p. 15). For exampIe, Mo-adits (1 992) study of gender relations 

in agriculture in Turkey (1992) revealed that hoeing perhaps the most arduous task in 

agricultrnal production, is oniy done by women and is considered "inappropriate for men, 

even when they are still boys, as a matter of pride and honour within the village" (p. 574). 

Paid employment may either reinforce the above gender division of labour or transform it 

by developing new incorne oppomuiities (Kinnaird et al, 1994, p. 17). In Ladalch, the two 

most important catalysts of modeniization were tourism and the military. Both tourïsm and 

the military created a fairly large-scale transformation to paid employment. This process 

raises fiindamental questions about the division of labour, paid and unpaid labour, and the 

gender implications of such a transformation. Taking a WID approach to development 

might entail increasing women's access to 'productive' labour, this rnay, however, increase 

their work burden with no real irnprovements in their material well being. For example, 

Morvanadi's ( 1992) study revealed that, "women are expected to participate in the 

production process while continuing to bear responsibility for domestic labor and the wel l 
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king of the household . . . Child are, miking, providing fuel from animal dimg, collecting 

water* food preparation, and bking bread are dl tasks that only women assume" (pp. 575- 

576). Sunilarly, in her study in rural Guatemala, Katz (1 995) found that women transfer 

significant labor time to the new male income-generating activity, concluding that, ". . . a 

woman's primary obligation is to domestic labor. After fdfilling this primary obligation, 

either with her own labor or that of her daughters, she can divide her remaining time 

between income generation for herself and /or for her husband . . . " (Katz, 1995, p. 340). 

Indeed as women extend their domestic responsibilities to include the provision of cash, 

other memben of the household are not sharing the household tasks as one mi@ assume 

( U N  1991, p. 40). In fact, gender roles and power structures, perhaps because of the early 

process of sucialization, seem highly resistant to change and persin in changing 

circumstances regardes of their appropriateness. However,  h ho ut denying the existence 

and men@ of gender roles and power structures, people are not only the products of this 

operation but are active subjects. The ways in which Ladakhi women are actively shaping 

their relations and creating their own oppomuiities is essential for understanding the way 

in which power is resisted. In this conte* then, human agency is discussed below. 

2-9 Agency 

Notions that capitalism destroys wornen's traditional rights and economic autonomy in 

relation to men (dong the lines of B O S ~ N ~  and others) have been criticized for sirnpliwing 

the impact of capitalism by rornanticizing traditional çocieties and ignoring the ways in 
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which hdividuals and groups contriiute to and rnodifi patterns of developrnent. As Stirlen 

(1 99 1) notes, there are a variety of responses to sirnilar processes of change which can be 

attriiuted to historically and culturally specific "socio-cultrrral prerequisites" (1 99 1, p. 2). 

Examining the ways people create, react to, and change the development process is an actor 

oriented view of social change. Inherent in this Mew is the conceptualization of human 

beings as achve subjects, capable of processing their experiences and creating coping 

strategies even under extremely oppressive conditions. Indeed, fiom her study in Ethiopia, 

Pankhrim (1992) refîects thaf "to look at gender relations. . .within the limited framework 

of womenrs subordination and the hardship of their daily existence would do serious 

injustice to their active negotiation of a position in al1 spheres of life (p. 179). Such 

perspectives point to the importance of focussing on both the accommodation and the 

resistance of oppression and highlight the relationslip between structure and agency (Walter, 

1995, p. 272, see also Stden, 199 1, Scott, 1985, and Huizer, 198 1 ). The notion of agency 

does not irnply dismissal of, what may at times be overwhelming, constraints of exploitation 

and subordination. As Sen (1990) suggests: the ". . . actual agency role is often 

ovenhadowed by social d e s  and by conventional perceptions of legitimacy" (p. 148). 

These niles and conventions, again, rnay be so entrenched as to prevent even the recognition 

of what rnay be incredible inequity. 

Variations in social organization can be explaineci in part as a reflection of different ways 

social acton deal with various problematic situations. So, for example, the polyandrous 

rnarriage system in Ladakh may reflect a population control response to the lack of arable 
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this form of social organization then creates a different context for the 

power and may result in different responses to modeniization than has 

occurred elsewhere. Stden (1991) notes: "The notion of local women and men as social 

acton implies that it is difficdt or impossible to predict impacts of imovations without a 

thorough knowledge of the socio-cultural context where the innovation is going to be 

adoptedn (pp. 2-3). Gender studies carried out within such a framework would depict 

women as active shapers of their lives, whether they exploit new oppo-ties or resist 

them, or whether they succeed in their punuits or not 

A number of conclusions of relevane to the Ladakh study can be drawn from the preceding 

theoretical discussion. Analyzing differentid structures of power, authonty, cultural and 

mial  interpretations and interests - and, in particular, how they are perpetuated, changed, 

and challenged - may provide key insights into how gender relations change as Ladakh's 

subsistence economy gives way to a 'modem' market economy. Because of the intensity of 

its social relations, the household seems to be a critical site for the construction and 

reproduction of gender relations, and in partkular the division of labour and access to 

resources. 

The development of commercialization transfomis social relations at the village and 

household levels. When developrnent is rapid, it is inevitable that these changes create 
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tensions between the sexes. While gender has been shown to be an important site of 

difference, gendered analysis mut avoid essentialinng the category women or excluding 

other important sites of difference such as class, age, ethnicis>, etc. Gender relations should 

not be separated from the totality of social relations nor should discrepancies arnongst 

women be dom-pIayed 

Understanding how deveioprnent impacts vary by gender requires examining as many of the 

interlockhg variables and proceçses that structure particdar societies in particular historical 

periods. Questioning the gendered dimensions of modemization in Ladakh, one highly 

specific and local case at the beginning of it's m ~ d e ~ z a t i o n  process, cm help explain the 

variability of women's relations to capitalist developrnent processes around the world. 

This question does not, of course, point to or even permit a simple answer. Working fkom 

a feminist theoretical framework demands that the methodology be consistent with 

feminism. Thus the methodology m u t  not only attempt to answer this question but it must 

a h  raise other sel f-reflective questions about the research process. The following c hapter 

details the importance of the accordance of femjnist theory and methods and details the 

research process of this study. 



3.0 METEODOLOGY AND METHODS 

3.1 Introduction 

In many p s t  d e n  accormts of social science research, chapters or sections on 

methodology were often minor addendums (if present at d l ) .  This absence reflected both 

the dominance of positivist approaches to the social sciences and, perhaps, the subsequent 

attempt to sanitïze the research process and make it appear more objective. In many cases, 

research questions were presented as variables in a petri dish, analyzed in the Iab of the 

scientin and then generalized into some truths about the world Methods could be found in 

any textbook and were taken as given - reflection on them would, perhaps, have seemed 

pointless. No Ionger, though, is an unquestioning approach to methodology appropriate; 

indea  for many it is the most important component of the research. Kirby and McKema 

( 1989), explain: 

Methodology, theory, and ideology are intertwined How you go about doing your research 
is inexaicably linked with how you see the world . . . chwsïng a method for a piece of 
research is a political choie. When you choose a certain method you adopt a particular way 
of seeing and constructing the worid *ch may prevent you from knowing it any other way 
(P- 64)- 

This chapter details both my methodology and my methods. As Sandra Harding (1987) 

points out, the two are often used interchangeably but, following her distinction, 

methodology is the "theory and analysis of how research should proceed" while methods are 
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"the techniques for gaîhering evidence" (p. 2). So although 1 wiIl not daim to have used 

femuiisr rnethods, the research techniques 1 did use (inteniews, participant observation, and 

suweys) were very much informed by a feminist methodoiogy and epistemology. The first 

section of the chapter introduces femuiist methodotogy and details some of the areas in 

which it di f fa  nom positivist social science includiq focus on inequality and experience, 

objectiviîy vs. subjectivity, researcher distance vs. closeness, culnual abstraction vs. 

uniquena, and the need for participation and action. In the following section the theories 

are applied to this study, and comirabts and issues which arose during the research process 

are laid out Finally rny methods and fieldwork are detailed 

3.2 Paradigm Shifts 

In the social sciences, changing attitudes about methodologies arose in part fkom the 

challenges of posûnodernism to traditional social science theory (as discussed in chapter 

two). One of the changes postmodeniism brought to the social sciences was the recognition 

of many possible paradigms, instead of the presumed tnith of any particular one, and the 

subsequent shift to postpositivism. This shift was marked perhaps most fundamentally by 

the premise that "a particular social scientist operates on the bais  of a framework rather 

than the h e w o r k  (Stivers, 1993, p. 32). Ail researchers see through lenses of perception 

founded on assumptions which may or may not be consciously chosen. Indeed the very 

power of paradigm is centered in the often unconscious and thus unquestioned ways it 

shapes perceptions. Maguire (1987) notes that paradigrn: "shapes what we look at, how we 
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look at things, what we label as problems, what problems we consider worth investigating 

and solving, and what methods are preferred for investigation and actiont1 (p. 1 1). 

There are many diverse pamdigms in the social sciences and any discussion of the use of 

particular methods must acknowfedge their contingence on assumptions about the nature of 

social reality and what constitutes laiowledge. Herein, knowledge is understood as being 

çocially construckxi through social interactions. Hence everyone bas laiowledge but because 

dBerent people experïence the world differently they have different knowledges. Further, 

knowiedge is not çtatic but changes over tirne. Power Merentials have led to a monopoly 

over howledge production and control at a macro level (in univenities for example) and 

at a more localized level (such as households). As Spender (198 1) notes, "constructing 

explanations of the world is a human activity. And yet knowledge production has been 

organized in a way that excludes many people fiom ever participating as either producen 

or subjects of knowledge (cited in Kirby et al. 1989, p. 95). 

Following from these assumptions, there is no rmbiased knowledge - it is al1 grounded in 

different paradxgms and social contexts. Furiher, the researcher auinot be removed fiom the 

process of acquiring knowledge as that knowledge will inevitably be shaped by the 

assumptions and interests of the mearcher. This situation shouid not lead to paralysis, for, 

as Stivers ( 1993) contends "individual contextual accounts are real knowledge as they are 

grounded in the consensual rules of the relevant knowledge community" @. 33). The change 

is that instead of aiming for a ubiquitous or innocent tnith, "feminisrn must work to 
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constintte itself as the most inclusive possible knowledge community and its knowledge as 

a perpenial unfolding or developmentd process" (S tivers, 1 993, p. 34). 

In this conte$ howiedge and knowledge acquisition are no longer seen as an 

unproblematic gathering of tnrth, but mther become "a hc t ion  of sets of niles or 

agreements among memben of particular knowledge cornmunities" (Stivers, 1993, p. 33). 

From this base, proponents of altexnative methodologies launched wide-scale critiques of 

positivist avproaches to social science. Advocates of feminist methodologies, in particular, 

focussed on the ways that positivisrn reinforces inequality, and put fonvard their own 

proposais for methodologies that "challenge existing power inequalities and empower 

women and marginal people" (Cancian, 1992, p. 625). The following section sketches the 

background to, and sorne components of, feminist methodologies. However, before 

detailing the implications of feminist epistemology on the research process and the 

researcher participant relationship, my personal standpoint is provided as recognition of the 

importance of my social context in shaping the knowledge produced by this research. 

3 3  Personal Standpoint 

This section briefiy sets out aspects of the personal context which has no doubt shaped my 

identity and perception of the world 1 am a white, universiv educated woman in my 

twenties. 1 was raised mainly in North America, in a middle class family of mixed 

Euopean rwts. While this uiformation certaidy does not M y  capture or express my lenses 
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for seeing the world, al1 of these factors have contributed to my consciousness and must 

certady afIéct my conclusions in ways which I may be unaware but may be readily apparent 

to persons groimded in dissimilar contexts. 

3.4 Introduction to Feminist Methodology 

Defining feminist methodology depends on how feminism is defined Chapter two 

exarnined feminist theory in more detail, but a working definition (drawn prirnarly from the 

GAD literature) will be restated here. Feminism is based on a vision of gender equality at 

al1 Ievels of social life and a cornmitment to break d o m  muctures of gender subordination. 

Ferninism does not deny that discrimination is experienced Merently accordhg to a number 

of cleavages including race and class - feminism recognizes al1 of these sources of 

oppression, and their overlap, and it resists them all. Taking this sketch of feminism, then, 

feminist methodology cm be defined as a political as well as scholariy undertaking - one 

which gives women researchers and research participants voice as  well as highlighting 

previously neglected issues and inequities. 

The challenge for ferninists is to apply the goals of feminism to the research process. Their 

attempts have Ied to the development of a nurnber of different sets of criteria or research 

components. It should be messed that there is no one feminist methodology or set of 

accepted methods; many of the criteria deemed important by some ferninisis overlap in 

0 t h  discussions of feminist research, but often with varying preeminence (Reinhan, 1992; 
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Maguire, 1987; Mes, 199 1; Billson, 199 1; Cancian, 199 1 ). Some criteria, such as the 

focus on inequality or power differentiais and the importance of women's experiences, can 

be seen in most studies while othen, including participatory and / or action onented 

approaches are Iess prevalent. The following section examines some foci of ferninist 

research includîng: the qualitative and quantitative debate, episîemology / experience, 

ciifference, connectioq action and parhcipation, and self location. All of these components 

are integrated in varying degrees to my study of gender, modemization, and change in 

Ladakh. 

3.4.1 Qualitative and Quantitative 

One of the most vocal areas of debate in feminist writings on methodology (and social 

science in gened) has k e n  on the use of qualitative or quantitabve methods. With the shifi 

to post-positivist research epistemology, some feminists began to assen that quantifjmg 

women's experiences into categories predetemined by researchers distorted participant's 

achial situations and ignored their views and perception on these situations (Roberts, 198 1 ; 

Mies, 1983). Jayaratne and Stewart (1991) note that underlining this rejection of 

quantitative methods and enthusiasm for qualitative methods has been an "understanding 

that many aspects of womenfs experience have not yet been articulateci or conceptualized 

within social science" (p. 89). The researchen go on to note that "a deep suspicion of 

quantitative methods as having concealed women's real experience has motivated much 

preoccupation with, and advocacy of, qualitative methods as merhods which permit women 
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to express their experience fully and in their own terms" (p. 89). ûther feminist researchen 

felt that abandonhg quantitative methods would not only cary scholarly costs but that 

quantitative rnethods need not distort experience (Jayaratne and Stewart, 1991). Other 

feminists (Reidmq 1992; Cancian, 199 1; Kirby and McKenna, l989), including myself, 

have occupied a rniddle ground and promote and use both qualitative and quantitative 

rnethods. 

Researchers have inmeasingly emphasized the difference between positivist methodoiogy 

and quantitative methods (Stanley and Wise, 1 983). Jayaratne and Stewart ( 199 1) suggest 

that this de-linking "seems to be increasing colzsensus in the feminist community that 

quantitative rnethods are legitimate research tools and that methods should be chosen based 

on an appropriate fit with the research question" (p. 92). 1 took this approach in rny shidy, 

using primarily qualitative methods with some more quantitative techniques k i n g  appiied 

when they were seen as more likely to generate the desired information The tension 

surrounding the use of qualitative or quantitative rnethods in feminist research can be seen 

as a reaction to the broader debate between researcher objectivity versus subjecîivity. This 

debate is discussed in the following section. 

3.4.2 ObjectRriîy / Subjectiviîy 

Challenges to the concept of objectivity stem directly fiom critiques of positivism and 

basically counter the iatter's claim of an objective reality existing externa1 to human 
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conscioumess and creation. Maguire (1993) argues that "objectivity is an illusion because 

it suggests that it is possible to separate the subject of knowtedge fiom the object" (p. 1 8). 

The act offiltering means that we are dways deaiing with our perceptions. The extension 

of ~s clairn is thar the social sciences in general, and this midy in parlicular, cannot be 

value neutrd on issues such as gender, race, or class because society is not yet neutral on 

these issues (Rosser, 1988, cited in Billson, 199 1, p. 202). Alternatives to objectivity have 

been proposed by a number of feminist researchers. Westkott (1979) advocates 

"intersubjectivity" - bringing in women as subjects of knowledge to break dom the 

separation of subject and object - as a potential ferninist methodology (cited in Billson, 

199 1, p. 202)- Mies (1 993) calls for "conscious partiality" which is achieved through "partial 

identification with the research objects" (p. 38): Shvers (1993) claims that focusing on 

making the contextual basis of the knowledge clear - making the researchers interests and 

assumptions explicit - constitutes the "new objectivity" (p. 34). Uaguue (1987) meanwhile 

proposes a feminist parûcipatory research process built on a critique of both positivism and 

androcentrisrn in socid science research. 

A number of these proposais shaped my researcb in Ladakh, includùig a focus on participant 

knowledge (and encouraging participants to create their own narratives), attempting to 

identiQ with participants (via observation and participation), and being open about my 

interests and assmptions throughout the research process. Al1 of theçe approaches cal1 for 

new types of relationships between researcher and participant, where detachment is 

abandoneci for connection and the researcher is clearly located within the research. These 
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3.43 Distance and Non- intervention 

Positivist notions of objectivity led to a preference for distance between researchers and 

"subjects" . Distance was presented as a strategy for " preventing contamination" and 

avoiding bias (Oakley, 1981, p. 20). Once the notion of objectivity was called into question 

so dso was the assumption that the detached researcher both could and should measure a 

social phenornenon without ùiterfkring (engaging in close personal exchange) with people. 

Patton (1975) questions the usefulness of such techniques, noûng that "without close, 

empathetic, interpersonaI exchange and relations hi ps, researchers will find it irnpossib le to 

gain meaningful insights into human interaction or to undentand the meaning people pive 

their own behavior (cited in Maguire, 1987, p. 20). Developing persona1 relationships with 

Ladakhi women was not only necessary to foster the hust necessary for them to reveal 

personal details of their lives, but it was an end in itself My episternology did not allow me 

to see these women as variables for analysis. They are interesthg women, women with 

howledge, wmen fiom whom I wanted to leam. Further, the notion that a researcher does 

research with human subjects in some sort of vacuum, neither impacting or being impacted 

by the process seems naive. As Billson (1991) contends, "we c m o t  measure a social 

phenornenon without affecting i even if only to raise people's awareness of it . . . it is a 

matter of degree (p. 204). One site of difference between traditional social science and 

feminist methodology is that feminist research not only accepts that research has impacts 
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but embraces research that raises consciousness as an important source of change. The 

obligation of feminist researchers to reject notions of objectivity and neutraiity and to 

institute change is discussed next 

3.4.4 Action and Participation 

Many feminist researchers argue that the research process itçelf must be representative of 

femüiist ideals. The ends, so to speak, do not justify the means. Top down, autho&uim 

approaches must be replaced by more participatory approaches and egalitarian models. The 

research process needs to be re-created to include the concems of the majority. As Mies 

(1993) notes: "the vertical relationship between researcher and 'research abjects', the view 

&orn above, must be replaced by the view from below" (p. 38)- The relationship I hoped to 

foster with participants was one of equality - a relationship pemeating al1 aspects of the 

research. For this research in La- it meant giving up the mantie of 'expertt for one of 

colleague or even more Iikely of -dent. 

Stemming from the goal of representative research processes is the notion that feminist 

theory requires ferninia plitics. These politics apply to the research process. As discwed 

eariier, research is not neutral, it has eEects, which may hurt or hann people. The researcher 

is responsible for the impacts of this research and must evaluate whether these impacts run 

counter to feminism. Oae dominant theme in feminist rnethodology is that research mut 

be for women It shouid go beyond explaining and docunenting to focus on social 
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transfonnation and improving conditions. Adon should be based on imowledge constructed 

h m  individual contexhial accounts. Such accounts are discussed in more detail in the 

following section. 

3.45 Standpoint 

In order to get tto the actions descrihi above, feminist scholars needed to research women's 

expiences to fill large gaps in laiowledge. As Andenon et ai. (1990) point out, the absence 

of rnany women's perspectives in pst research accounts was not simply a result of ovenight 

but women's knowledge " . . . had been suppressed, trivialized, ignored, or reduced to the 

status of gossip and folk wisdom by dominant research traditions institutionalized in 

academic s d g s  and in scientific disciplines . . . Dominant ideologies distorted and made 

invisible women's real activities to wornen as well as to men" (p. 96). 

For this study of Ladakh, focusing on individual accounts is not simply a way to avoid 

postmodern critiques of essentializing, but is a recognition of the claim that "each human 

king occupies a legïtimate position fiom which to experience, interpret, and constitute the 

worid" and the demand that "those who have been objectified now be able to define 

themselves, to tell their own stories" (Stivers, 1993, p. 34). Further, grounding research in 

women's actual expenence helps to avoid the myth of authority - the notion that the 

researcher is somehow the expert on the lives of othen. As Billson (1 99 1 ) contends, "the 

view into cultures not our own should be painted only with the guidance of those who live 
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in them. To interpret fiom the outside is social science arrogance . . . and can Iead oniy to 

contiming distortion, invisibility, and misunderstanding of women" (p. 205). These 

problems can be partially offset by making assumptions and interpretations open, not only 

to academic peers and advison, but also to research participants, and remaining open to 

alternative explanations. This opemess requires siîuating the researcher in the research. 

However, wtiile there is rwm to provide the potentiaily different views of the researcher and 

the participants, priority should be to maintain authenticity by letting the participants speak 

for themselves. 

3.4.6 Difference / Uniqueness 

Proponents of feminist standpoint theory (see chapter two) argue that while multiple 

ferninisms rnay be contradictory, this contradiction is the source of feminism's strength In 

Harding's (1992) view, each feminism can achieve only a partial view of  reaiity. None is 

disinteresteci, impartial, or detached fiorn its unique social location (p. 180). Dubois notes 

that feminist methodology implies "seeing things in context"; failing to locate women 

within their culture strips us of identity (cited in Billson, 199 1, p. 203). Decomcting the 

category women provides a framework to undemand gender oppression within a ma& of 

other social cleavages such as race and class which may M e r  marginalize some women 

and create different feminist perspectives. For example E.F White contends that the 

marginalkation of Mo-Arnerican women through both sexisrn and racism creates a unique 

Black Feminism (cited in Hill Collins, 1991; see also hoolis, 1984; and Lordes 1984). 
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Feminist research must examine gender constmcts fiom many penpeaives and not shy away 

6om revealing the ciifferences in how women perceive and experience gender - otherwïse 

research wiil distort not only the women at the rnargins but also those at the center (Gailin 

and Ferguson, 1993, p. 13). Andyzing the social structure or the context of women's lives 

in Ladakh is essential for grounding the enqirjr, iit not only helps avoid the errors of 

abstraction or generafization but it dso ai& in what Mies (1993) calls the "collective 

conscientkation of women" by enabling them to subjectively appropriate their history to 

make their past stmggles, sufferings, and dreams, îheir own (p. 42). The need to avoid 

essentializing through this focus on context and difference is elaborated in the following 

section. 

This section will briefly examine an important task for feminism, namely, "to break out of 

the al1 women are oppressed everywhere and in alI t h e s  mold" (Billson, 199 1, p. 2 13). One 

problem in trying to understand and eiiminate the differences between men and women is 

the potential to reinforce a sexually based dichotomy between genders and to obscure the 

difference within gender groups and the links across genders. As HeIen Pankhurst ( 1992) 

reflects on her research in Ethiopia: "ironically, in attempting to argue that bioloBca1 

difference between men and women is used to perpetuate a certain type of hierarchy, there 

is the danger of sex and the biological distinction being reinstated as the dominant, or even 

the only issue" (p. 185). We need to surmount our own assumptioos about male domination 
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and femaie passivity, and present the stones of wornen who have authonty and whose roles 

are valueà, examinhg both the cultural / social, politicai and economic forces that 

subordinate women and those that work towards equaiity. 

Gender must not be Wlated nom other cleavages or sites of difference within societies. For 

example, in Ladakh many of the problems facing women are also those of poor men or 

remote peoples. F d e r ,  amongst wornen there are many sites of difference including class, 

religion, education, age, etc. This research attempts to examine the links between some of 

these categories, and the contradictions wiîhin them, as weIl as contextualize women's 

position and work in relation to the position and work of men In the following section, the 

research procas is made explicit and the extent to which 1 was able to integrate some of the 

previously discussed goals or components of ferninist research is examined. 

The best feminist research may satisfy all of the above mentioned critena However, most 

does not (Cancian, 1991) and mine did not Some components were very much a part of 

my methods, however, due to various constraints - notably of t h e  - othea were not. 

Following a bnef introduction to the research, the methods used as well as some of the 

limitations of the research process are discussed. 

The research began in eamest in January 1995 when I engaged in a preliminary literature 
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review on Ladakh. However my interest in Ladakh stemrned back to a visit 1 made to the 

area in the nunmer of 1993 while participating in an ecological field snidy of the Himalays. 

I was curious as to how aspects of the region's cultural background (particularly polyandry 

and the division of labour) might be impacting on the ways in which the transition from a 

subsistence to a cash economy was altering women's lives. 1 also felt that the seciusion of 

the region (and the relatively recent and rapid rate of the changes takmg place across it) 

might &le me to isolate the impacts of these changes. Finally, I was drawn to the people 

- who in my last visit had been vev welcoming. 1 spent four months in 1995 (May - 

Au-) in the region collecting the data, followed by a subsequent stay of four months in 

1996 (June - September) working on the analysis. 

3.5.1 issues and Limitations: Changing Srope of Research 

This section explains some of the constraints and issues which shaped the research process. 

The first two major constraints are related: time and language. 1 could not speak L a W i  

and 1 had ody four mon& for primary data collection. Although recognizïng the problems 

associatecl witb using an interpreter (discussion to follow) 1 did not feel I would be able to 

learn enough Ladakhi in thai short î h e  span to conduct the interviews myself nor did this 

seem to be an efficient use of time. A number of University educated men were interviewed 

for the position of research assistant (after king told of the unavailability of women by well 

meaning locals) but they were not suitable. They were resisîant to my proposed methods and 

confhed my suspicions that they would be uncornfortable discussing certain marital issues 
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(such as polyandry) with Ladakhi women 1 then enwuntered two young women (one a 

high-school graduate and the other who had completed one year of coliege) whom 1 engaged 

as my research assistants. 

During the progression of the work my initial research aims were modified by both 

changing opportunities and constrahts and by my own mderstandings of the situation. I will 

first briefly note how 1 intended to proceed with the research and then, what 1 ended up 

doing 1 originally intended to leave Leh for a smaller village where I hoped to select about 

twenty women for detailed oral narratives supponed by extensive participant observation 

However both research assistants had famiy constraints which prevented them from leaving 

Leh for extended periods of time. A pilot test of ten inte~ews revealed that the short length 

of my stay had not allowed me to build up the trust needed for women to discuss certain 

subjects with me candidly. My research assistants pointed out that if we went through their 

family contacts they could anest to my tnistworthiness (for exarnple vouch for my promise 

not to allow access to taped interviews, or use their names) and in this way we could 

overcome the tnist barrier. Although this would certainly change the nature of the study, 

using kin links seemed to be a good strategy as the alternative of random sampling seemed 

lmlikely to reved any personal information, nor is it a pre-requisite in qualitative methods. 

Choosing not to use mdom sampling does limit the generaluability of research findings. 

However, I was achially much more interested in generating hypotheses than confirming 

them. That is, 1 wanted bo beyond using women's lives to confirm or counter pre-existing 

models to let womenk lives and life accounts shape the questions, and in this way play a part 
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in creating more inclusive models. In this sense, the nature of the study meant that 

abandonhg random sarnpling was not a methodological problem. 

The number of interviews was also expandeci The research was undertaken during the 

busiest agricultural season and most of the women could not spare more than a few h o m  

to speak with US. Longer conversations were supplemented with briefer ones in accordance 

w*th the individuai's time, willingness, and also, simply, the rapport we couid establish. 

Sixty-five people were interviewed. The majority of research participants were women, 

villagers, Buddhist, engaged in subsistence agriculture, and over the age of thirty (for 

participant profiles see appendix one). OIder women were preferred as 1 was hying to get 

an historical perspective on societal changes. The study focused on Buddhists, farmers, and 

villagers because the great majority of women in Ladakh f d  into these categories (see 

background chapter). Kin links also skewed the sample towards Buddhists as my research 

assistants were Buddhist. However residents of Le4 Muslims, professional women, and 

young women, were also included to explore differences along cleavages of class, religion, 

education, age, etc. Similarly some men (including lamas) also participated 

How the researcher is perceived by participants obviousiy impacts the relationship and 

consequently the types of information shared 0- of course, we have liale control over 

some aspects of self presentation - for example our age, gender, race, etc. Many of these 
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factors* particulariy my gender, impacted the information I was privy to. I presented myself 

as a student who wanted to learn about Ladakhi women's lives so that I could tell the people 

in my part of the world about their experiences. Many times 1 was certain that my relative 

yoldh and my gender aiiowed these wornen to open up to me as these two things seemed to 

counteTz,alance their surprise at my Ievel of education and their subsequent shyness to speak 

to me, many of hem saying "1 am jus an illiterate famier, 1 will not be able to answer any 

of your questions." Following their participation these same women often noted that my 

questions were very easy to anmer because they were just telling me about their lives. The 

methods used to collect these sketches of participant's lives are discussed in the following 

section. 

3.6 Methods 

in addition to archival and pruited information, primary data were gathered using a mixture 

of research methods includuig participant observation, slweys, and personal narratives i 

interviews. All of these methods are discussed below, as are the methods used in the 

analysis of findings. First though, sorne thoughts on the use of multiple methods is laid out. 

3.6.1 Multiple Methods 

This research is based on a number of different research techniques including interviews, 

surveys, and participant observation The hope is that using a multi-method approach draws 
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the mengths from and counterbalances the weahesses of the individual methods. This 

research approach has some links with ethnography. Accordhg to Reinharz (1992) 

ethnographies "fwus on interpretation, reIy on the researchet's immersion in social semng, 

and a h  for intersubjective understanding between researchers and the person(s) studied (p. 

46). Further, citing Monck and Goran ( 197 1 ) Reinharz notes: 

Feminist ethnography is consistent with three goais rnentioned frequently by feminist 
researchers: (1) to document the lives and activities of women, (2) to understand the 
experience of wornen fiom their own point of view, and (3) to conceptuaiize women's 
behavior as an expression of social contexts (p. 5 1 ). 

Preceding sections highiight how d l  three of these goals are crucial to this research effort 

(see also chapter two). In the following sections the particular methods used are detailed 

dong with the rationale for their selection. 

3.6.2 Personal Narratives / Interviews 

When wornen speak for themselves, they reveal hidden realities: new experiences and new 
perspectives emerge that challenge the "truths" of official accounts and cast doubt upon 
established theories. I n t e ~ e w s  with women c m  explore private reaims such as 
reproduction, child rearing, and sexuality to tell us what women actuaily did instead of what 
experts thought they did or should have done. InteMews can also tell us  bow women felt 
about what they did and oui interpret the personal rneaning and value of particular activities. 
They can, but they usually do not (Anderson et al, 1990, p. 95). 

The above quote indicates both the potential value of in te~ews  as well as their likelihood 

of fdling short of this ideal. My research was aimed at capturing the relationships between 
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mietal and individual change over time, with special emphasis on household and 

cornmunity gender relations. To do this 1 focused on the roles, activities, and statu of 

women in their domestic, cultural, and cornmunity contexts - to obtain information about 

their present simon but also their perceptions of their past and fuhnes. While wanting to 

document activity, as Anderson et al. note (1990), "a story restncted to action and things is 

incomplete" (p. 98). For example, 1 wanted to leam not only how the marriage ceremony 

occurred but also whether it was exciting or frightening, whether the bride was willing or 

coe- whether she was happy or in despair. Further I wanted to explore how women are 

affected by change but also how they affect change. 

Depending on the participants the intewïew process took various foms. The process was 

first tried using a pilot of ten participants and was then refined by listening to the taped 

conversations and noting difficult or awkward elements. 1 also hied to experience the 

interview as a participant by attempting to answer my own pilot question areas. A checkiist 

of subject areas (see appendix two) was used to engage participants in dialogue. in some 

cases the discussion did not stray far fiom the checklist of subjects while in others it 

developed into a much broader exchange. The checklist of subjects followed roughiy 

chronologicaily based events which resulted in the creation / collection of bnef histories of 

most participants. 

Upon arriva1 in the villages we would visit (and usually stay with) my research assistant's 

closen relative. We would explain the research aims and methods to her and then usually 
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request her participation. We would then i n t e ~ e w  her and she would also sometimes 

accompany u s  to the homes of other women that she or my assistant felt would be willing 

to participate. In that conte* she would help us to explain the process and tell them of her 

own experience to encourage theù participation She would then either go back to her work 

or attend the i n t e ~ e w .  Most of the interviews took place in the homes (usually kitchens), 

or fields of the participants. Often the three of us (myself, my interpreter, and the 

participani(s)) sat at floor level, drinking copious amounts of butter tea (usually served by 

a younger femde fmily member but sometimes served by the participant). The research 

process mirrored the locd style of entertaining guests. At the beginning of the visit we 

would explain who I was and the nature of the research, then explain the format of the 

inteMews and ask individuds if they would like to participate. All pariicipants were 

encouraged to ask questions at any point in order to foçter a sense of sharing ideas. Usually, 

though, it was after the taping ended that participants would ask me questions about my li fe, 

also somebmes providing more detailed or pesonal infornation pertaining to areas we had 

discussed (1 later made extensive field notes of these conversations). At various times 

during the i n t e ~ e w s  and at the conclusion of each session, participants were asked what 

they thought of the questions or if there was anything they would suggest or emphasize. 

It was very easy to find willing participants. Unlike some researchers in the area who found 

many men unresponsive to being interviewed as they claimed to have been asked al1 the 

same questions before but to no avail - rnost women seemed vexy happy to talk with me. 

In fact many of the women said that 1 was the fim foreigner they had ever spoken with 
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(somewhat swprising considering the number of foreignen visiting the area). My visits to 

the village women were often quite festive, acwmpanied by much laughter and excitement, 

and usually ending wiîh the women dressing up for a photo. 

in the pilot study a number of women asked me to take photographs of them and their 

families. 1 was quite happy to provide them with these as a show of my appreciation for 

their tirne. Ln f a  at the t h e  I was grapphg with what type of remmeration or gift wodd 

be appropriate for participants. The photograph was both aEordable, and appreciated 

Further, it maintairieci the spirit of fkiendship which developed with some participants. My 

research assistants told me it was primarily appreciated as a remembrance of "the Canadian 

girl'sn Msit [O addition to the portraits I took at the close of the interviews, I spent a good 

deal of my fiee time in the villages maintaining my journal and taking photographs. 1 

photographed everything h m  the landscape, to homes, religious artifacts, tools, jewelry, 

food etc. and people engaging in their everyday tasks. Although 1 was aware of creating a 

visuai record, 1 did not consider it a wmponent of my rnethodology. However, although this 

strategy was not the intention at the tirne, photography became very much a method in the 

research. The photopphs gave me a visual record of the women, their children, their 

homes, etc. and served as a focus of discussion when 1 returned with the prints some weeks 

after the interviews. Later, writing up the research out of the field, the photographs and 

j o d  entries kept many of the details of daily life h h  in my mind an4 1 believe, helped 

me to continue to see participants in the context of their lives. While the candid shots 

capture sorne of the details of the ways of living, the portraits seem to capture a sense of how 
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Except in a fw cases (ai the pariicipants' request), the interviews were taped The recordiag 

process certainly affecteci the discussion dyoamic; many women seemed shy or hesitant at 

the beginning of the interview. This seemed entirely understandable as most people 

probably begin to self-censor the moment a recording device is used However, despite 

these problems, taping the interviews was a requirement for my ethical clearance from 

Carleton University to do the research (the visible presence of the tape recorder would make 

it ciear that the information was going to be us& and thus ensureci informed consent of 

participants - aithough this consent was actually given some time before the recording 

began). I feel, however, that the benefits of taping the conversations outweighed the 

coflstraints. Not baving to make notes during the discussion allowed me to concentrate more 

atîentively on the dialogue and, d e r  the initial awkwardness of the tape recorder 

diminished, it led to a more n a i d  fonn of conversation. Finaily the tapes and transcnpts 

are a very rich and detailed source of information 

As mentioned previously, I was working with interpreterç. One obvious concem was the 

addition of one more person's perceptual Ienses and her potential editing or shaping of 

information. It must be stressed that aithough my research assistants were both Ladakhi 

women, many factors of difference separated them from some of the research participants 

includuig age, religion, class, education, and their more mban lifestyle. I spent a great deal 

of time discwing my rnethodology with them and encouraging them to use as literal 
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tmdaîions as possible. 1 also skssed the importance of confidentidity. 1 med to mitigate 

potentid emrs in translation by encouraging my interpreters to simply make an oral note 

of any tenns they were muTe of in English which we cuuld check later or, if they were 

unsure of what 1 meant to simply ask me to cl- until they àid While this may seem 

obvious, explicitly voicing that they were not expected to be experts at translation made 

thern cornfortable indicaihg when they were unsure, instead of guessing. Probably the most 

difficult aspect of ushg interpreters was in estabIishuig rapport with the participants. 1 tried 

to mitigate this by adopting local mannenSms of conversation such as nodding or clucking 

while the participants were responding to quesiions accordkg to their tone and mannerisms, 

which, combined with the vocabulary 1 knew, let me get a sense of what they were saying. 

The most satisfjmg times in the research process were when a three way rapport was 

established At times the three way sharing of information between rnyself, my interpreter 

and &end, and her relative - usually from a different generation - was very intimate. We 

were al1 often learning details about each othes lives that we had never considered At 

times 1 felt almost like a catalyst between the two women - the older participant sometimes 

expressing satisfaction in explaining her life and how things used to be to her younger 

relative - who in tum often expressed her fascination and pleasure in leaming about the 

other. My research assistants were bom in 1975, after tourism and the military had corne 

to Ladakh, and in Leh - the center of these changes. However, many of the pdcipants had 

lived before the area was opened up, and in a style tbat had varied little in hmdreds of years. 

The sites of difference in their iives and the differences in theù perceptions of various issues 

and events served as a dynamic focal point for my own understanding. 



In the collection of women's iife histories . . . speciai attention should be paid to the very 
concrete aspects of resource allocation - why they are the way they are and whether people 
accept them readily or resist - and to the recall of explanations offered by adults. Perhaps 
people wili speak more willingiy about these concrete details, which are oflen more clearly 
remembered, than abolit abstract ideas like discrimination or status. Perhaps they will also 
express their feelings more readily about specific inequalities than about any broad sense of 
k i n g  less vaiued than othen (Papanek, 1990, p. 175). 

The existence of both private and dominant discounes or accounts (see chapter two) have 

ramifications on methodology which should be bncfly discussed Ofien when a culture's 

material base can no longer support its ideologies and noms, people's accounts of their 

experience do not always seem to match that experience. As Papanek (1990) suggests 

above, often asking action oriented questions can reveal the private account where questions 

around ideology may reflect the dominant account Both types of questions were used in the 

i n t e~ews  and at times resulted in what might appear to be contradictory results but when 

situated in the conceptualkition of dominant and private accounts, are not surprising. 

Details of the division of labour and access to resources were deemed particularly important 

to document (as this informaiion seemed likely to point to the variations in power relations 

among household rnembers - see chapter two), so forty of the i n t e ~ e w s  included a slwey 

on these themes. The survey was composeci of a number of specific questions targeting male 

and female activities (see appendix three). For each task (carding wool, purchasing food, 

etc.) respondents were asked to indicate who did them in their household Other questions 

directly targeted resource distribution and control and spending of finances. 



3.6.4 Participant Observation 

Because I stayed as a guest in many of the homes of the village women I intervieweci and 

developed some close relationships with them, I gained insights into their iives ùirough 

participahg in and observing their day to day activities. This process was combùied with 

a detailed diary of events, which also served as a venue for refiection on the research 

process. Such participant observation, "combines ways of data gathering with direct 

observation to give a full accomt of how indivïduals make sense of their experience (Kirby 

and McKenna, 1989, p. 76)" 

Participation is essentiaily interacting with participants where they nomally are and doing 

what îhey normally do. Levels of involvement vay, but the goal is to attempt to understand 

by doing - to approximate the experience of participants. Both meaning and information 

can be gined through participation. Kirby and McKenna (1 989) suggest that "even though 

perfect understanding is impossible, a measure of assurance about understanding can be 

gained from 'standing in the shoes of anothef and / or immersion in the setting of another 

(p. 78)." I experienced various levels of participation throughout the research process, 

ranging fiom helping with chores (cleaning grain, separating rice, weeding) IO attending 

family gatherings and celebrations. 

Obsenation entails watching people do what they nomally do in the places they normally 

do it. In my case this included everything from watching women (and at times men) in 
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public places (working in the fields, washing clothes in strûam-beds, selling vegetables in 

the market) as well as in their homes (cooking, cleaning, breast-feeding, etc.). The 

difference fiom participation is in the extent of the researchets involvement However, 

although the observer may f e l  detached from the situation, her presence alone ensures some 

minimal level of participation There are limits to what the researcher can and should 

observe M e  rernaining non-invasive and respectful of privacy. Further, the process must 

be accompanied by reflection and a conscious attempt to remain open-minded and avoid 

ThrougIi participant observation 1 was better able to understand women's lives. As well as 

generating many discussion questions the process enabled me, however briefly, to bridge 

some of the cleavages separating me fiom participants and get a glimpse of what their lives 

might truly be like. 

3.6.5 Methods of Analysis 

The analysis process is perhaps the most difficult aspect of research, but it is one that is 

mely discussed in the qualitative methods literature (Strauss, 1987). Ln part this omission 

can be explaineci by the individual ~ihire of the exercise but 1 think more likely, researchers 

are hesitant to reveal their floundering in this very subjective art. The analysis process can 

determine what infomtion is highlighted and what is hidden The methods used to analyze 

findings impact the way the findings are interpreted and the style or organization selected 
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to lay out the anaiysis also affects how fhdings are presented That is to say, using the same 

fieldnotes, photographs, completed surveys, and audio-cassettes, another researcher could 

corne to conclusions very different but not necessarily contradictory (and potentidly 

complementary) to mine. 

The fint step in the analysis was to transcnbe the audio-cassettes. Although this is an 

extremely tirne consuming procesq transcriptions provide a rich and detailed source of 

information. Further, transcribing helps to ensure that the accounts shape the findings rnuch 

more than, for example, devising particular questions ahead of time and noting recorded 

comments that fit into these predetemined categories. 

Once the hundreds of pages of transcnpts were wmpiled, 1 was faced with the rather 

paralyzing task of sorting this information into a coherent account without artificially 

simplimg the complexity of the women's lives it çpoke of I was intensely aware, at this 

stage? of the impossibility of this task and of the power 1 had to shape the information into 

almost any fom (see also Acker, Barry and Esevald, 199 1, p. 143). Following Strauss ( 1 987) 

I started by reading through the i n t e ~ e w s  and field-notes and making marginal notes of 

possible categories that the discussion would fa11 into (e-g. maniage, education, etc.). These 

categories were refined and expanded as I went through the information; d e r  the fint 

reading, a list of categories was drafted Codes for this list were then created and inserted 

into the transcri pts and fieldnotes. 
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During the initiai reading various passages fiom the transcripts were put through a rather 

pauistaking discourse analysis (see Jones, 1985). This approach took the form of breaking 

the passage uito d l  ch& of text ( o h  phytically - i-e. using scisson) and then creating 

maps of interrelatiooships. This process codd see five sentences transformed uito a four 

page matrix of intercmected ideas and themes. 1 felt that this process alone would not 

enable me to do any comprehensive analysis of my findings because it was extremely time 

consuming and wodd transfom the rather bulky mass of transcripts into a matnx so vast 

as to be unworkable. However, by emphasinng links among ideas and relationships, these 

links then became much more appatent in the broder coding process; therefore, during the 

coding, discourse analysis techniques were employed on a number of randomly selected 

passag= 

Because of the number of participants in the study, presenting findings in a case study or 

participant profile approach did not seem appropriate. It dso makes cornparison and 

integration of themes difficult However using themes can mask individual circumstances 

and mask the relationship between events. Still a thematic approach seemed the better 

approach to take even given the constraints. Following this approach, my coded information 

was then divided into different files (some information being placed in a number of files 

since code overlap was more the nile then the exception). Throughout the entire process 

notes were made about some of the issues underlying many of the categories and some of 

the links among the themes. 
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The difficulty of data analysis is that in essence it is an artificial reduction of very complex 

and dynamic relationships and processes into a linear format that obscures the chaos and 

impalpable nature of reality. Like other researchers I q-oned my ability to face the 

challenges requïred of this task, as Pankhurst (1992) asks, "how can 1 mention one issue in 

isolation without mentioning its impact on a series of other factors?" or even more 

hdamentaly, "what issues should 1 highlight?", "what explanations do 1 espouse?" (p. 188). 

These challenges s h d d  make a researcher pause but should not bring the research to a 

complete standstill; at some point something has to be said - and it will not capture 

everythuig and it will reflect the lenses of the researcher. 1 am aware of this and try as much 

as possible to make my lens' clear to both myself and the teacier throughout the following 

anaiysis c hapters. 

3.7 Conclusion 

In the preceding sections 1 presented both my methodology and methods. These two 

components are necessari1 y connected The feminist methodology I detailed direct1 y 

informs the selection and use of research techniques. 

While there is no one set of feminist research cntena, eariier in the chapter, a number of 

common as well as Iess prevalent research foci were presented My research has only 

partially met some of the preferred components of feminist research. The research 

developed out of a feminist hmework and had feminist goals - but is i t Ifor women?' That 
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depends on which women Certainly it was for me. I think that is dso for academic women 

who may use the information. F i d l y  1 think it dso wasfor my research assistants in that 

the intensity and depth of their participation wodd seem to have shaped their consciousness 

to some degree. Speci£ically, though, was it for the participants? How will it affect the lives 

of the women on whom it is based? Realistically, probably not very much. Certainly I 

wodd gwss they have a memory of a pleasant interchange, some a new fiend Perhaps the 

research led to a process of conscientization among some, but beyond that, I can make no 

broader daims. To some extent 1 ùiink this limitation reflects the nature of the research - 

there was no one theme with direct poiicy implications king examined - however it is 

partly due to the research rnethods. More participatory approaches, especiaily in the 

resean;h design, wodd probably have increased the Ievels of conscientization and ensured 

the research answered the questions the participants deemed important. 

What I did try to do was add a missing account to the unfolding and multiple feminist 

knowledges. Starting nom the position that everyone has knowledge and that feminism 

must work to constitute itself as the most inclusive possible knowledge community, I 

selected tools to bring out individual contextuai acwunts. Dorothy Smith (1979) contends 

that feminist research must "begin where we are with real concrete people and their actual 

tives," to go beyond the dominant ideologies about women and our place in the world (cited 

in Anderson et al., 1990, p. 97). I have tried to realize ths goal. As mentioned earlier, I 

took a nurnber of portraits that 1 find very revealing. Many of the women seem to present 

an image of the way they see themselves and perhaps the way they want to be seen. 1 
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surrounded myself with these faces while writing up the research: some staring at me with 

determination and quiet strength, others seeming more hesitant; most smiling while some 

appearhg sad or tired; some proudiy displaying their omaments and traditional dress and 

others in the new Indian style of clothing many with a child or grandchild held up to the 

canera. I surrounded myself with these faces and have trïed to reflect the cornplexity and 

integrity of their lives, while meshing îheir stories with my own emergent understanding of 

gender, power, and equity. Most important though, 1 hope I have let the voices speak for 

themselves. 



4.0 FINDINGS: MARRIAGE, FAMILY, WORK, AND EDUCATION 

4.1 Introduction 

Having laid out the theoretical and methodological framework for the research, the original 

thesis question of the way modernization is afTectuig Ladakhi women can now be directly 

examineci The research finchgs have been divided into two chapters to make presentation 

of the information more manageable. This chapter sketches the day to day Life of Ladakhi 

wornen, focussing on: marital and household structures, power and resource allocation 

within these str~ctures, division of labour, and access to and impacts of education. In the 

following chapter more abstract themes including tradition and change are analyzed Finally 

these two chapters are integrated in the analysis chapter (chapter six) which pulls al1 of the 

themes together under the rubric of gender and change and explicitly links the fmdings to 

the scholariy literaîwe exarnined in chapters two, and three. 

4.2 Participant Profile 

As stated in the previous chapter, sixty-five people were i n t e ~ e w e d  The majority of 

research participants were women, villagers, Buddhist, engaged in subsistence agriculture, 

and over the age of thirty- Brief information about each participant is provided in appendix 

one, including their sex, age, religion, occupation, marital status, home location, and some 

details of their family living arrangements. To protect their privacy al1 participants are given 



pseudonyms. 

Throughout the following sections statistics are at times used to present the hdings and 

show trends among participants. It should be stresseci that participants were not randomly 

selected The use of these Mes does not imply generalizability to the gened population 

of Ladakh. For example if it is indicated that eighty percent of participants were in m g e d  

mariages it is intended as a description of this particular group and is not necessarily 

reflective of the percentage of aminged maniages in Ladakh. Similarly, the survey on the 

division of labour was conducted on forty of the interview participants and is dso not 

generalizable to the entire population. 

The position of women in traditional society as well as in the shift towards modemization 

is grounded in a number of social constructs. In the case of Ladakh, critical themes 

emerging from discussions of participant's Iives and changing circumstances included 

marriage, education, and the division of labour. All of these constructs both shape and are 

shaped by power relabons in society and in the household in pdcular. 

As discussed in chapter two, power and gender are relational concepts; that is they do not 

exist outside of relations and are not sirnply qualities a person has (Stralen, 199 1, p. 9) .  In 

analyzing my field notes and transcnpts, the question was, therefore, not whether men or 
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women have power but rather how power is negotiated between them. I feit that the 

intensity of social reIationships within the household made it a critical site for the 

construction and reproduction of gender relations, including the division of labour and 

access to resources. Of these social relations, certainly one of the most intense, in this 

regard, is that of marriage. Because of the way in which it shapes and ùifluences other 

household relations, marital relations in Ladakh are discussed fïrst. 

During discussions participants often comrnented on their parents and their childrens' 

marnages; often ail conhnue to [ive together as extendeci families. For this reason and 

because not every participant discussed every subject, quantitative data will not always add 

up to skty-five (the nurnber of participants). 

The age at marriage of participants ranged from nine to thirty-two yean of age. The 

majority of the women I spke with had maxried between fifteen and twenty-one - the most 

cornmon age at marriage was eighteen (most had marrïed men within a few years of their 

own age). There was no obvious link between age and the type of marri-age; older women 

seemed just as likely to be in arranged mamiages and some love marriages occurred at very 

young ages. For example a thirteen year old was in a love marriage and the woman married 

at the oldest age of participants (thirty-two) was in an arranged marriage. Love marriages 

are not a new phenornenon nor do arranged marriages seem to be declining in populanty. 

Similarly rnarrying at very young ages does not seem to be restricted to the pst. The ten 

wornen 1 spoke with who had b e n  married at or before fi fieen years of age, currentl y range 
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in age fiom twenq-four to seventy-two. The majority of them, though, and reflecting the 

participant profile, were in their forties and fifties. 

One participant said her parents "gave her" at "a very young aget' (she was fifteen) because 

there were many children in her family. Another said that she was rnarried early because 

she had no brothers; her parents brought her husband in (Magpa marriage) because they 

needed the additional labour. With the exception of one woman who said that at twelve, "1 

was happy to leave my family and go live with my husband," al1 of the women maried 

before sucteen said that they experienced difficulty upon first marrying. Of the decision to 

many Darchan said, "1 was very young and did not know anythng, my parents told me to 

mary with this man and I got marrieci." Othen noted that they were not happy about 

marrying and had to be forced Some found the transition fiom childhood to womanhood 

an abrupt one. Tashi says, "1 was just a child so I h e w  nothing about running a household", 

while Dhoskit notes, "when I was with rny parents 1 didn't do tillything. 1 used to play and 

enjoy myself a lot 1 dicint have any burdens on me, but after manïage I had to do each and 

every work-" 

Age at mamage may be linked with the home village. For example, one woman I 

inte~ewed said that around the time she was bom there was a boy bom in her village; their 

While the original transcripts have been edited to eliminate grammatical enors, the style 
of the dialogue has been maintained (including digerent structunng and non-standard 
usage). Square brackets are used to insert additional words or phrases when minor 
grammatical changes are not enough to clari& the meaning. 
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parents decided that they would have the children marry when they were old enough. When 

they were nine they were marri& No other women whose mamages had been arranged 

during infancy were in te~ewed but the participant told me that in her village it was 

relatively cornmon Interviews had not ken  conducted in her home village (she had since 

moved) but it was within ten kilometers of another village where interviews had been 

undertaken. m e n  people indicated that in remote villages both young ages at mariage and 

polyandrous marriziges were more common than in the regions surrounding Leh and close 

to the main r d  This situation may reflect the reduced impact of extemal influences, such 

as the lndian Marriage Act (making polyandry illegal), television and schools, on more 

remote populations. 

43.1 Selectiog Marriage Partners 

Unlike many parts of India, Ladakh d o a  not follow a dowry system. However, women have 

certain ornaments which are passed on to their eldest daughter. These include jewehy and 

the elaborate turquoise studded headdress called the perak, a s  weil as sets of metal cookware 

and seMng pots. In the past a woman's eligibility for mamiage seemed strongly linked to 

these possessions. For exarnple, Rangon, now in her sixties or seventies (she was not sure) 

never rnarried because, as she said: 

we [she and one sister] did not have omaments. In those days . . . during marriage, people 
gave utensils and omaments to their daughteq those who did not have those things did not 
get any proposals for marriage. That is why 1 stayed unmarried and became a nun. Only the 



oldest sister marrieci; she had our rnothei's ornaments. Whatever the mother has she has to 
give it to her eldest &@ter, and the eldest has the oppo-ty to marry and the othen do 
not. 

SimilzuIy, Namgyai, now in her forties related: 

It was a tradition that the oldest &@ter should many. 1 had lots of omaments and many 
proposais were coming and my parents did not ailow me to go to school . . . my parents used 
to say you have lots of omaments you shodd not go to school and 1 used to feel happy @at 
I have dl these onüunents and there is no need for me to go to school. 

Today, many women in the areas surrounding Leh no longer have any omaments. Many 

have been sold to antique dealers in the Leh market for sale to outsiders. Sorne people even 

scom the idea of the perak altogether; one man said to me that the perak is a bad tradition, 

that "keeping 1 lakh [hundred thousand] Rupea on the head is not good" Still, participants 

ofkn dressed in ail of their onÿiments including pemks with obvious pride for photographs. 

Such omaments are also wom during ceremonies Wre birth festivals and parades for Buddha 

Purniina (a Buddhia hoiiday). In some remote regions most women were observed wearing 

the perak, especially at festivals, and the traditional importance of these omarnents rnay 

Iikely persist. in areas around Leh the possession of  omaments does not seem to be as 

enticing to potential mamage partnen and in-laws as other factors - such as a govemment 

job. Still the shifi in preference to earning potential is in no way obvious. Dawa, a 

university graduate I spoke with, is currently grappling with the type of wornan he should 

marry. He noted: 



. . . there are advantages and diçadvantages to marrying either an educated or an illiterate 
woman. The advantage to marrying a govemment employee would be tbat we both can 
collect money to give an education to ou children but since govemment jobs often entail 
distant postuigs a govemrnent employed wife codd lead to problems with childcare if both 
myself and my wife had to be away at the same time. 

In none of my discussions with unmarried men or women did the possession of omaments 

arise as a consideration in their future marital arrangements. 

The large majore of participantsf manïages were ananged but about twenty percent of the 

rnarriages were said to be love marriages. Both the anmged and love marrïages cari occur 

in rnany different ways. Sorne love mamages involved the man and woman meeting (for 

example at work or through relatives) and fdling in love. Other couples fell in love from 

afar (perhaps relying on their own obsexvations of each other and / or the encouragement of 

mutual friends). Ofien this is foliowed by seeking parental approval, or in some cases 

eloping. Love marnages may invoive couples who have never met or have never seen each 

other. Namgyal eloped with a man she had never met in order to escape an impending 

arranged marriage she was unhappy about. A proposal had corne fkom the man but was 

rejected by her parents. The woman's fiends presented the man favorably and he had 

certain traits she preferred over her parentgs selection so she ran away with h m  and had a 

court marriage in Srinigar- 

None of the participants indicated that they had any "relations" with their husbands before 

mariage. There were no mhaperoned meetings between the men and women before-hand 
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and 1 did not hear of any cases of cohabitation before marriage. Dolma (now in her 

seventies) who had been deserted by her husband, later had a child by a second man She 

said that people would say things behind her back and she expenenced a number of 

hardships because of her social sitmtion Participants indicated that having a child when 

not married m a t  that a girl was "spoiled;" many stmsed that "we dont do that in Ladakh." 

Some participants indicated that it was not proper for men and wornen who were less 

directly related than first cousins to wak about together or spend time alone ( d e s  are even 

stricter for Muslims who are permitted to marry first cousins). The result of this was that 

they wodd both be "spoiled." In practice, however, the social repercussions did not seem 

to be as severe for men. As Diskit said: 

People in Ladakh have a double standard If a boy does something wrong they will talk 
about him oniy for four or five days like: 'this boy is with this girl.' If a girl does this, they 
will say she is veiy b d  For the whole of her Iife people will keep on talking about her the 
same way. Whether the girl is go& if she didn't do anythrng, still the people doubt her 
character. 

Some manieci women who becarne cornfortable with me questïoned me at length about the 

relations between men and women in the West. One asked how it was that unmarried 

women travelling with men (foreign tourists) prevented pregnancy, saying that in Ladakh 

birth wntrol pills were only available to married women and then only after the birth of one 

child Similarly, a M o n  is generally only available to married women and after having the 

procedure once, some participants claimed that a woman faces a scolding from the doctor 

if she retums for another. Abortion, said one parîicipant, "is a big sin in Buddhism." When 
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unmarrieci women become pregnant participants indicated that they are quickly married to 

the man with whom they are having relations. One participant relayed one such case 

involving her acquaintance. The girl in question was later rnarried to the man with whom 

she had the a f E i  since he was already married she became his second wife. 

in anangeci marriages, the son's parents (or other relatives) may choose a suitable woman 

and may or may not gamer their son's approval. A phas-pun / family mernber may then be 

sent to approach the parents of the girl who may or may not seek their daughter's approval 

before responding The degree of control held by the potential bride can vaq  enorrnously. 

Educated women from econoniicdly wetl oEBuddhia families, especially in Leh, seemed 

to have more control than other pticipants but these links would require M e r  study to 

substantiate. Some women ùidicated that they gave their parents a list of required criteria 

(e.g. a govemment employee) and had the power to accept or reject any proposal. Many 

women indicated that they were forced by their parents to marry. Storal says, "1 was not 

happy to marry but 1 was &id of my father, if my faiher said, 'go and marry tbis man,' 1 

would do it because I was a h i d  of my father." The force often took the form of verbal 

pressure with the parent indicatin& for example, that the man was a good match and the 

child m u t  obey, etc. Others were even coerced, or tricked, by their family memben or 

outsiders into a rnarriage they were not happy with; this is often referred to as king 

"stolen." Zalmo said boîh her two daughten were "stolen away" fiom her, recounting: 

. . they were unbappy. The younger daughter cried a lot, she said: '1 won? go again,' but 



she had to go because she gave birth to a smdl M y .  They played a tnck. Her relative said: 
Yom mother and father are happy with this proposai and they told us to d e  you many with 
this man,' and they said a lot of things like this and she had to many. 

Diskit related a sirniiar story of how her daughter had been "stolen" from a fiend's home: 

A proposal came for my daughter, (she is a teacher) twelve or thirteen had already corne . 
. . but she aiways said: '1 won? marry' . . . one [group] came and they told us to give our 
daughter to their son. And 1 said rny daughter is not going, if she doesn't want to 1 won't 
force her. I won't many her. But I told her you should wait for three or four months and 
then maybe marry this man. Then my daughter went to Leh to meet her brother. He was in 
Leh for school. The person from my daugbter's in-laws came to Leh My daughter was in 
Leh with her fkiend, a girl from the village. They told her [the niend] that we want her to 
marq with my son so wilI you please heip us in this. At that the  she [the daughter] was 
returning to Alchi and that girl told her that she needed her help so could she please stay one 
more night in Leh. She [the daughter] thought 'she is my friend, 1 should he$ her' so she 
stayed with her. At night they [the in-laws] came and Say 'we want to many you now' and 
she cried a lot and said she is not going to many- And then she said, 'if I have to rnarry cd1 
my brothers here'. They thoughr that if they cail the brothers they wodd create a problem 
so they made a trick . . . they made a aick Cparticipant is crying] it was a trkk . . . he said 
that your mother told me that 'my daughter is not rnarrying and you can take her from Leh' 
And then she thougtit that 1 wanted her to many and then she was able to do so . . . she then 
had a lot of misunderstanding against her mother and farnily . . . girls don't have their own 
choice . . . somebody can play a trick and they can make her mmy.  

Cases were relayed to me where the woman was essentially verbally abused and threatened 

with the negative repercussions of not marrying The suitor might also spend the whole 

night at the home where she was staying and thus ruin her reputation (regardless of whether 

any sexual relations occurred). Or she might be criticized for thinking henelf "too proudt' 

or conceited to marry this suitor. 1 was told that the women ofien resist for some time and 

finally under duress and cajoling may relent and marry. One yowg woman told me that 

perhaps if a woman is "very strong" she could jump up and escape by ninning away. The 
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only cases of trickery 1 have heard of occmed at night when the women were visiting 

another village. During the &y perhaps women couid leave the home and go into the market 

and txy to secure help, but at night everyone wouid be in their homes and, d e s s  they had 

another place they could get to easily, this could be an effective barrier to leaving. Mer 

dark women stay in the homes and if they are out for some reasoon it is usually with an 

escort. Sonam notes, "parents get womed if girls go roaming about I f  we have to go out 

after six p.m somebody will always go with us - men can stay out late roarning around with 

their fiiends." The fear of this of mercion acts as a barrier to mobility for some young 

women; they or their parents may decide that travel is d e  without appropriate escorts. 

The muma rnany women experienced durhg forced or pressureci mamages led some to take 

a less intense approach to their childrensr mamages, indicating that if a daughter did not 

want to marry they wodd not force her. However, some of the wornen who told of how 

their parents forced them to many say that they also used pressure tactics to get their 

children to marry. 

43.2 Marriage Stmcture and Living Arrangements 

Of the fi@ women wtio discussed their living arrangements &ter marriage, thirty-eight of 

them moved in wiîh their husband's family (Bagma marnage), six of thsm were joined by 

their husband's in theil parental home (Magpa marriage) and six lived away h m  both sets 

of parents. Some of the women in Bagma mamages lefi their villages while oîhers married 

Local men. TraditionaIIy, Magpa marriages occur when there is no son and the eldest 
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daughter becomes the heiress (now in Ladakh legally al1 children inherit equally but in 

practice this is often not the case). Fou of the women in Magpa marriages had no brothen. 

In one case the brother became a lama and in the other the brother was the youngest of eight 

children and the parents decided to bring in a busband for added labour. Of those women 

not living with either set of in-laws, two women rnanïed non-local anny personel and moved 

into rented quarters in Leh, one woman is a doctor and is posted away from boîh sets of in- 

Iaws, another woman and her husband left their villages to work as  labourers in Le4 and one 

woman eloped to avoid an m g e d  marriage. The final woman said that her husband's 

sepmother refused to give them any land and told hem to live separately fiorn them. 

Polyandry was, as mentioned previously, the rnost cornmon form of marriage in Ladakh. 

The system was based on notions of the unity of brothers and the prirnogeniture of the eldest 

son. Polyandry also restncted population growth and prevented the division of land into 

plots too small for subsistence agriculture. Tsewang commented on the system, noting: 

Before there was a custom amongst our anceston that al1 should stay in the unity. The 
thinkllig of sons was quite similar so if there were three brothers they should stay together 
and bring in one wife. Today it is quite difficult and there are no polyandrous marriages in 
Ladakh . . . in the old days there was a fear of the distribution of land, that was the main fear 
. . . but today it is difficult to stop one particular son They dont want to pair with their 
brothers wife so the polyandry system is totally vanishing in Ladakh. 

The decline in polyandry (as well as other factors such as changes in heaith are )  has k e n  

accompanied by drarnatic population increases (see Figure 2).  In the ten year period from 

1971 to 198 1 population grew by almost h - t y  perce* compared to under two percent from 
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19 1 1 to 192 1 (Census of India). While polyandry is certainly on the decline, especidly in 

and around kh, where it no longer seems to be occmïng, by many accounts the practice 

still takes place in more remote regions of Ladakh. In these regions the influence of 

changing laws and attitudes may be slower and / or less influentid. 

Thirteen of the pdcipants reveded that they or one or more of their relatives had a 

polygmous marriage (this may not accurately reflect the prevalence of polygamy as now 

it is perceived by many Ladakhis as shamefid and in some cases participanu may not have 

felt cornfortable revealing these family details). In elevm cases the maniziges consisted of 

one woman and two brothers. AU of these maniages were polyandrow from the outset; that 

is, both brothers were married to the woman at the same time. In two cases rwo sisters 

marrieci one man One of these was polygynous from the outset while in the other the sister 

was brought in because the first wife needed help; as she said, "1 felt very sick and weak and 

was not able to do the work, so my sister married my husband and it was a great help to me." 

In one case a man had two wives who were unrelate& the second wife was brought in 

because, according to the daughter, "we had a lot of land and had to work on the land so they 

had to bring in one more wife." 

Tsetan, whose mother had two husbands, felt that polyandry was not a good system because, 

as she put it, "with two brothen and one wife there won? be good relations. There will be 

fighting. In my parents case they fought and there were tensions." The remaining 

participants with persona1 experiences of polygamous marriages did not indicate that 
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polygamy led to problems in relations, although some cousidered it a bad system for other 

reasons. For example, Digin said that her workload was the same and that her two 

husbands did not compte or have tension for her affections; "they got along weli," she said. 

However she told me: 

1 wish 1 could only have one husband, but at the time [of marriage] 1 was so young [twenty] 
and 1 did not know that having two husbands was against my religion, at that time I was 
yomg and didn't know. But now I feel it is not good . . . in the older days i t used to be like 
that because al1 the people kept two or three husbands, but at that time 1 was so young and 
did not know anything. As I grew bigger and bigger I came to know that this is not good 
At that time the time had passed already, 1 was not able to Say. 1 was not able to Say to one 
of my husbands to go away because the time had already left and it would be a big problem 
with my husbands. 

Similarly, Zalmo notes that "it is better to live in a polyandrous family in order to Save the 

land £iom division It is not in our religion that is the negative of polyandry." Polyandry is 

now seen by many as king counter to Buddhism although historicdly the monasteries and 

nunnenes could be interpreted as supporthg this social stnictur2 by absorbing excess men 

and women Many participants noted that although polyandry may have been accepted "in 

olden days" (Zarchan) it is no longer acceptable. Yanpo says: 

Polyandq is not gocd It is a big shame. It's a big shame for the public. Today if we see 
polyandry, we treat polyandry as bad mannen, and it is not in our religion &o. It doesnft 
matter if an old lady is in a polyandry because in those days it was a tradition, but today it 
is not good 

Despite the trend away from polyandry and negative perceptions of it, rnany participants 

maintainecl that it was a positive system. Ofien there appears to be a tension in the accounts 
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between the public discourse that polyandry is a shameful thing and participants' own 

positive experience of the system For example, in discussing her two brothers' mamiage to 

one woman, Pobzang, notes, " a d l y  this is not good, but it is necessary to save the land 

and to work and Iive in a group. It is '&ter to iive together." Stozom's two brothers have 

one wife and she claims, "polyandry is good . . . the benefit is that it is good for the progress 

of the f d l y ;  ifthere are two husbands they will eam enough for the family and it is a great 

help in the progress of the fmily." Lobzang who has two husbands thinks that it is a good 

system because "the two brothen have to stay. They have to be home." Other participants 

indicated that "a woman with many husbands is a little bit powerful" (Zalmo) or that "when 

a wornan manies three or four brothen everything is in her hands" (Choskit). Storal who 

has two f&ers and two husbands, said there were no tensions in the mariages and claimed 

that in the pst: 

If a wornan didn't keep two or three husbands, if there are three or four brothers, if she 
cannot keep fou. or three of them as her husband then people said she is good for nothing. 
She is not able to control this man That's why in those days it was considered good if a 
woman was able to keep two or three husbands. She was admired. But today it is not the 
sarne. 

43.3 Marital Dificulties 

Ofthe women I spoke with - women in ail three types ofliving arrangement, women in love 

mamages as well as arranged marnages, women who were very young or relatively old - 

the majority indicated that they found mamage difficult in the beginning. Many women 
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noted that they had increased work burdens, and / or they were very sad to leave their 

families. As Skazang reflected: "1 found it vexy dificult to leave home as I had more work 

to do [in the new home] but mostly because there was no one in the new home that was my 

farnily." Sorne of the women indicated that their in-laws were kind and that they " got used" 

to their new situations fairly quickly. However some faced problems more difficult than 

homesiclmess or extra work One woman expfained that her husband was so cruel that she 

had to retum to her parental home afler seven or eigbt months (her husband later remimied). 

in addition to the above woman., three participants were also separated or divorced fiom 

their husbands and one participant's son-in-law had deserted her daughter. In one case the 

husband was a non-local in the anny- He was fiom the state of Himachal Pradesh; this was 

the ody mse 1 encolmtered of marriage between Ladakhi's and non-Ladakhi's although there 

are many acwunts of such ïnarriages. When his posting ended and after having one child, 

he deserted his wife. Another woman was divorced by her husband (he was also in the 

m y )  whom she claims was having relations with his brotheh wife. The third woman also 

claimed that her husband had an &air with another woman and then divorced her, as she 

said "1 had two daughters and he didnr like me, and he divorced me." The woman whose 

son-in-law left her daughter claimed it was because her daughter became ill. 

One of the divorced women r e m a n d  (some of the men did); Pamgyal told me that divorce 

is seen as bad for both the woman and the man, but that remarriage is acceptable for either. 

Ahhough divorce is dlowed, and hiaoncal accounts indicate that this has been the case for 
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some time (Mann, 1986) there is a social stigma to divorce in Ladakh, especially if there are 

children involveci Tsewang said her brother wanted a divorce but, she noted, "they were 

mnsidered to be self& they were just considering themselves; the villagers tried to make 

them undersund that they should not be divorcing as they had a chilci" Yangmo told me, 

"divorce is not gmd" but noted that if a woman married someone cruel, "when there is no 

child within those couples it is gwd if they get divorced; when there is a child between 

them then they should not get divorcd She should bear whatever her husband does jmt for 

the children." 

Those in Magpa arrangements did seem sornewhat l e s  likely to experience severe problems 

after mamage. Iwo women in these mamages indicated they experïenced problems, one 

in nrnning the household and the other in her relations with the two men brought into her 

polyandrous marriage. However, the rernaining women indicated that it was not a difficult 

transition As Padma noted, "1 did not find it difficult when 1 fxst manied because I stayed 

in the same home," while Lanzes said it was not difficult although she had additional 

f&g duties, and Kunzang fomd that "in the fint years of mamiage it was easy, as in those 

days we had little work to do." 

One issue many marrieci couples have had to face in the pst th* years has been extended 

periods of separahon Many men are ernployed in the amy and are apart from their families 

for periodr of up to eleven months at a time. This situation is leading to a whole new type 

of family where one spouse (usually the husband but not always) does not live with the 
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f h l y  but rather is engaged in some form of ernpioyment elsewhere. Nine of the women 

had h u s b d s  who were (or had k e n  for most of the marriage) living separately f?om them. 

Eight of the men were in the army and one had a govemment postuig. One woman (a 

-or) w a ~  posted a ~ a y  fiom her f d y  and in-laws (her husband was posteci in yet another 

town). h y  postings were usually in Ladakh but often in very remote and strategic 

locations (border zones). Ofthose with their husbands posted away f?om them some noted 

that they expenend difficulties because of this as they did not have as  much help with the 

work (although the added household inwme was seen as outweighmg this). Their husbanà's 

absence in some cases led to the woman effectively acting as household head in his place 

(depending on the age or presence of the father-in-faw and other household rnembea). 

Many women seemed quite happy with this arrangenient One told me that her husband had 

wanted to retire but she had pressureci him to remain in the army as she felt they oeeded the 

money and she felt quite content wiîh the circumstances. Two women were involved in 

polyandrous marriages where one of two brothers were posted in the army. In these two 

cases the women indicated that the army postings did not bring any negative repercussions 

as they still had the help and support of one husband while they had the income of the 

second The absence may also have prevented any possible tensions between the brothers. 

Storal noted, "it was good haWig one husband away in the army because whenever he used 

to corne sometimes 1 used to feel that he was like a guest and we used to treat hun well." 

Considenng the number of women who experienced varying degrees of difficulty upon 

marriage it is perhaps no surprise that three of the seven young unmarried participants said 
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that they did not want to many. These women dl, however, probably many. As one young 

man ùulicated, "if 1 dont marry by thirty people wiil talk " Similariy a twentyeight year old 

teacher said she was not interesteci in manying but noted, "our society is very conservative; 

if  my parents force me I have no choice. " One eighteen year old woman said her parents 

"wont say anything" about her choice not to many based on her fear that "being uneducated 

I cannot deal with my irr-laws, maybe my in-laws will not be kind people." Further, four of 

the seven wornen said that they would prefer an arranged marriage which they deemed 

superior to a love marriage (no young women saïd they wodd prefer a love marriage). 

Sonam, a coilege educated twenty year old said that "arranged is better as both parents will 

be happy and they will help in the fiiture if something happens." However, some of these 

wornen did indicate that they would play a role in the selection of their husbands by laying 

out criteria (e.g education level, type of employrnent) as well as perhaps retaining the power 

to refuse a suitor. One twenty year old participant received a proposal durùig the course of 

the research which she refuse& She asked her parents to refuse the proposal by saying she 

was not ready for marrïage but asked them to indicate that she was unaware of the proposal 

x, that she would not have to feel "shy" aboui meeting the boy's family in the market and on 

social occasions. 

Except in three cases, al1 of the manied women inte&ewed had children. In two instances 

they had been unable to conceive and in the thrd the couple separated before having 
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children Of the remahhg forty-five married women about hdf  had four or more children 

while haif had one to three children These are the number of suMving children One 

woman with two surviving children had had eight children that had died as infants. Other 

women spoke o f  three, four, and £ive children who had not suwived pst early childhood 

Two of the larger families had nine and eleven sulviving children Families living and 

farming in villages were much more likely to have larger families than those in Leh. In the 

villages larger families are an advantage in agricuitural tasks (akhough increasingly less so 

as children spend more tirne in formal education and less t h e  helping in the fields) and 

access to, and information on, birth control is less widespread Alternatively in Leh, large 

families can be a financial burden and i f  both parents are working away fiom the home, 

childcare c m  be problematic. Additiondly, women working outside of the home cannot 

spare the time and other demands of numerous pregnancies. Modern rnethods of birth 

control and abortion are now available in Ladakh and many women, particularly those living 

in Leh or with employment outside of the home, are making use of these options. The most 

comrnon fom of contraceptive is the Inter-uterine Device (IUD), and woman are encouraged 

to have tubal Iigations after two children swive to five or six years of age. Still, as 

previously noted, even with these new techniques, the Ladakhi population is growing. This 

growth is partly due to reductions in infant mortality achieved through western medical 

techniques, but perhaps is more reflective of the decline in polyandry and the resulting 

increase in the number of rnarried women 

The preceding descriptions of marital and family structures and participants' attitudes 
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towards them starts to shape a picture of one of the most cntical arenas of gender relations 

in Ladakh: the household In the next section the household is discussed in more detail, 

particularly accolmts of authority, access to raources, and the division of labour. 

4.5 Power Relations in the Household 

Histoncally the focus of the Ladakhi economy has been the household, where "almosî al1 

important decisions to do with basic needs are settled" (Norberg-Hodge, 199 1, p. 69). 

Further women typically played a larger role in this sphere than in the public one, leading 

some researchers to conclude that aithough men and women in Ladakh bad different roles 

they were very much equal in power and status. Because of the emphasis on womens' 

traditional power in the home and because of the intensity of gender relations in the 

household, exploring current balances of authority in homes and in mariages was a key 

theme in the discussions. 

Three participants indicated that both parents played an equal role in some aspects of the 

decision making in the home while three said that their mother made the decisions (financial 

decisions in three of these six cases were not made by their rnothers). In forty cases 

participants indicated that decisions in the home were made by the male head of the 

household (father, oldest brother, grandfather, or uncle). In one case where both parents 

were cited as equal decision makers they both worked as teachen. Ln one case where the 

mother-in-law was said to make the decisions the husband was away in the army. 
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in discussions of their own maniages, six women indicated that they were the primary or 

equal decision makers while the remainder said their husbands or male head of the 

household made the decisiors. Of these six women, four are in Magpa marriages, one of 

them is a government employee in the same office as her husband (she is senior), and one 

of them is a fmer  with her husband Women in Magpa mamïages do seem more likely to 

play a larger role in decision making b o t -  in ternis of famiiy arrangements (childrens' 

marriage, education, etc.) as well as ha- more control over the allocation of resources and 

£inances. It also seems tbat the women who are working in paid employment are also more 

likely to have more decision making power in the home. 

It is, of course, extremely difficult to Mly capture the power relations between men and 

women, particularly husbands and wives, just by asking questions and engaging in 

participant observation Dawa said his fdther was "in control" but noted that, "mostly I have 

seen that my rnother gave suggestions to my father in every respect - 'you must do like this' 

and so accordingly my father amnged the things." He also noted that even though he bas 

lived with them for almost thirty years that he was just guessing as to the power dynamic of 

their reiationship, saying, "1 thùik but I don? know their inner views." His reluctance to 

make any definite judgements about his parentç' marriage even given his long time 

observation of it certainly simck a chord with me. I did receive many impressions of male 

power in marital relations but 1 dso "do not h o w  their imer views." This refiects the limits 

of social science research. The accounts of male authority may reflect the dominant 

discourse and not necessarily the actual experiences in the home. This king said, male 
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dominance in certain secton of the howhold, especiaily in control of finances, does seem 

apparent, 

4.6 Financial Control In the Househoid 

Male control of finances seems particuiarly prevalent in Lad& Most of the women 

indicate that they wodd either make requests for an aiiowance to purchase certain goocis or 

they would tell the male head what they needed and he would purchase it for them. The oniy 

exception to this pattern is the cash denved fkom selling garden produce either in the bazaar 

or to the army - some wornen controlled this income (the women generally are the 

producers and the seIlers). To reveal some privaîe acwrmts of access to fimcial resources, 

particular questions about income and expenditures were explored in the work survey. Ln 

addition to questions about who controls the fuiances, other questions pertaining to 

particular actions, such as who purchases certain products, or what pattem precedes the 

purchashg of a parcicular item ( e g  a dress) were &O asked Out of forty participants, O* 

five women were in charge of buying food and two were in charge of buying other items. 

Ladakhi women would seem to be losing some of the authority they have been said to 

traditionally hold in the home. The cases where this does not seem to be happening are in 

Magpa mamages and arnong those women who are working outside of the home. This 

situation points to what Norberg-Hodge daims is one of the most divisive factors in the roles 

of men and women - the polarkation in their work (1991). She suggests that when men 
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enter paid employment (which is the typical pattern), women become "invisible shadows, 

they do not eam rnoney for their work so they are no longer seen as productive" (199 1, p. 

126)." This will be discussed in a later section examining the division of labour and types 

of employment First, though, education - seen by many as the ticket to paid employment 

and a "luxury life" will be discussed- 

4.7 Education 

More than any other thing, Ladakhis (like their counterparts around the globe) seem to pin 

their hopes for the future on education. Education is, especially for women, the variable 

whch determines their fhre  spouse, work, and lifestyle. Thuty-six of the women 

participants did not attend school. Eight women attended school for five years or less and 

then withdrew. Three women cornpleted at least eighth class (one is still in school). Three 

made it to tenth, two to eleventh, one to c o k e  and two to uaiversity. Each class represents 

one year of school and passing the tenth class makes a person a matridate (roughly 

equivalent to a North American high school graduate). 

Forty-four of the wornen had either very little or no schooling. In some cases none of the 

childm in their family attended school but in most cases some children went while others 

were kept at home. The child most likely to be kept at home was the oldest daughter. She 

was kept home prirnarily for two rasons: to help with the household work, and because 

school was not seen as important for her as traditionally she would marry. Kunga 
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remembers, "1 did not go to school. All of my other siblings went to school. My parents 

kept me at home to do the cooking and cleaning. I wanted to go to school but I codddt-" 

It is not uncornmon to encounter families composed entirely of matriculates whose oldest 

sister is illiterate. In one such family, Dawa remembers, "my elder sister is illiterate . . . aii 

my other s i b w  are highly educated . . . my sister is asking my parents 'why di&? you give 

an education to me?"' Lauzes and Thdqa were both the eldest daughter and both were kept 

home to help care for their younger siblings. Thukja recounts: "1 have not k e n  to school 

and the other five [siblings] have k e n  to çchool and some of them went to tenth class. My 

parents didn't send me, and at that time I was very young and did not know the benefit of 

going to school. My parents kept me as a babysitter. I had to look after my brother and 

sister." In some cases, if the mother became sick, or die& the oldest daughter (in one m e  

as young as nine years old) had to take over her duties. Zangmo said, "my brothen went to 

school but 1 did not. When my mother passed away I look over her duties, cooking and 

cl&g 1 managed the house. I had to stay home a lot so 1 couldn't be sent to school." 

In some families al1 of the girls were kept at home and in others all but one or two of the 

children stayed home. Some children were kept home for financial reasons (they were 

needed to work and / or their parents could not afford the cost of their uniforms). For 

example, Dashi rememben: "because of financial problems we weren't so wealthy, that's 

why my parents only sent my younger brother and sister to school and not me and my elder 

sister-" Many female children were kept home because school was not seen as necessary for 

them. Several participants said that they had been kept home from school while their 
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brothers were sent because their parents felt that they only needed to leam how to be wives 

- somethuig they could leam at home by working. Stord was one such chilci; she 

rememben her parents saying " . . . we are going to many our girls so we should better teach 

them how to do household work and work which wiil help them later on" Similady Korzorn 

recounts: 

. . . dl three of us sisters didnr go to school, and our brothers they al1 went to school . . . 
in those days education was not so important. People used to think that education was not 
so important for them [girls]. Eveqone thought we had to do our work properly so they 
didn't send us to school, they got us to look after the house and look after the catt1e. 

Many of the women expresseci great regret about k i n g  uneducated Tashi told me simply, 

"1 feel sad because 1 am illitente." Some women were upset with their parents for keeping 

them at home. A number of parhcipants equated their lack of education with current 

problems; Digzin, for example, said, "when 1 was young rny parents didn't allow me to go 

to schwl and 1 feel very sad nowadays. 1 feeI that my parents didnY aiiow me to go to school 

and îhat is why 1 am facing such hardship today." Some participants suggested that if they 

had gone to school they rnight have a paying job today. 

For many women their lack of education translated into a strong desire to send al1 of their 

children to school. Tsering Tsetan, Palzom, Zangmo, Kiin7ang Yanchan - al1 of these 

women said that they would ensure their daughters had the chance at education which they 

had rnissed S a n  said, "ln my family al1 the children didnr go to xhool . . . 1 and my 

husband forced the children to go to school, because 1 think that if the children do not go to 
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school their life will be the sarne as mine." While some said they wanted their daughters to 

go to school so that they would be happy and educated, many felt that it was the results of 

educaîion (more than the process) that was important, Listing money and jobs as the benefits. 

Tsering stated W y ,  "[as a] Ladakhi wornen I have to do lots of work because my parents 

didn? send me to school, but 1 want my chikiren to go to school and have a luxury life." 

Many parents continue to keep some of their children home. Some still retain the eldest 

daughter at home to help with work Kurtga who was not pemiitted to attend school because 

she was the eldest daughter, notes that she sent al1 her children to school except the oldest 

daughter who was "kept for the household" Tashi who expressed sadness about being 

uneducated also kept her oldest daughter home, saying: "we were poor so we didn't manage 

to give her to the school." Dorje sent her oldest daughter to fifth class but then pdled her 

out because "1 needed ber help in the house." Similarly Zalmo kept home her oidest 

daughter saylng, "my girl . . . used to do a lot of work. She wanted to go to school and the 

teacher also asked that she be sent to school but she was also very good at work, and I was 

not able to do her work and that is why 1 kept her to help with the housework-" 

While education is seen by many Ladakhis as a way of securing a better future, the regional 

education system is riddled with problems. The mother tongue in the region is Ladakhi. 

Gewrally children are educated in Urdu (the State language) with some Hindi training until 

eighth class. At various points English is introduced and then most children switch to 

English in tenth class. Mer tenth class there is a state exarn. Passing this exarn (called 
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matriculation) is the minimum requirement for moa govenunent jobs. Colleges and 

univenities in India are almost exclusively English medium. This constant switching of 

1- obviously makes leamhg difficult Ninety-five percent of studenîs are unable to 

pass their tenth c h  exam (SECMOL, 1995, p. 13). Yunga, a tacher, daims that the when 

the Board exams are checked, the marks of Ladakhi students are arbitrarily lowered because 

the officiais in Delhi wrongly believe tbat moa Ladakhis cheat on the exam, and because 

of this concludes, " . . . so I could Say that tenth class is somethuig that depends on luck. " 

Further, errors contained within the Board exam can make the questions completely 

meaningless. For example in one multiple choice question students were asked to pick the 

most "popular" country; the list included China so one can only assume they meant 

populous. Considering that many of the students writing the exarn have only been studying 

English for one year, these types of erron make passing nearly impossible. The govenment 

schools in Ladakh produce on1 y thirty to for& matricuiates each year out of an enrollment 

of some two thousand students (SECMOL, 1996, p. 17). 

Still, education is seen as the road to success, and for women, perhaps even the way towards 

equal ity. Many participants felt that education was an equalizing factor between men and 

women. Sorne parti-cipants, including Storal, Yangmo, and Digzin, stated explicitly that 

boys and girls are equal today because of education As Stalzin says: "nowadays the boys 

and girls are equal, they are treated equally . . . because nowadays the girls are also able to 

go to school." Going to school rnay result in paid employment which then seems to balance 

the shift in power regarding access to resources in the household. The links between 
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education and work will be M e r  discussed in the following section on the division of 

labour, as weli as in chapter six 

4.8 Division of Labour: Work and Gender 

As discussed earlier, according to historical accounts, the division of labour in Ladakh was 

not very striking. Both men and women were engaged in subsistence agriculture and most 

mks were performed by both genders. Some notable exceptions included ploughing, 

slaughtering cattle, and cutting trea which were restricted to men. Past shidies indicate that 

women do as much agricultural work as men but that other duties such as housework, 

cooking, cleaning, and childcare, are predominantly undertaken by women, leading both 

genders to conclude that women have to work harder than men (as their duties go on dl year 

whiie men's are limiteci to the agricultural season). 1 wanted to examine the current division 

of labour to see how it is changing in response to the introduction of a market economy and 

the creao'on of paid work. 1 was interested in both the dominant discourse regarding labour, 

that is views of how things should be, and the private discourses of women's acîuai 

experiences, or how things reaily are. To get at both of thes accounts the checklist of 

discussion subjects war supplemented with a series of detailed questions to forty participants 

about the division of labour in the household (see appendix three). 

Fir% the types of employrnent held by pariicipants and their families will be laid out  This 

is followed by discussion of the division of labour in the household and in agricultural work. 
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The types of paid anplopent held by men and women are described, and attitudes towards 

employment and the gender based differences in paid ernployment are discwed The final 

section examines the polarking influence of the shifi towards paid labour on gender 

reiations. 

When discussing their childhood, the majority of participants indicated that both of their 

parents had been fannen, especially the older participants. Currently, eight of the fernale 

participants work fidl time in paid employment Two are teachers, one is a doctor, three are 

general laboures, one works as a clerk in a non-government organization, and one is a 

governrnent employee. Forty-eight of the women participants work in the home and fields. 

Of these forty-eight, one had sold Chang (beer) in the market to support her children afier 

king deserted by her husband She now takes care of her grandchildm and does some f m  

work. Four of the women are also getting training at a center set up by the LadaEch 

Ecological and Development Group (LEDeG) to teach women stitching and crafts (they 

work / learn there full time for two hundred nipees per rnonth) and one of the woman 

occasionafly works at a local carpet factory (when she works she is paid two hundred and 

fifty nipees per month). Additiodly, a few of these women have sold some of their garden 

produce in the local market; but generally the forty-two women work predominantly in 

subsistence or reproductive labour. 

Fifteen of the participants' husbands are famien, while thirty-three work in paid 

employment Of the thirty-three, eleven work for the m y .  One of the direct impacts of the 
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large army presence in Ladakh has been the creation of numerous jobs, notably (but not 

exclusively) for men with relatively little education. With an m y  dmost the same size as 

the local popdation, it is not surpris* that almost every participant could name at least one 

family member who was employed by the army- Amy wages and pensions often comprised 

the bdk of a family's cash eamings. Ofthe remaining husbands in paid ernployment, nine 

are government employees, four are labourers, two are cirivers, and there is one tacher, one 

Amchi (traditionai doctor), one mechanic, one tailor, one goldsmith, one prayer reader, and 

one shopkeeper. The four male participants consisted of three lamas and one government 

employ ee. 

Therefore, sixteen percent of the female participants work in paid employment and about 

seventy percent of the husbands (of dl participants) work in paid employment This statistic 

does not reflect LadaMi employment patterns as a whole - certainly in more remote regions 

of Ladakh male paid employment wodd probably be rnuch lower. What it does indicate is 

that in regions of Ladakh which are in relatively close proximity to Leh, men seem much 

more likely than women to engage in paid employment (usually outside of their village). 

Before detailing the types of paid employment in the region, the subsistence labour of the 

great majority of women in Ladakh (and the majority of Ladakh's in general) will first be 

discussed 



4.8.1 Agricultural Work 

After spendùig some time engaged in participant obsewation I entered into dialogue with 

participants regarding the division of labour. Interestingly rnany participants told me that 

in Ladakh there is no women's work and no men's work - that both do the same work, Such 

interpretations seerned to contndict the divisions in labour I observed both in the homes and 

in the fields. The relatively rapid rate of change in the region since the arriva1 of the army, 

tourism and a market economy, may have resulted in a faster rate of change in actual living 

conditions than that of the dominant ideology, Ieading to a seerning mismatch between 

accounts of women's Iives and their actual living conditions. As discussed in chapter two 

the public accounts usually fit the dominant ideology or present the person in a good light 

while private accounts rnay be more personai. Both of these accounts will be highlighted 

Fim, the ciorninant diswurse 1s presented; in this case, the notion of the absence of labour 

differentiation by gender. 

Many participants said that îhere was no real gender based division of labour (although 

restrictions in ploughing and cutting dom trees were noted). Many commented that they 

did dl of the work together as a family. Tsewang said, "there is no special jobs that men 

can't do and women cant do, men and women they are just cwrdinating with each other." 

Yangzom claimed: "al1 the family does al1 the jobs together in the field and in the house," 

and, as Dawa bluntly stated: "there is no division of work." For the most part, though, it 

seemed that these statements were probably more reflective of the public account of the 
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division of labour than the actual living conditions in the region. For example, in Dawa's 

case, he and al1 of his brothen are educaîed and have paid employment outside of the home. 

His sisters work in subsistence agriculture and in the household; they are responsible for al1 

of the cooking cleaning, and childwe. The division of labour in this household was 

striking and marked. 

When participants were asked who in their household did particular jobs, a different picture 

began to emerge. This is shown in Figure 3 - the results of the survey of the division of 

labour. Participants were asked to indicate whether, in their household, particula. tasks were 

undertaken by men, mostly men, women, mostly women, everyone together, or children. 

The tasks which were exclusively, or pri-ly, done by men include: ploughing, spinning 

Yak and Goat hair, cumng trees, weaving, leather work, and buying non-food items. The 

tasks done more ofien by men than wornen include: collecting wool trade and travel, and 

selling produce. The tasks which were exclusively, or primarly done by women include: 

dung removal, dung spreading, weeding, milking, butter making, coilecting du% collecting 

grass, s M g  wwl, carding wool, spinning wool, dyeing wool, coolcing / food preparation, 

childcare, and cleaning the house. The tasks which were done more often by women than 

men included: irrigation, animal feeding, and fetching water. The taçks which were 

primady done as a group included: field preparation, sowing, harvesting, threshing, feeding 

animals, collecting wood, ritual and praying- Herding and fetching water were two tasks 

ofieo listed as childrens' work 



Figure 3: The Division of Labour by Gender (results of the work survey) 

The table indiates the allocation of tasks in forty howeholds according to the following 

categories: M (men), M M  (mostly men), W (women), M W  (mostly women), A (d l  

members), C (children). Not ail tasks were done in ail households so numbers will not 

always add up to forîy. Half marks indicate two responses by one participant (ie. if children 

and men engaged in a task). 
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Women seem to do most of the work associated with mimals. Men generally were not 

involved in the daily care of livestock. Women aiso seem to do the tasks that stretch over 

a long period of time or m u t  be done reguiarly, such as weeding, milking, and collecting 

dung. Convenely much of the work that is done by men (such as ploughing and cutting 

trees), or as a group of men and women (such as field preparation, sowing, h a r v e s ~ g ,  and 
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threshing), tends to require short but intense periods of labour. Sara said "men have to do 

more difficult work than women but as a woman 1 feel 1 have to do a large amouut of work"; 

Iikewise K-g notes, "women work the most hours and wornen's work is the most tiring 

and difficult." These divisions could be partly explained by the increase in male 

employment ouiside of  the home; they wouid thus have less time to work in long-term daily 

tasks. However the divisions were similar in households where men were aiso MI time 

famers. Similarly, al1 three jobs associated with dung (removing it, collecting it, and 

spreading it) are done by women Storal says, "being a Ladakhi wornan, the work is very 

difficult, especially removing the dtmg and putting earth in the garden and all." Men tend 

to do the work relaîed to finances, whether selling produce, or shopping for food and other 

items. This division reflects their p a t e r  authority in the allocation of funds within the 

household (as discussed eariier). Women do the cooking, cleaning, and childcare. 

Farming is ofien presented as the most difficult and the least desirable work (with the 

exception of working as a gened labourer). Skazang told me: "1 have to work very hard 

. . . I wouid prefer to work in an office in Lek It is difficult to be a f m e r  because we can't 

speak ['formal' Ladakhi or other languages (Urdu, English)] and we work very hard" At 

least in the region slùromding Leh, fanning (and especially cenain components of it) seems 

to be becorning women's work. Further women seemed to associate their gender identity 

with farming. Padma, among many others, assumes the work of farming is an understood 

component of womanhood when she notes: "the difliculty of king a woman is mostly the 

hard work in the field and al1 that" This association maka sense considering the percentage 
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of women working in f d g  compareci to the men in their households. But also many paid 

jobs are duectly linked to educaîion and for some of the women it was precisely because of 

their gender that they did not aîtend school (as previously discussed). S a  many o f  the 

difficulhes the women experience are shared by male farmers. Mïngur implicitly recognizes 

that it is both her gender and her occupation that defbe her work burden, saying: "as a 

woman and a fmer 1 have to do ail kinds of work and it is very hard work and this is a very 

hard life." 

About seventy-five percent of the participants engaged in fàmiing exclusively for their home 

consumption while the remainder sell some of their produce. Of the latter group, most said 

that they sel1 the produce in Le4  notably in the B m ,  and a few said that they would sel1 

whatever was left to the a m y  (who pays a lower price but buys large quantities). Almost 

al1 of those who were fanning ody f q  home use said they grew some combination of wheat, 

bariey, and black p a s .  Those who were selling some of their produce also noted a nurnber 

of vegetables induding, spinach, cabbage, peas, potatoes, etc. Of those who indicated that 

a family member would take over the f d n g  duties, al1 said it would be a son and many 

specified the eldest son However, considering women's higher participation in fmxng  

duties the achial farm work would perhaps, in most cases, still be done largely by women. 

In every case participants indicated that the first person to rise in the moming and begin 

working was a woman (twenty-five participants were asked); and in a11 but one w e  it is a 

woman whose work is the 1s t  to be done at the end of the day. Thirtyane participants said 
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that women work the hardest in Ladakb, whiie k e e  said that men and women work equally 

hard, and five said that men work the hardest Five of the eight wornen who responded that 

men work equally hard or harder had husbands who worked with them as fârmers (of the 

remaining three: one husband works as a labourer, another is a govemment employee as is 

the participant, and one is a taxi driver). 

For farm women, the shiR fiom extended households to nuclear families (discussed 

previously) is changing the nature of their work fiom communal to individual. Some women 

felt that having large families reduces the individual workload. Phuntsog said that in the 

pst, "there were a lot of people in the house so they all work together in the fields so it is 

not difficult" Similarly, Tsetan says, "when there are more peopIe in the house everyone 

has to work l e s  and it is betîer." Conversely for some worneq perhaps especially women 

who are working in paid employment, the shifi to a nuclear household may reduce their 

labour demands and increase their personal income. One participant told me that Leaving 

her husbandts family home and moving into their own rented quarters in Leh reduced her 

workload because she no longer bad to reguiariy engage in fieldwork on top of her office job 

(although she d l  went to the family to help during busy agricultural times). Further, their 

income was no longer diffuseci within a larger family unit For sirnilar reasons, another 

woman called moving into a nuclear family "a big progress." 

While f m i n g  is seen as the most difficult work it is also, perhaps, perceived as the l e s t  

important or prestigious. For example, many participants would relate the details of their 
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children's paid employment but those working in farniing were not mentioned Often when 

I asked what these hdividuals did the response was that they did nothing, that they had no 

job. Diskit says, "nowadays my daughter-in-Iaw is doing nothing . . . she only works for the 

family looking after the household work and working in the fields" and Darchan says, "rny 

daughten are married now, one is a teller and the other two dont do any work, they just 

work for the family, they don? have any job." The new emphasis placed on paid 

employment could be reflective of the status associated with it. 

Some women f m e n  were asked if they had the choice would they rather work in a 

govemment office. This question was always met with Iaughter and taken as a joke. When 

pressed for an answer the woman responded that of course they wodd d e r  work in an 

office but that it was impossible for them. The notion that someone might actually prefer 

to f m  seemed very foreign to them. Yrmga says, "if 1 was doing a job, at that time 1 would 

think only of my office job, 1 would aever think I would like to become a famer." "1 was 

not able to get an education so it is not possible to get a governent job" Stalzin explained 

to me Iaughïng at the foolish question, but then aoted, "1 would be very happy to get a job." 

Echoing the thoughts of d l  participants who responded to this question, Neekat explained 

in the mamer one speaks to a child, "people who work in the fields work harder than those 

who work in the govemment." 

The perception of the relative ease of govemment or office jobs is also held by women in 

such jobs. Yunga who works as a tacher says, "because of my education I dont have to 
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work much. No, 1 don't have to face any problems, I only have to keep in touch with my 

books. But my mother is uneducated She has to do al1 the household work; she will 

always be busy, no time to eat, no tirne to sleep." Similarly Yangmo, who works in a 

govemment job says, "rny parent were uneducated, that's why they had to do a lot of work. 

They have hard jobs like working on fields and working in the dust and dl. I am an 

educated lady, so I have to go to the office and at the office 1 do what 1 want 1 codd just 

sit on a chair and do wrîting work and al1 that." 

Many Wcipants indicated that they hoped their children would obtain paid employrnent. 

Phuntsog says, "1 feel that if my children can get paid work then things wilI be easier for 

them, they wont have to fm the problems I do." Fuaher, their children seem to share these 

rlreams - pehps fueled by television dramas (mostly lndian with a few Western propms 

as well) profihg conspicuous consumpîion and the prestige associateci with office work, a 

school curriculum biased towards a non-agrarian lifestyle, and by perceptions of f m  work 

as difficult and undesirable. Kunga says, "The youog girls, the new generation girls don't 

want to work in the fields." She seems correct in her assessment. One twenty year 014 

Sonam, told me, "none of my friends want to be famiers. We want to have a good lwury 

life. We want to have a government job." 

The large sale introduction of schook has increased women's workload by largely reducing 

the amount of child labour available. Typical childrens' tasks in the past included household 

work, collecting dung, wood, grass, fetching mer, herding animals, and caring for younger 
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siblings. Some participants did indicate that their chiIdren still engaged in these tasks - 
helping before and after school and on their day o E  A h ,  during very busy agricultural 

times some children were kept fkom school to help with the @cultural work About 

seventy-five percent of the women with sons and daughten indicated that their daughten 

helped them more and provided more labour, while some said that both their sons and 

daughters did the same tasks or that the sons worked harder. Daughters seem to help more 

in household tasks such as cooking and food preparation, so for families living in Leh and 

not having any fields the daughtes would, generdly, appear to have more responsibilities. 

S a ,  among children the division of labour is not rigid While 1 did not see any young men 

cooking food, they ofien washed dishes or helped to take care of their younger siblings. 

However, with most children spending the bulk of their day in schooi, their work seems to 

be absorbed by the women in the household, as show above in Figure three. 

The shift in male labour off the farm has also increased women's agricultural burden. 

Skazang says, "when the husbands leave for paid work the women have to do more f m  

work" Dsomo says, "women have to work harder in the fields with the men working at 

office jobs. Wornen have to work harder and produce the same amount" But given the 

choice the women indicaîe that they would not want their husbands to r e m  to farm. Digzin 

says, "doing a job is better because the work [famiing] will be completed somehow; there 

they have to work a littIe bit harder but the money is very important because it is one of our 

baie needs, without money there is nothing." Some farnilies have to hire labourers at 

certain tirnes of the agriculhval season (such as the harvest) to make up for the absent male 
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labom, mrne of the women in these familes indicate that the employment of labouren has 

kept their labour demands relativeiy constant. 

As discussed earlier, the ability of a woman to get paid employment through education is 

o k n  presented as a path for women's equality. Kunzang says, "girls are now aiso working 

and e-g money like men; that is why women are equal." However, using this argument 

as a starcing point for equality is problernatic considering the Iimited opportuniîy of most 

women to obtain paid work For one thing most of the paid employment in Ladakh is 

clustered around the capitai, Lek For example, six of the eight employed wornen work in 

the capital Leh, while the doctor and one teacher are posted in villages within a few hours 

dnve of Leh. Although some participants indicated that women could have any job this may 

reflect more of the ideal than the realized situation of women in Ladakh. Further, while 

some of the woman engaged in NI time work have in some ways improved the quaiity of 

their lives (in their eyes), the following section shows that there are costs to this new 

Iifestyie. Additionally, some of the women in paid employment (notably the labourers) do 

not seem to have a higher qudity of iife than their farming counterparts. 

4.82 Paid Employment 

The five women working in professional work (not general labour) include two teachers, a 

doctor, a clerk in a non-governmenral organization, and a govemrnent employee. The 

teachen and the clerk are in their late teens / twenties and unmarried. They al1 live with 
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their familes. Sonam, a clerk, is culfently studying to pas her twelflh class. She has k e n  

workiag for two yeam She keeps one haif of her Rs 2000 per month saiary and gives haif 

to her mother. She likes working; she has a television, she watches seriais, movies, news. 

She plans on king in an ananged rnarriage with a government employee. One teacher, 

Yunga, although h a smder village, was educated in a private school in Leh. Her father 

was working at the school so they stayed in Leh together. M e r  her eleventh class she took 

a teacher training course for one year in Madras. She is now teaching in Leh. On top of her 

teaching duties she does some household work in the home she shares with her father. 

Chomm, the other teacher has been teaching for three years. She Iives with her parents and 

does al1 the mking and cleming and some field work on top of her teaching duties. 

The doctor and the government empioyee are both mamied and in their early thirties. 

Choskit, the doctor, went to a boarding school / convent located outside of Ladakh at six 

years old. When she passed her medical examination she came back to Ladakh. First she 

was posteci in Leh for three yean and has been posted in a smaller village for the last two. 

The decisions about postings are made by the c h e f  medical officer in Leh. She could be 

posted anywhere in Ladakh. She is married and her husband lives in Srinigar (one to two 

days journey). She also has a son who stays in Leh with her family. Her sister takes care of 

him He is not quite six. She lives alone in rented quarters. She does her own cooking and 

cleaning but does not h d  it very difficult as she says it is not much work. The hard part, 

she says, is being apart fiom her son and husband She is saving her salary to purchase a 

home in Leh. Yangmo, a govemment employee h a  passed her matriculation - the 
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minimum education required for govemment jobs. She works in the same office as her 

husband They Live in Leh with their five year old daughter (who attends school). They also 

have a two year old son who stays in a nearby d a g e  and is cared for by her mother-in-law. 

Of this separation Yangmo notes, "1 feel very badly that rny son is living away from me." 

She is senior to her husband in the office as she has been working there longer. On top of 

her office job she is also responsible for the household work She notes, "when I get leave 

fiom the office 1 will come straight to the house to look after the children and the household 

work also, but my husband he goes out with his fiend and roams about a bit later. . . it is 

difficult but 1 have to do it." 

The above jobs are wnsidered very desirable by most of the participants in the study. And, 

for the most part the women engaged in them seem to be happy about their work and their 

situations AU of hem have achieved a very high level of education (often involving living 

outside of Ladakh as the only degree college in Leh opened only in 1996 - and it offen arts 

majors only). The most difficult aspect of their work seems to be the separation both 

married women face from a child, in one case, and fkom both husband and child in the other. 

Both of these working women are dependent on the (unpaid) childcare provided by their 

female relatives. In dl of the cases where women with children are in paid labour their 

children were cared for by relatives, usuaily their mother or mother-in-law. 

When farm women speak of the desirabiliîy of paid employment they are referring to 

specific jobs, jobs such as the ones described above. Darchan says, "the paid work available 
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to women is doctor and teacher 1 think . . . nowadays women can join many professions but 

only those who can get an education are allowed to get these professions." The participant 

does not mention working as a labourer or "coolie," the most widely available paid 

employment for women It does not require any education but it is perhaps the only work 

that is more difficult and less weU regarded than farming. 

Three of the women participants work as labouren. Al1 of hem are currently working in 

the tourism industq but have had many types of employment PaIzom, now thirty, was 

divorced by her husband who was working in the m y .  Growing up, most of her family 

worked as labourers; she took care of their house until her brother married and brought in 

his wife. Then she married and began working as a labourer. Before getting her current job, 
. 

sunimer work in a small hotel, she worked as a labourer in the fields and sometimes in 

construction During winter she is unable to get any work. Her husband was having an 

affar and left her and their two yomg children; he does not provide any financial support. 

Of her work, she says, "at the hotel I sweep, wash the sheets, keep the things right 

Sometimes 1 prepare the meals d l  the cooks corne. I start at five am and work until about 

eleven plan When there are a lot of tourists she does not get time to take any breaks. She 

gets no days off. She sleeps at the hotel. She says that ifthere are only a few tourists she 

can lave in an emergency. Her children are taken care of by her niece. She gives her as 

much of her salary as she can. She is paid seven hundred rupees per month. The men 

working at the hotel - a cwk, a waiter, and a general labourer - al1 receive higher wages 

than she and the other fernale employee. 
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At the time of interviewing, the other two labourers, Zaha and Yama, had been working 

at the same hotel for two weeks. They were doing some construction work with a crew for 

the hotel when the management asked them if they would corne to work fidl time at the 

hotel. Both women are in their mid menties and have been married for about five years. 

Their husbands also work as  labourers. They both have youag children who are cared for 

by relatives. Yama says: 

Growing up 1 worked as a labourer for other people to eam money, in c o ~ c t i o n ,  carrying 
rocks, making clay and dl. When I started working 1 eamed Rupees thirty-five per day . . 
. I just started working for the hotel. 1 was working on construction in the hotel . . . I was 
working as a coolie and they asked me to work as a cleaner and 1 agreed The wage is Rs 
one thousand per month which is less than my daily wage as a coolie [now Rs eighty per 
&y] but it's sot sure that 1 d l  get a job the next &y or not [when working at a daily wage]. 
1 work fiom six in the moming to six or seven at night. 1 get breakfâst and lunch I wash 
the dishes and dean the rooms. The work is much easier than working as a labourer. 

She also does al1 the cooking and cleaning at home. 

Beyond the obvious physical difficdties and unpleasant nature of many labouring jobs 

(paving roads, carrying rocks, digging trenches, etc.), one of the often cited stresses of 

working as a labourer is the uncertainty of finding constant work. Labourers can chose to 

work with a contractor who pays them for the whole summer but at a lower rate than 

working independently. Yarna's husband chose to work with a contractor but she did not 

because she says she needed more flexibility sime she has yomg children. There is no work 

in the winter so they have to earn enough in the summer to last al1 year. Zalrna has a simiiar 

experience. She also notes that "the hotei job is better than working as a coolie because 
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coolies have to work barder. . . the coolie earns enough money when compared to this job 

but this job is easier." She and her husband also have to save most of their money in the 

summer but she says her husband sometimes gets work carrying people's rice bag from the 

govemment distribution office in the winter as well. General labouring jobs are not 

perceivecl as a step up fiom farming but rather as a necessity for those who do not have their 

own land Tourism and the army provide additional sources of employment in the region 

but rnoa of those jobs are fded by men. 

4.9 Conciusion 

This chapter has sketched the &y to &y Iife of Ladakhi women focusing on marital and 

household structures, pwer  and resource allocation within these structures, access to and 

impacts of education, and the division of labour. To sum up the key fmdings of this chapter 

wornen are sometimes forced or coerced into mamage, they often expenence difficulties 

upon first marrying and they face restrictions on their mobility. Despite increasing family 

planning, population is rising. Polyandry is declining and the family structure is shifting 

towards a more nuclear unit. Tmditional female authority and decision making in the 

household seems to be declining. Education is becoming seen as an equaiizing factor 

between men and women and the means to a better Me. Finally, while fming is becoming 

devalued with regards to most types of paid employment, it is also increasingiy k i n g  

associated with women In this sense shifting patterns of male employrnent increase 

womensf agricultural burden. 
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As presented in this chapter women's lives in many ways reflect lives and structures in 

transition - transition between a society shaped by hundreds of years of subsistence 

agriculture to one reacting to the introduction of a modem cash economy. The division of 

the new resources entering the region reflects both traditional as well as ernergent power 

- - 
relations- In the face of m m o n ,  new ideas about gender identity and gender roles are 

emerging. The following chapter sketches a picture of not only what these changes 

encompass, but also how participants feel about these changes and how they are actively 

negotiatùig their position in this changing society. 



5.0 FINDINGS: TRADiTION AND CHANGE 

In the 1 s t  three decades social transformation has corne quickly to Ladah The 

introduction of the m y  and tourism has catapulted this Hunalayan region into a world of 

consurnerisrn, paid employrnent, mass commrmication and transport (to name just a few 

changes). While the impacts of modemization have been concentrated primarily in Leh and 

its immediate surroundings (the areas examined in this shidy), as Norberg-Hodge ( 199 1) 

notes, "the psychological impact of modernization has been felt throughout the entire region 

( p  2)." 

Having, in the preceding chapter, presented a sketch of some of the critical structures 

shaping daily life 1 wiil now build on this picture of lives in transition to identify some of 

the impacts of the modeniization process on Ladakhi lifestyles. Particuiar examples of 

changes in food and clothing are highlighted, followed by accounts of lifestyle changes in 

genexal and the introduction of a market economy. The chapter goes beyond describing the 

changes to examine how people feel about them - both the perceived benefits and costs. 

Finally, the work of some Ladakhis engaged in counterdevelopment initiatives is presented. 

In the following chapter, these ideas as well as themes presented in chapter four (mamage, 

education, and work) will be analyzed and linked with feminist theory to highlight the ways 

in which gender as a social cleavage underlies the modemization process in Ladakh. 



5.2 Tradition and Change 

Many of my research parûcipants were already adults when the army and tourism anived 

in Ladakh. Some of them, as well as my research assistants, were bom after both of these 

industries had k e n  established 1 asked participants about the lifestyle changes they had 

experienced and what they thought about them. There was certainly no definitive stand 

amongçt participants on ideas of tradition, culture, and change. These concepts are complex 

and include innumerable aspects of individual lives. Certain attitudes may appear 

contradictory but when siîuated within an understanding of culture as dynamic and 

emergent, are consistent. The following section draws together some of these reflections 

on change. 

At h e s  participants would appear to make openly contradictory statements. For example, 

they might say that "the traditional food is very good; we should maintain the traditional 

food," and then also note that "change is good in ail respects; changes in the food are 

goodn in fact "change is good" was one of the most ofken translated phrases 1 encountered. 

Dig in  said, "the changes are go& for these children the changes are good because they 

are shifting towards a new thing. But 1 think after the next or next generation they will 

prefer to have old custorns, old food and all, because these changes, the changes in the food 

- these foods are not good that the children have. They are not good because it makes them 

sick and weak? At first 1 tried to press the participants to cboose (for example, whether the 

new foods were good or bad) but 1 finaIly realized that the error was mine. Perhaps as a 
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manSestation of the more circdar Buddhist world view, many LadaWiis do not seem to see 

thugs in a b h i q  or dichotomous way. My early attempt to set up the dialogue this way was 

a concephial blunder. Norberg-Hodge (origuiauy a Iinguist) writes that the Ladakhi 

ianguage emphasizes rdativity much more than western languages and that Ladakhis often 

use verbs that refiect the limitations of tbeu howledge (199 1). She notes that Ladakhis "are 

far more reluctant than we are to categorize and judge. Good and bad, fast and slow, here 

and there; these are not sharply different qualities" (p. 82). 

Ow of the thuigs that grounded me when I engaged in dialogue on these subjects was being 

subjected to many of my own questions by some of the participants. Having to examine the 

changes in my culture and my thoughts on these changes helped to avoid simplifjmg the 

issue in the context of Ladakh. For while many of the changes in the West are deeply 

troubluig, there are also many things which we take for granted and would not like to see 

eliminated There is a tendency for some visiting westerners to apply different critena for 

judging change in traditional societies than they would in their own For exampie, on a pnor 

visit to India a travelling cornpanion was very upset by the presence of televisions in the 

village; she felt that local people should spend their limited funds on other things and not 

indulge in the mindlessness and coosumerism inducing exercise of television (she, of course, 

had a television). Sirnilady in Leh I heard one tourist comment that it was a terrible sharne 

that the electrical power lines mmed the view of the mountain range. I felt uneasy with 

these types of judgements. My uneasiness is perhaps captured quite simply by the Dalai 

Lama who writes in the preface to Norberg-Hodge's book on Ladakh that, "no matter how 
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attractive a traditionai niral society may seem, its people cannot be denied the opportunity 

?O enjoy the benefitç of modern development" (199 1, x). This sentiment is reflected in my 

selection of rnethods, particularly the focus on the 'view fiom below' or 'standpoint' of 

participants ( s e  chapter two). It wodd be inappropriate to simply indiate changes which 

may have lowered the 'status of women' in Ladakti as if the causaI link between change and 

status are uncomplicated, as ifLadakhi society is cleaved only dong the difference of male 

and fernale, and, perhaps most importantiy, as if participants attitudes towards these changes 

are irrelevant So in, hopefully, at least some of its cornplexity and variation, here is what 

participants said about the changes in their society: the things they are pleased with and 

those changes that they regret- 

in discussions with participants about change in Ladakh, the topics arising most often were 

modifications in food and clothing. They are the surface aspects of culture - tangible and 

O bvious. Their visibiliîy may be why they are often presented as evidence of change in 

Ladakh. It 1s much easier to point out the obvious shift nom the traditional woolen goncha 

to blue-jeans than it is to express shifu, for example, ftom working as a collective to 

worlring as individuals, or fkom a culture founded on self suffciency to one based on 

materialism. However, these more superficiai trends do reflect some hdamental changes 

in attitudes, highlighting the growing polarity not onIy between men and women but also 

dong other social cleavages including education, class, and age. Shi& in diet and clothing 

are presented in the following section, followed by discussion of more general changes and 

links between gender and tradition. 



Traditional Ladakhi meals are comprised of a nurnber of barley and wheat dishes, 

supplemented by limited mi&, cheese, and butter as well as some vegetables (especially root 

vegetables), apricots, meat (particularly in winter), soldja (butter tea) and chang (barley 

ber). The new food being inaoduced is primarily northem Indian, comprised of rice, 8at 

breads (cbapa&& and curries. Many women said that the new food was good Lobzang 

says, "today 1 cook the ùidian food, the rice the chapatis and al1 that, There are rnany 

varieties of food now and it is very nice." Sara notes that, "1 dont cook traditional food as 

the new generation likes Indian food." While some indicated that the older generations 

preferred traditional fwds, most participants indicated that their children preferred Indian 

food For example, Dsoma told me: "older people, they prefer Ladakhi f a  that is why we 

have to prepare Ladakhi food dlrring the day time, but it is necessary to cook Indian food at 

ni@ because if we don? cook rice then the children won? eat duiner." Many participants 

cooked Indian food ahost exclusively or alternated between Indian and Ladakhi food 

Some women feel that traditional food is more nutntious or simply better. Choskit, Spalzas, 

and Dhoskit al1 commented to this effect. Dhoskit said, "there is a lot of change; in those 

days they were not getting any butter, rice, or anything. But now such things have arrived 

in market These changes are not good, our old food is better than this. " Some participants 

believe that [ndian food codd make Ladakhis sick Many felt that more people, and younger 

people, were becoming il1 than in the pas& and that these ilinesses could be atîributed to 
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changes in diet Diskit argued: "our food and our clothes are very good, because the old 

people are very mong, the old people they are not saying 1 am very sick, or weak . . . but 

now the chiidren, even a s m d  child of ten, are saying 1 have a pain in my leg a pain in my 

stornach and ail. These are dl because of Endian food, and hdian clothes . . . their stufT is 

not good for our body." A number of participants claimed that the older people in Ladakh 

are much heaithier then the young and ateibuted this strength to their diet. The notion of 

eating food in keeping with their environment was brought up by some women. Tsewang 

said: 

The changes in diet are a bad thing because we are living in this Hùnalayan region One 
should take their food according to nature. Today the young generation are using the rice 
and for people of Ladakh it is not good because rice is very light The people of Ladakh they 
are doing much more wallang, you know, in the fields because most of these parents depend 
upon f m i n g  . . . Today the young generation becomes rnuch more il1 than when they are 
having our traditional food They become il1 because their digestive system is not g o d  

There is a very apparent shift in the eating preferences between the olden and youngest 

generations in Ladakh. Many women have to cook both types of food each &y to satisfy 

both their children and their eiders. Even those who feel that there are negative health 

benefits with the new diet recount a great deal of resistance from the younger generation to 

any attempts to shift back to a more traditional diet. Further, certain foods seem to be 

symbols of modernity while others are associated with the past (including subsistence 

agriculture). White store-bought bread is taken as a sign of wealth and modemity while 

Paba (a boiled grain dmpling) is considered to be "fannefs foodw These associations will 

be discussed in more detail later in this chapter. in the following section the change in dress, 



which in some ways minors the discussion of eating habits, is presenîed. 

The traditional Ladakhi garmen\ wom by both men and women, is a long woolen robe 

called a goncba It is accompanied by a goatskin cape d e d  bok and hat or perak (woman's 

turquoise headpiece). In some areas the goncha is being replaced with cwent indian styles; 

for the woman this is usuaily the Salwar Kameez (long full pants covered by a hinic), 

although some young girls Wear the more 'modemr Indian fashions of pants or jeans, while 

for men it is a combination of blue jeans or trousers, shirts, and sweaters etc. Reflecting on 

the shifts in fashions, Tsewang explained: 

There was a custom that men should wear a hat and women were not allowed to go out from 
the house without a bok which the women used to Wear at their shoulder and without which 
they can't rom around here and îhere. Because it was a tradition - one c a ~ o t  move with 
bare shoulden or bare head Today it is quite fiee due to the tourism and the young 
generation who went outside h m  Leh and came to Laciakh with the modem things and 
inb'oduced them. The Ladakhi young generation . . . they do not Wear our traditional 
gaments or anything. Instead of that they are just wearing jackets and eveqthing . . . they 
have a feeling that we are modem - that the Ladakhi young generation are modem like other 
counmes and other parts of India - so they think that they should not stay behind in the 
fashion too - that is why they are caring less about wearing the traditional dress. 

Like the f d  mmy women feel that the new fashions are a nice change. Some noted that 

it was nice to have a choice of different fabncs and styles. Dsoma, for example, told me: 

"changes in clothes are good because in those days peuple did not have lots to weas they only 

had the local things . . . today they cari have any kind of clothes but in those days we only 
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had one quality a thick one which you mi@ have seen" Many participants, however, said 

that they felt the change in clothes was not necessarily a good change or that it was a 

negative change. Some participants, including Palzang, and Yangmo, cited practical 

concems (e.g. that the Goncha is very warm and suited to the climate) as weU as health 

concems (that the new fabncs were somehow lmhealthy for Ladakhis). Koaom, for 

exarnple, told me "Ladakhis should Wear their own clothes, the thick woolen clothes, and 

they should Wear their own shoes. Because now people are wearing polyester clothes and 

al1 and it is giving lot of problems, because of that people are facing a lot of problems in 

their back and d. It is not good for the Ladakhis." 

However the most dominant theme which arose fiom the discussions of shifting styles was 

the idea that they represent a rejection of "tradition" and "culture." Some participants felt 

that yormg Ladakhis were "just copying" from foreign tourists, Indian films and television. 

Digzin told me: "the Ladakhi girls are getting too façhionable. They are copying from the 

foreigners and othen. 1 thuik that if we do like this we can lose our culture and traditions. 

They are wearing pants and dl; it is right according to the cornfort we have to Wear. But 

frorn one side we have to think of our culture and tradition too." Further, it is clear that 

some participants extend the rejection of the Goncha to the crafting process and cultural 

communication behind it Dawa no& "always people used to Wear the goncha, today, you 

cannot find gonchas easily. My mother and grandmother used to weave the clothes in 

winter. Mmy women would sit together and weave. Traditional clothing is a very good 

idea. " 
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In response to efforts of a local development group to prornote (among other things) 

traditional clothing, some young people indicated that they resented the implication that by 

wearïng jeans they were giving up their traditions. One young man said, "just because 1 Wear 

jeans and drive a motorcycle I am still in my heart a Ladakhi and 1 am proud to be a 

Ladakhi." Changing fashions are a manifestahon of many changes going on in Ladakh but 

it would be wrong to use clothing as an absolute indicator of membenhip in a prticular 

community. This interpretation is simply a gros over-simplification of culture and heritage. 

However, as seen in the following case, cultural artifacts such as clothing and food c m  be 

instilleci with deeper meaning - seen as symboIs of broader changes and treated accordingly. 

5.2.3 The Case of Aichi 

It seems that in many cultures women may become associaîed with the traditional while men 

become more modem (Morva~iadi, 1992; Stamp, 1991; Abbott Cone, 1995). Very 

generally, this seems to be true in many parts of India (Mazumdar and S h m a ,  1990; 

Rahman, 1994). Sonam, a twenty year old participant noted, "boys reject the traditional 

things because theytre modem. Men are more modem than women. Women keep the 

traditional things while men accept the western styles and like the westem foods." 

Modemization can lead to a tightenïng of socid restrictions on women and in some cases 

even the creation of "tradition.' In the village of Alchi I encountered an interesting case 

where social customs and religion are king redefined to place res&tions on womens' dress. 
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The village of Alchi is divided into thnx groups of households* and fiom each group one 

man is selected every year to form a corncil which "nuls1' the village. A few years ago these 

men made a rule that no woman wodd be aiiowed to waIk on a field without wearing her 

goncha, hat or perak, and her bok (cape). Storal told me that the rationale behind the rule 

was that the hat, perak, and bok "are vanishing fiom our culture. " However, Darchan, 

Zalmo, and Zokar told me that the wearing of traditional garments by women prevented 

water shortages and crop failures by "keeping our god happy." Zokar explaineci, 

In our Aichi we have a very big [Buddhist] monastery and in that we have a god and our god 
will get angry if we dont Wear our hat and our bok If we dont W e a r  that, our god will get 
angry and we will face lots of problerns Like shortage of water, shortage of food, we won? 
be able to produce good greens and our animais will not give enough milk 

The link between these things and clothing was said to have k e n  observed by the village 

council (Darchan). The men do not have to Wear their traditional clothing. All of the 

woman said that it didn't matter for men, that the council "does not say anythuig for men 

(Storal)" because "men are a littie bit superior and nothing will happen if men do not wear 

[the goncha] @archan)" and that "women are a little bit iderior and men are great (Zokar)." 

Originally the dress code was enforced through violence. Zalmo recalls that a few years 

prïor "there was no fine but if a wornan did not Wear a cap and bok then the man who looks 

N 

Larger villages are divided into groups of ten households called chutsos. Communal 
decision matters are decided by village councils chaired by a village head (a man 
appointed by rotation) and composed of at least one member fiom each chutso. 
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after the water used to beaî them with a shoveln Now it is enforced with a 50 Rs fine (about 

Can $2.00 - or approximate1y the quivalent to a daily wage). Zalmo notes that it is mostly 

the yomg women who refuse to Wear the traditional gaments and are fineci, but notes that 

if a woman is d e d  she is not required to Wear the bok and hat 

Later, my research assistant and 1 encountered a carpenter working. We began talking to 

him and the conversation turned to the village des .  He said: "If women dont Wear 

traditional clothing the Gods will be angy and will dry up the water . . . only in Alchi." I 

asked him why the go& dont get angry that the men including himself are wearing western 

clothes. He replieci thai, "men dont have to Wear hats and caps but on certain occasions like 

Buddha Plrmiina they have to Wear the goncha. Plus men are superior so it doesn't matter." 

Through h e s  and social pressure, Alchi women are king forced to rnaintain their 

traditional attire. Perhaps villagers, maybe men in pamcular, felt threatened by women's 

new garb and they channelled ail of their apprehensions about modernization onto this one 

symbol - the changing dress of women. Some of the women resist this but many accept it 

cornpletely. Misfortune was blamed on women's clothing, a symbol of modemity and 

change that is relatively easy to eliminate. Further, it is not al1 women who are blarned but 

oniy manieci wornen They may be perceived as less pure (perfisps due to maritai relations 

and childbirth) than umanied women and thus capable of bringing about natural disasters 

such as tainting the soi1 and drymg up the water. Religion is used to redefine clothing into 

something either sacred or profane. Culture, being emergent, changes to reflect this new 
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reality. Gender relations are thus redefined with the men making the d e s  because of their 

'god-recognized superionty' (a notion counter to Buddhism, created to support the differing 

niles governing male and fernale behaviour), even going so far as resorting to violence 

which goes completely against Buddhist beliefs. This creation of tradition is linked to the 

role of nostalgia in conceptualizing the past The foilowing section briefly explores the idea 

of nostalgia and then moves on to impressions and perceptions of more gened lifestyle 

shifts. 

Many participants talked about "the way things were" in the past These accounts varied 

tremendously. Discussions of 'the way things used to be,' can sometimes lead to ambiguity 

about what constitutes "the pst." After dl, "the past" is not a particuiar tirne point but 

varies accordhg to the Uidividual reflecting on it (see Lowenthal, 1992). The past can shift; 

that is as a time period, "the pst" means different things depending on the participant's age. 

Further, notions of what constitutes the "traditional" can also be arbitraxy and Vary among 

participants. For some the p s t  is remembered fondly as a time o f  greater community and 

f d y  unity while for others it is presented as a time of hardship. Both concepts of the past 

and of the traditional can aiso be overlaid with nostalgia, or a romanticization of the way 

things actually were. This section presents more general accounts of lifestyle changes, 

particularly participant's attitudes about traditional lifestyles and more modem lifestyles. 

This is foUowed by discussion of the particular implications of the shift towards a market 



economy in Ladakh . 

Some participants spoke of the part with nostalgia They spoke of a more relaxed time, a 

simpler time. For example, Tsewang recalls: 

In the earlier period there was a simple life - a d o m  life . . . Now there is fluctuation . 
. . In the early period there was quite uniform activities. Activities were quite similar. 
T'&y if we go to our neighbor's house they may have sornething else. They may be thinking 
about business but we are not thinking about business we are thinking about only fming .  
Today due to modernization and due to development in La- activities are totaIIy 
dïf5erent me other m e t r o p o h  citia. People are quite busy today, they don't have time to 
say hello. In the early period they were spending their time very happily, getting together, 
drinking local barley beer together, and making jokes and everything Today peopie don't 
have time to do that type of thuig. 

Many participants felt that although they did not have as much rnoney, in the pst, they had 

nonetheless enjoyed more leisure and less tension. Dawa told me: "The people in the past 

were very happy. They had l e s  money. Today . . . people are too busy. They have no time 

to talk to another - really. The things are really changing. In the past they were lucky. They 

could share their problems with each other and in this way help each other." A number of 

participants claimed that the workload was increasing and bringing added tensions; " . . . 

in those days," Jigna rememben, " we did not have a lot of work . . . now it is a lifetime of 

work." Othen suggested that although there had been difficuities in the p s t  (hard work, 

inadequate food etc.) the people had peace of minci, and it is the loss of this that is the 

burden of modernization. Dsoma and Korzom capture this loss eloquently, saying: 



ïhe life of my mother and grandparents is better than now because even though they did not 
have good food to eat and good clothes to W e a r  their mind is very happy. But now people 
have everything. They have food to eat and clothes to Wear, but their mind is a little bit 
disturbed They dont bave time and their life is full of tension . . . @soma). 

My parents and grandpareats had a very simple life, and they worked hard Though they did 
not have much food to eat and sometimes they had to bomw h m  others . . . they were very 
happy and had peace of rnind, they were so happy. But now people have eveqthng but dieir 
life is getting more tense, and ifs a vexy hard Iife (Komm). 

Whïle not suggesting that the above accormts are simply romanticizations of the p s t ,  it is 

important to point out that many participants do not remember things in such positive tems. 

For many Ladakhis life was vexy difficult Unfomuiately many historical accounts (Mann, 

1986; Norberg-Hdge, 199 1) of the past in Ladakh seem to avoid any discussion of the ways 

in waich traditionai Ladakh çociety may have failed certain individuals, as if pointing out 

these instances wouid dirninish the lessons to be leamed fkorn positive accounts. Many 

participants described earlier hmes of hardship and inequity, and c lah  tha? things have 

greatly improved. Hardships described by participants included the lack of facilities 

(transportation, communication, schools, hospitals), and basic needs (such as food and 

clothes). StaMn told me, "My children are more lucky. They get everything they want to 

eat. Whatever they want to eat and whatever they want to wear they can have it. But in 

those days we did not have anything~" Participants also pointed to inequitable distribution 

of resources which meant that "in the earlier days the poor had to serve the nch (Tundup)." 

Some felt thaî modernization is an equalizing force in Ladakh Stalrin said, "Today rich and 

poor are equal because everyone has enough to eat and to Wear. But in those days, some 

were very nch and very p r .  The rich treated the poor very badly. They used to let them 
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work on their fields. People used to do that because they did not have fouci to eat and the 

rich people can give them food and dl .  Thatls why in those days it was wose than it is 

now." Wangyal echoes her views, recounting 

ln those days the people were very poor and the king was very cruel. There were a few rich 
people who used to lend grains to the poor and in retum . . . we had to give a Lot of interest. 
And peoples' lives were very h a d  They were very poor. But today the changing face of 
Ladakh is very good There are more and more schools and al1 the people are getting an 
education. Al1 are getting enough to eat 

Many of the changes discussed in both positive and negative accounts reflect the impact of 

the shift towards a market econorny. Like change in general, there are those who think that 

these changes have made things better in Ladakh while othen point out the costs. Some feel 

tbat the market economy has had an equalinng impact, making the poor less dependent on 

rich landowners to survive. Still others point to the consumer goods they are able to 

purchase with their income, and the added rnobility that money and modernization has 

brought. Other participants, including Tashi, said that change is felt only by the rich, who 

get richer while the poor stay the same. Further, some suggested that money was changing 

people and leading to selfishness and conceit; Chondol notes: "there is lots of change in 

eveiything- It is not good TbÏngs are not honest now and people are selfish . . .because they 

eam lots of money, it is the money." Further some participants note that the market 

economy is not an equalizing factor but rather creates social divides according to wealth. 

Skazang says, " . . . the people with lots of money - only that penon is considered in the 
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society important, They have [social] relations oniy with people with money." Similarly 

according to Kunzang, "govemment personnel and a famier they are aiike but the one who 

works for the g o v m e n t  eam a lot of money. That creates a b h e r  and determines status 

. . . accordmg to the one who has money they thuik this is go04 but accordhg to me this is 

not good " 

As discussed in earlier sections, often clothes and food are seen as marks of a modem 

person; Yunga says that "in previous years most of the girls are wearing the traditionai dress. 

Now we are wearing something Meren5 then men the educclted wore the traditionai dress." 

The link here is that education leads to a change from the traditional to the modem. 

Education le& to employment which in tum can provide material goods, and in general 

more worldliness (through travel to other parts of India, television, print media, etc.). 

Clothes become the outward sign of this change; they become the mark of an upwardly 

mobile Ladakhi. Food is also beconhg a status item In most homes the traditional Ladakhi 

butter tea is often supplemented by Indian tea In many homes king  considered an 

honoured guest 1 was served store bought biscuits (often a child was sent out to fetch them 

upon oui arrival). On one occasion my research assistant had brought some store bought 

wbite bread fiom Leh which she shared with her relatives in a village we visited Al1 of the 

family, buî especidy the children seemed very hapW to get this bread When I began eating 

some local style bread (a very heavy dark, flat bread) that had k e n  given to us in another 

home they asked me why 1 did not want the white bread Everyone was surprised to hear 

that a westerner actually preferred homemade brown bread over the generic white bread. 
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I explained that for us, homemade bread was the treat Similarly, if 1 was given the choice 

of a Ladakhi diçh such as Thulrpa or Skyu and selected it over an indian dish there was also 

some surprise. When I ate paba (a type of dumpling made with barley flour) there was often 

a great deai of amusement. The vision of a westemer eating and enjoying Ladakhi dishes 

was obviousy seen by many to be ironic. The very strong impression given was that Indian 

and store bought foods were higher stahis because they reflected wealth and 'worldliness' in 

contrast to the 'backwarctness' of traditional food. However, upon leaming of my 

appreciation of Ladakhi dishes many women were pleased to teach me to cook them and 

expressed happiness and pride. 

1 do not want to suggest that pride in their heritage is something that foreigners cm 'give' to 

Ladakhis; rather, it relates to the idea of counter developrnent Ladakhis have been so 

bombarded with the idea that their culture is backward and primitive that they have corne 

to expect if anticipate it, and in some cases believe it. My appreciation simply seemed to 

foster an environment where they were free to take pride in their abilities instead of one 

where they had to feel hadequate because they did not happen to have any store bought food 

to serve the foreigner. Similarly, some Ladakhis are shocked to hear about the social ills in 

the west such as homeIessness, violence, environmental devastation, and the treatment of 

the elderly. When they are presented with the entire picture of life in the west, instead of 

glossed over images, tbeir owm culture does not seem so backward or primitive. Dawa 

reflected on this shifi towards a more balanced view of the two cultures, noting: 



If in my neighbour's house somebody gets il1 and there is w one to support them, it's my 
duty to heIp. These are the basic things that humans need I don't know if ifs tme but Tve 
heard that in the West people do not take care of their parents, of each other. What is the 
point of getting a lot of rnoney, if people do not have any peace in their mind? One &y 
everybody has to die. Man and woman die as they arrived from the mothers womb. They 
are bare and have no money. People shouid place less preference on money, preference 
shouid exkt but if one puts more preference on peace of mind they can adopt to this culture 
very well. 

Modernization was rarely perceived as having only good or only bad ramifications, but more 

Likely some combination of the two depending on individuai con- As Diskit put it, "Now 

people have everythuig, but one problern is that we do not have time. We have food to eat 

but we have no time to take the food properly." Similarly, Stozom, agrees that in the past 

there were hardships but that there are certain traditions worth maintaining. She says: 

The economic change has made the people's life easier, and it's a good change. Today they 
get enough to eat and good clothes to Wear.  . . in those days a few people were very nch and 
the rest were very poor. They had to go to the rich people but to&y everyone has got . . . 
whatever they neeci, so there is not much difference between rich and poor . . . but a lot of 
the old ways are important to keep. Particuiarly not to rely on govemment and the things 
government brings such as rice. Because if the truck was to get stopped then we wouldn't 
have it . . . we shouid grow our own food and we should sew our own clothes, basically be 
self- reliant. 

Stozom's point is not that the past was perfect and that change should be stopped Rather 

it is to examine the changes criticdy and make Manced decisions about them. In this vein, 

the efforts of the Ladakh Ecological Development Group (LEDeG) to engage in counter 

development, or to expose the costs of an indumial way of life may strike the right balance. 

Their focus is on providing a more accurate representation of life in the West to counter the 
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images being supplied by the media and impressions of foreigners. The following section 

highiights the work of some participants in counter development 

Some of the research participants are members of the Wornan's Alliance, a group within 

LEDeG compnsed of women working to maintain certain aspects of traditional Ladakhi 

culture. The Alliance was founded by Helena Norberg-Hodge (the founder of the Ladakh 

project and LEDeC) in 1993 and currently consists of about seventy repreçentative memben 

and five-hundred associate memben in the villages. The group meets once a month and 

plans various events, particularly visits to villages to discuss the positive attributes of 

traditionai culture. Tsewang explains the formation process and the groups activities: 

Helena advised the women of Ladakh that in Ladakh we have a kind of problem and we . . 
- cm remove negative Wgs which we should not do . . . we lmderstwd all these things then 
we cooperated with Helena and joined the center . . . Due to the ecology center al1 the 
women in Leh and especidly in the other villages are controlling what we eat and what we 
Wear. We shoddn't forget our traditional culture. Tirne by time the memben of the 
ecologicd center in Leh, go to the other areas to make them understand that we should not 
leave our culture. 

The group's focus is wide, ranging fiom agricultural techniques to television. Dashi says, 

"in the Women's Alliance we are taught that we should eat our own food, we should Wear 

our own ciothes, and we w d  to give the same teachings to other people." Tsewang adds: 

"1 am a member of the ecological center and we are taught by Helena that we should use our 
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own traditional food Like paba and thukpa and not to look much to the television. There 

should be some tune to show the television to the students but it is aiso necessary to take 

them to walk in the field. She taught us to use our own fertilizer - manure fertïlizer- not 

to use the arbficid one - ureat' Korzom added to this: 

Helena told us about everything . . . 'you should eat your own food, you shodd Wear your 
own clothes, and you shodd not forget your parents Iike in western corntries . . . al1 the 
children and parents they should live together like they iived before. And teach your 
children all the things . . . whenever you water the fields you shodd carry your son or 
daughter, whoever, dong with you and teach them how to give water to the field And how 
to spin, how to cwk, you should teach your children everything and you should educate 
them, but it doesn't mean that education is enough. You should teach them eveqthng. 
Whatever you have in LacWh.' Helena told us al1 this and they selected a few people as 
members and 1 am one. And all the rnembers have to go to the places and tell people al1 
these things which we should maintain and dl . . . And the villagers are most serious about 
this Alliance, they are teaching their children . . . 

The group is composed entirely of Buddhists which may simply reflect the formation 

process but perhaps unintentionally serves to reinforce the political divide between 

Buddhiçts and Muslirns which has emerged in the iast decade. Furrher, sometirnes the way 

the women speak about Helena raises interesîing questions about the founder effect or 

exogenous solutions. For example, when discussing the ease wiîh which the Leh group 

convinced village women of the value of the Alliance, Tsewang notes: "There was no 

difficulty talking to the women in the other villages. They already undersfood that one 

foreign lady, she had this pain in her hem about Ladakh to maintain our culture and 

traditions so it is very easy to make them understand So they also have a feeling that one 

foreign lady has corne and she has this pain for our traditions so why shodd we not do it like 
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that " Uewise, Dashi notes: "I feel vvery happy. 1 feel very happy for Helena also because 

she has corne fiom a very £àr place and she has taught us that you should maintain your own 

culture and I think that she is right we should maintain our culture, and I feel very happy 

about bw Such statements raise the issue of whether this kind of cultural preservation is a 

response to modenidon h m  withùi or, by con- reflects the impact of a respected and 

well liked individual £kom outside. The group certauily origkted with Norberg-Hodge. Yet 

it aiso seems to move dong quite strongly in her absence under the leadership of Sonam 

Dolrna, it's President ( 1996)- 

Notwithstanding these questions of exogenous influence and solutions, certain things can 

be said about the existence and work of the AUiance. The women seem to derive a great 

deal of satisfxtion from their work in this group. While one woman noted her family was 

very supportive and that they are afl learning from the groq Korzom ai& "if 1 go to the 

Alliance and my worlc at home is left standing sometirnes my children and husband scold 

me that 1 am doing this leaving my own work. But I feel happy because 1 was asked to do 

this, and because of me many people benefit, and I feel happy for that." To a certain degree, 

many Ailiance memben have dso gone through a process of conscientization about the 

process of modemization Some have acquired a broader awareness of the relationship 

between cenain changes in their society. For example, the members realize that government 

subsidized foods like rice may seem beneficial in the short nin but could prove costly in the 

long tem. Korzom says: "today we are getting fiom government, we are getting nce at a 

cheaper rate. But it is not sure that we d l  keep on receiving the same fiom goverment or 
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no& because the population is increasing. Sornetimes in the town area if the flood cornes 

or whatever cornes, we can get shoaage of those thiags. We are not sure whether we will 

get the same fiom govermnent in futine or wt That is why we shouid eat our own food, and 

we should cultivate them and alin By questioning the value of certain changes an4 perhaps 

more importantiy, by asserting that Ladakhis are able to choose as well as reject these 

changes, the group acts as a fonun of debate on the shape of modemization in Ladalch. 

Women's active participation in the group and their attempts to initiate change in their lives 

as well as in their household and society clearly point to the importance of understanding 

women as social agents. 

Yunga, although not a member of the Alliance, parhcipated on an exchange to France when 

she was fifieen yean old Of this experience she reflected, "France was very nice. Along 

with my eighteen fiends 1 went, as a culture exchange I went I enjoyed it a lot there. The 

negaîïve thing 1 found is that people are vexy very busy. They don? have time to spend with 

iheir children M y  duing the evening time they can be together. OtheMise they are veq 

busy. 1 found they are v e q  kindhearted and almost everyone srniles." Yunga seemed 

particularly intent on preserving certain aspects of Ladakhi culture. When 1 noted that she 

seemed more keen on traditions then many women her age, she said: "even most of the 

European people think Ladakh is something very nice. They Lke the culture, traditional and 

d l .  So I too feel that we shodd be proud of o u  culture and traditions." 

Some women (as discussed above) do not accept that al1 facets of rnodernization are 
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inevitable, that new is necessarily better, and that the traditional way of life must become 

a thing of the past Further they are working to hold onto certain aspects of their traditions 

that they deem important- However, they do represent a rather smaU portion of the 

population as a whole. It is unciear at this stage whether the ideas they propose will be 

supporteci by a broader section of the population and gain momentum as a wider movement. 

Many participants, although they had some nostaigia for the past, still seemed to feel that 

overail change was inevitable and generally welcome. The negatives of modeniization were 

seen as an acceptable pnce in order to receive the benefits such as consumer products, 

improved facilities, and television 

Highlxghting the examples of food and cfress, this chapter has sketched some of the ways that 

modernization is altering Ladakhi lifestyies. Using the case of Alchi, n o m  about gendered 

identity were shown to be linked with processes of modernization ln that case, wornen's 

traditional clothing has become symbolic of tradition, religious pieîy, and purity. The 

perceived benefits as well as costs of the modernkation process were exarnined and the 

variation in attitude towards change was emphasized Generally the benefits of 

modemkation described by participants are material - that is, good or enough food and 

clothing, consumer goods, money - wfüle the negatives tend to be a loss of values - a sense 

of loss of certain traditions, less neighbourly ties and affection, more cornpetition, and the 

devaluation of cultural artifacts. FinaUy, the work of some Ladakhis engaged in counter- 
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development was descn'bed. In the following chapter, the above ideas as well as themes 

presented in chapter four (mdage, education, work) will be analyzed and linked back to 

the theoretical h e w o r k  sketched in cbapters two and three. The chapter presents the ways 

in which gender as a social cleavage underlies the modernization process in Ladakh. 



6.0 MAKING THE LINKS 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, finduigs presented in chapten four and five are analyzed using postmodem 

femimst theory and directly linked back to the theoretical fï-arnework developed in chapten 

two and three. I also relate women's experiences to the background literature on the region 

@ointhg out seeming contradictions as weU as points of complementarity). This chapter 

higfdights the ways in which gender roles have created both ~ p p o ~ t i e s  and constraints 

for Ladakhi women in the modemization process. It also examines how emergent social 

structures and n o m  are currentiy shaping access to resources and ardhority in Ladakh dong 

gender Iines (particularly within the household). Further, participants' perceptions of and 

attitudes towards these changes, and the ways they are active- negotiating their position 

within the emerging society are situated wiîhin the theoretical fmmework The following 

chapter, then, integrates the earlier discussions to present the ways in which gender as a 

social cleavage underlies the modemization process in Ladakh 

In chapter two, postmodern feminist theory (and in particuiar a GAD approach) was laid out 

as the foundation for this research. Here, the theory is applied to understand how gender 

roles are constmcted and maintained in the region and how these roles then shape the 

division of labour, access to resources, and power and authority. This application is not to 

suggest that gender is the only site of power interrelations that manen in the experience of 
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change. The ability to capture gains fiom modeniization and artitudes towards the process 

vaned widely according to age, gender, socioeconomic status, location, and education As 

discussed in chapter two, postrnodern feminism's influence on GAD theory has provided a 

space to try to undentand gender as one of many overlapping social cleavages that shape 

individuai experience, and thus, alttiough making it possible to draw certain genedizations 

about modernizahon and gender, does so without denying the role of other intenelated 

cleavages in shaping individual's experiences. Additionally, understanding the roles and 

actions of Ladakhi women in shaping and reacting to changes is a cntical cornponent of 

GAD'S actor oriented approach The wide variations among fernale participants reflect both 

the role and importance of different social cleavages, as well as women's roles as agents of 

change. However the commonalities in many of the participantst experiences also point to 

the importance of a gender based anaiysis. Modernization occurs and is shaped in societies 

defined and organized dong gender lines. Further this process seems to be stnicturing 

Ladakhi society even more divisively dong gender cleavages. 

For the sake of organization this chapter is structiired in a linear fashion. However, the 

themes defi a simple cause and effect layout For example, dthough social structures are 

discussed as factors shaping authority and power, the reverse is perhaps equdly if not more 

true; that is, s o d  structures both shape and are shaped by authority and power. Thus the 

order highlights particular relationships among thernes but should not be taken as the only 

possible causai chain 
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The underlying theme in this chapter is power interrelations an4 in prticular; traditional 

and ernergent power interrelations dong gender lines. Ideas of power and gender are 

discussed fÜst and then the ~ c t u r e s  shaping these constructs are examined The structures 

examined include those within the household such as rnarriage, family size, household 

division of labour, as well as stniçtures that are emerging outside the household through the 

m o d e ~ o n  process such as paid employment and formal education. Modernization also 

has impacts beyond employment and education; amongst other things, it encourages a shift 

towards materiaikm and individualism as well as reshaping gender noms and identities. 

These ideas are discussed at the end of the chapter. 

6.2 Gender and Gender Role Construction 

To brietly restate, gender, as I use it here, refers to a system of culturally constructed 

idenàties. This system is the ouicorne of complex and highly specinc historicai processes 

in which both women and men have played parts as gendered subjects and it is expressed 

in noms about masculinity and femininity. T h i s  GAD understanding of gender as the 

process whereby individuals bom into biological categories of male and female become the 

social categones of men and women by acquiring local interpretations of masculinity and 

fernininity (Kabeer, 199 1, cited in Parpart, 1993, p. 450) brïngs with it the possibility of 

transfonning gender roles. Gender is a particular type of knowledge consûucted within 

discourses - thus the dominant discourse has unequal power in shaping gender and gender 

relations. Other fonns of knowledge, or other constructions of gender, exist in varying 
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levels of resistance- Gender ciifferences are one of the great 'fault lines' of societies - as 

Papanek (1990) puts if "those marks of ciifference among categories of persons that govem 

the allocation of power, authority, and resources" (p. 163). The variability in cultures around 

the world Ieads to many different gender identities and gender relations. The subsequent 

variability in the status of wornen arwnd the world is an important reason for analyzing the 

causal antecedents of contrasting situations. The next sections explore how power cornes 

about in gender relations, how these relations shape society, and how society shapes power 

relations in terms of gender and other cleavages. 

6.3 Power and Authority: Emergent and Traditional 

Power relations shape ail aspects of people's lives, leading not only to the way life is but 

also, because ce* discourses are privileged, they lead to noms about the way life 'should' 

be. An absence of protest fkom those wielding less power does not necessady reflect gender 

equality; the relations between men and women and the seeming alliance of the oppressed 

cannot be understood within an exclusively repressive view of power. 

Since cooperation is essential to sumival, and a recognition that shares are unequally 

disûibuted muld break down this cooperation, it has been hypothesized that women rnight 

suppress their own knowledge of inequality  ilso son, 1991, p. 33) cfeating public and private 

accounts. The emphasis on describing actual women's lives by collecting accounts of their 

experiences shouid not ignore the possibility that women's experiences can be distorted by 
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their intemakation of paixiarchd ideology (Cancian, 1992, p. 632). ln order «, understand 

women's activities in a Society that Iimits their choices, we must begin wÏth the assumption 

that their thoughts may not always be reflected in their actions, and develop methodologies 

takiog this assmption into account This concealing of inforrnaîion kom the self and others 

was seen most rnarkedly in the division of labour survey. While most participants claimed 

that there was no division of labour dong gender lines in Ladakh (the public account) the 

breakdown of work in each household showed very distinct divisions according to gender 

(the private acwmt). A faster rate of change in actual living conditions than in the 

dominant ideology may be the reason for this serious mismatch between women's [ives and 

their life accounts. The power of the dominant account makes understanding achial living 

conditions a challenge; however the penistence of the private account makes it a 

possibility. 

Studyng only women's behaviour gives an incomplete picture of their lives. To develop a 

more encompassing understanding of women's experiences, we need to "go behind the veil 

of outwardly conForming activity to understand what pdcular behavior means to her" 

(Anderson et al, 1 988, p. 97). The use of multiple methods and qualitative inte~ews gave 

me the unique oppominity to ask people directly: How did it feel? What did it mean? 

Finding out about women's actual lives deepens the critique of existing knowledge by 

documenting the inadequacy of pst assumptions. For example, Marin (1988) assumed that 

the reason a Ladakhi bride (unlike grooms) did not have to express her consent for a 

plyandrous maniage was because she must consider her position more secure with more 
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husbands. However, when 1 asked wornen to explain how they felt about the maniage 

process, the fear, poweriessness, and imbappimss they descrik points to weaknesses in p s t  

accuunts of their hi& statu and pnvilege. We need to develop methods that can point out 

both the public and private accounts and txy to understand the reasons behind each account- 

One powemil methodologicd 1001 in examining power as an aspect of gender relations is 

conceptualizing the household withh a fhmework of cooperative conflicts (Geisler, 1993, 

p. 1966). This perspective is examined in the foilowing section. 

6.4 Social Structures 

As discussed in chapter two, the assumption that individual choices "are motivated by the 

desire to maximise total family welfare" (Evans, 199 1, p. 56) ignores the potentiai for 

contlict and power stmggles in decision-making and resource allocation and "removes the 

possibility of exploring conditions of unequal exchange and exploitation between family 

memben, a d  in pahcular between women and menn (Folbre, 1986, cited in Evans, 199 1, 

p. 56). in this research, examples of various foms of inequality amongst household 

rnembers were more the nom than the exception. In the case of women and men, the fact 

that women ofien agree with these practices, and that inequalities do not appear to foster 

great resentments or break down the friendly association and cooperation amongst them, 

again points to the importance of a more encompassing understanding of pwer  than simply 

'power over'. Recall Yangmo who worked in the same govemment office as her husband 

She told of having to retum home immediately afier work to do al1 of the household tasks 
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and childcare while her husband would "roam about with his fkiends." She expressed no 

obvious anger or reseniment towards her husband and seemed quite resigned to this division 

of labour which effectively lefi her with M e  or no leisure t h e .  in this situation, though, 

presenting the husband as the oppressor and the wife as the passive victim would be 

simplistic. It would dso be simplistic to presemt the unequal access to leisure time 

according to gender as  coincidence. Mead of assuming that gender relations are 

egalitarian, analyzing the household as a site of both confiict and cooperation (Sen, 1990) 

reveals thai access to resources and authority is determined by status within the household, 

lMship group, and the wider social and political envionment These structures shape power 

relations; but being emergent, they are also a product of power relations. 

In Ladakh, traditional markers of status reside in a number of different areas including kin 

links (in particular ties to the household head), possession of ornarnents, age, number of 

husbands, and (perhaps) number of children Emerging markers of status, for exarnpfe, paid 

employment and education mut  be added to the above list. While certain structures within 

households (for instance, marriage) directly shape wornen's position within the household, 

broder social structures (includuig access to birth control, educatioq and paid employment) 

also shape women's authoniy withùi the home. The more power women have outside of the 

home the less dependent they are on the househoid and thus the more bargaining power they 

have to change the balance of authority within the home. The next section examines how 

particular structures affect access to power in the household 



6.4.1 Marriage and Family Structure 

The GAD approach involves rejecting the public / private dichotomy that so often has ken  

used to undervalue the work of women and entenng the so called "private sphere" of the 

famiiy to understand women's access to power (Rathgeber, 1990, p.494). In looking at 

Ladakh £iom a gendered perspective7 one of the social structures that seems paaicularly 

important in shaping authority appears to be the marriage structure(s). The absence of a 

dowry system may have prevented some aspects of the margidized status of women in 

other regions of India However, in the pas& the absence of omaments (jewelry, cwkware7 

and the perak) which are passed nom mother to eldest daughter was cause for some women 

to remain unmanied. By contras& plentifid proposais came for women with many 

omaments. Today7 however, in the regions surrounding Leh at least, the possession of 

omarnents is not an important factor in determining a woman's marital eligibility. 

Once the preferred marital form in Ladakh, fkatemal polyandry is now on the decline 

(especially in the region surrounding the capital). My research confirmed Crook and 

Shakya's (1994) contention that Ladakhis have dready started to speak il1 of polyandry. 

Recall Yangrno's assertion that: "polyandry is not gooà It is a big shame . . . Today if we 

see polyandry, we treat it as bad manners, and it is not in our religion dso." Polyandry is 

perceived as primitive or uncivilized by many Ladakhis (although it is forgiven in the older 

generations). The shame attached to polyandry seems primarily associated with non- 

rnonogamous sex in such a union. The few participants who feit cornfortable enough to 
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discuss it noted, "a man would no longer want to pair with his brother's wife." Further, 

polyandry is also now considered to be counter to Buddhism. This situation creates 

embarrasment and shame among women living in polyandrous unions. However, as is 

suggested by some historical accounts, in the past the traditional marital structure and its 

worhngs, particularly polyandry, may have resulted in more varied family structures and 

less rigid gender n o m .  Most accotrms of polyandry - whether fkom women in such 

mamages or their children and / or other relatives - indicate that the system has many 

benefits, such as increased f d y  sec* and companionship. This discussion ties back 

to the preceding analysis of public and private accountç. The public account w d  to be that 

polyandry was good; this account is king revend However, the experience of many 

participants does not correspond to the new public account, thereby creating a conflict 

resulting in the formation of private accouots of polyandryts value. 

Another example of mismatched accounts, in line with posmiodem ferninist theory, related 

to polyandq regards the position of mmarried women in this system. Polyandry Ieaves 

many women single. On the sinface there is no great stigrna to king unmarried and, 

pertiaps, in the pst there was no great hardship atiached to it either. Such women often cal1 

themselves, and are considered, chomos (Buddhist nuns) although mon have no religious 

training (itself a reflection of a religious structure that despite having a rnonasteq in almost 

e v q  Ladakhi village has very few nunneries). Today these women are ofkn treated as littie 

more than unpaid family labour and many have to work as  general labourers for income. 

They certainly do not enjoy the position or privileges of their male cornterparts (Buddhist 
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monks), nor do they have their income eaming opportunifies. Thus the dominant account 

in Ladakh is tiiat unmanid women are equd in status to married women and that Buddhist 

nuns are equal in statu to Buddhist monks but the expenence of many, and hence the 

private account suggests that this is not actuaüy the case. In both cases the dominant 

account obscures some of the systematic power irnbalances dong gender lines. 

Participants u s d y  married at about eighteen but there was a considerable range in marital 

age. The majority of manïages were arranged by the couple's parents although there seem 

to have aiways been a significant number of "love" marriages. Love maniages continue to 

occur but there has not been a radical shift towards them @erhaps even the opposite). This 

tendency may refIect a tightening of social restrictions on unmarried wornen and a lessening 

of their autonomy. These social noms are discussed in more detail later. Many Ladakhi 

women are coerced or forced into marriage by their parents who may exert varying degrees 

of pressure. Some are even "tricked" or coerced into marriage by the potential groom and 

his entourage: this generally bappens ifthe wornan is spending time away from her parental 

home. 

Such ploys have the effect of curtailing womenk mobility, for many families will not permit 

their daughters (or other female family rnembers) to travel unchaperoned whether it be for 

pleasure, education, or employment GeneralIy this restriction can be seen as a new site of 

difference between men and wornen as in the past travel was more difficult and the reasons 

for travel (rnamage ceremonies, religious ceremonies, etc) ensureci participation of both 
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men and women Modemkition has both made travel easier as well as bringing new 

reasons for travel (such as buying or selling produce or products, education, paid 

employmenf and entertainment). While many women are travelling more, particularly for 

educational purposes, a number of participants suggest that perceived 'threats' to 

unchaperoned women are curtailing their mobility. These Uueats appear to be associated 

with notions of women as king 'pure' - a nom of womanhood that is not indigenous to 

Ladakh but is becoming much more prevalent The transformation process of gender roles 

conceptualized in GAD theory extends to both 'progressive' as well as 'regressive' changes. 

Under Ladakhi's new noms a woman's purity (as a mark of status for her husband) now has 

to be protected This 'protection' rnay take the form of restncting women to the dornestic 

sphere. For example, one participant is no longer allowed @y her husband) to w a k  about 

unchaperoned in Leh for fear that she be propositioned or tallred to by strange men A 

number of participants indicated that this w a ç  not uncornmon, particularly for Muslim 

women. 

This process of cloisterhg isolates women from the larger community. This new 

circumstance can be partly explained by the influx of non-locals into the area and the 

resulting potential for "improper behavior." Yet, only a generation ago the notion that an 

adult married woman was in need of a chaperone to protect her 'purity' while buying 

vegetables in the bazaar would probably have seerned Iaughable. This change reflects the 

growing emphasis on ouiside constructions of gender, found in, amongst other things, Indian 

movies, television serials, and magazines. The growing acceptance that an inappropriate 
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comment can harm or 'spoii' a woman seems to be becoming internalized by many women 

particularly younger more urban women, who indicate they often are made to feel shy and 

uncertain when -ng in the bazaar, especially when alone. The postmodem feminist 

focus on understanding the constniction of gender ideology revds the w y s  in which gender 

ideology can shape and limit women's knowledge and power. At the same tirne as emergent 

gender noms are currailing Ladakhi women's mobility, the increasing ease of, and reasons 

for travel, result in men travelling much more. This m e r  reinforces the growing polarity 

among men and women tbat presents wornen as being traditional and tied to the home while 

men are modem and worldly. 

Many Ladakhi women experience great difficulty upon hrst mariying; they report that the 

separation f?om theù family is eaumatic and that their work burden increases. Perhaps not 

surprisingly, some young wornen, especialiy those fiom less wealthy and / or educated 

backgrounds, expressed little desire to marry - some insisting that they wodd remain 

single. Such stances challenge representations of women found in the WID and to some 

extent the GAD literature, as victim and other "helplessty entangled in the tentacles of Third 

World ptriarchy" and substantiate the usefûiness of postmodem feminist methodologies 

including standpoint theoiy (Parpart, 1993, p. 453). The choice of remaining single, 

however, may also reflect the increasing ciifference in the levels of authority among 

household members, particularly amongst those who eam money and those who do not. An 

uneducated woman entering the home of her in-laws wodd typically have had less authority 

than many other family members because of traditional markers such as her age and relative 
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newcomer statu.  Now, however, this situation may be exacerbated by her lack of earning 

potential. The perceived value of her conmiution to agricultural and household tasks is 

lessening and with that her authority, decision making power, and access to resources are 

also dirninishing 

Women in Magpa unions report l es  diniculties in mamage than their Bagma counterparts. 

Recall that in Bagma the woman moves into the groom's parental home and in Magpa the 

male joins the wo&s parental home. Women who remain in their parental home are not 

forced to make as substantial changes as those who r n q  into another home. Ftnther, they 

retain the authority and status that they have built up over the years through their household 

contributions. Additiondy their closeness to the household head is another traditional 

marker of statu. This study corresponds with Reis' (1982) claims that the position of 

women in Magpa is better than that of women in Bagma mariages. The difference in the 

expenence of women in the two mariage structures reflects how socio-cultural pre- 

requisites may lead to a variety of responses to similar processes of change. Such 

ciifferences challenge prevailing notions of the homogeneity of Southem people, and 

especially women, who are often lumped together into "one undifferentiated category" 

(Parpart, 1993, p. 454). 

Divorce, while relatively uncornmon in Ladakh, does occur, as does separation and 

desertion Most of the cases encountered in this study involved local women marrying non- 

local army personnel. If the couple has children, women are pressured by relatives and 
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fiiends to remain married, even if they are subject to cruel or brutal treatment. If they have 

no children divorce is generaily sociaily acceptable and both spouses are Free to remarry. 

However, again, while the dominant account is that both rnay remarry it seerns that among 

participants the male was more likely to remany than was the woman Moa women who 

divorce or separate becorne dependent on their families for support and may have to work 

as general labourers if this support is not forthcoming. None of the participants in these 

situations received any fom of personal or child suppon fkom k i r  estranged or former 

husbands. Women who are not heiresses and thus leave their family home upon mamage, 

may be more likely to encounter very oppressive conditions than women who remain in the 

parental home. Further, since they are not heiresses they may be seen as haWig litile to offer 

the household of a second husband Finally, wIiile in the past such women were not seen as 

being 'spoiled' by their marital relations nor were their children seen as a burden, today 

attitudes may be slowly shifhg towards outside gender ideals that focus on notions of purity 

as the womanly ideai. Thus, a divorced woman rnay be increasingly facing a social stigma 

which, although certainly not as paralysing or encompassing as in many societies, in many 

circumstances may effectively curtail her chances for remaniage. 

The duration, depth, and intensity, of the relationship between spouses makes this structure 

particularly important in both reflecthg as well as cmfting power relationships dong gender 

lines. Another key structure shapuig gender roles and n o m  in Ladakh, that of motherhood 

and reproduction, is discussed in the next section. 



6.42 Motherhood and Reproduction 

Another structure within the household that dïredy shapes women's lives is their role as 

rnothers and their experiences of reproductive labour. In the village cornmmities, many 

women continue to have relatively large families but in and around Leh more women are 

choosing smaller families. h the villages, larger families are an advantage for agicultural 

tasks (although increasingiy l e s  so as children spend more time in formai education and less 

tirne helping in the fields), wtiile in Leb, large fàmilies on be a financial burden and (if both 

parents are working away fiom the home) childcare can be a problem. In ail such cases 

among participants, women are dependent on the unpaid childcare providecl by female 

relatives. Finally, women working outside of the home cannot spare the t h e  and other 

demands associated with numerous pregnancies. 

Modem rnethods of birth control and abortion are now available to rnmied women in 

Ladakh and many, particdarly those living in Leh or with employment outside of the home, 

are making use of these options. Still, even with these new techniques, the Ladakhi 

population is growing This growth is partly due to reductàm in mortality achieved through 

western medical techniques, but perhaps more a repercussion of the decline in polyandry and 

the resulting increase in the number of married women. 

All married female participants either had children or said they were physically mûb!e to. 

The few women who had difficulty in becoming pregnant or carrying a child to tenn 
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expressed çadness about their situation and those around them seemed to pity them. This 

hding seems to substantiate Reis' judgment on the subject more so than Norberg-Hodge's 

(aIthough it shouid be noted that Reis' study was undertaken in the same region as mine and 

Norberg-Hodge was examinùig a more remote region). R e d  that Reis (1982) argues that 

a woman is fkst and foremost seen as a mother and . . . that aU women said they wanted 

chddren and that a woman who codd not conceive was pitied, while Norberg-Hodge (1 994) 

claimeci that there was no stigma attached to sterile women - no embanassment and no great 

unhappiness. It would seem that while increasingly manied women have access to famiiy 

planning, strong socialkation for childbearing means they generally do not have the option 

of remaining intentionally childless. 

Just as power interrelations shape noms governing women's roles as mothen, they also 

structure other roies both within and outside the househoid The next sections build on the 

discussion of how power shapes gender identities, relations, and family structure to examine 

the way that ihese relations shape the division of labour and access to resources. î h e  

division of labour in subsistence agriculture is presented fbst, followed by access to paid 

employment and education 

6.43 Division of Labour in Agriculture 

As detailed in chapter two, GAD theory stresses the importance of analyzing the gendered 

division of labour in specific contexts, and the ways that these divisions relate to other 
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aspects of gender inequaiity. Once a fairly evenly shared vocation in Ladakh, agriculture 

is increasingly becoming womeds work The work survey substantiated studies that show 

the most onerous and tedious jobs are pas& nom the members of dominating groups to the 

persons over whom they have control (Bosenip, 1990; Morvariadï, 1992). Such labour 

allocations were particulariy tnie of the mundane, repetitive, jobs such as spreading dung, 

weeding, and animal c m ,  which my work swey fond were ahost exclusively done by 

worneq aithough there is no social basis for this diMnon One male parhcipant, Dawa, said, 

"there is no restriction in weeding and putting seeds in the soit, both men and women can 

do i t  1 have seen both the male and female doing this. Wornen engage more in weeding; 

perhaps they have better fingers." It is, however, more Likely the tedium and never-ending 

m e  of the work, rather than the nimbleness of women's fingen, which has made this an 

almost exclusively womads task in so many parts of the world Similarly al1 three jobs 

associated with dung (removing if collecting if and spreading it) are done by wornen- 

This research substantiates general claims that women have to work harder than men in 

subsistence agriculture as they provide most of the labour input needed to maintain and 

reproduce the other household membea (Evans, 1991, p. 55). B also supports specific 

claùns that Ladakhi women have to work harder than men, because most of the men's work 

is in surnmer whereas the specific duties of women continue all year (Reis, 1982; Manq 

1986). However, as explained above, my findings counter the available background 

Iiterature which suggests that, with the exception of ploughing, slaugbtering cattle, and 

felling trees (which are only done by men) there is no rigid division of labour between the 
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sexes. While the dominant or public account substantiates this, the private account reveals 

very distinct gender based divisions of labour. 

The inaeasing shift to nuclear households bas had different implications for wornents work 

burdens. For women in paid employment the shift out of the eaended family may reduce 

their work but it may also impact upon their reliance on the extended family for unpaid 

childwe. For the majority of women (who f m )  the shifi can M e r  reduce the amount 

of labour avalable for agicultural tasks - thus inmeasing their work. This finding supports 

Rahman's (1994) study in Bangladesh, which found that derable members of society such 

as women and chiidren experience increased hardship when extended households break-up 

and reciprocity amongst kin members begins to erode. 

Wornen are inmeasingiy becoming associated with famiing tasks. This is partiy because so 

many women are now bearing the bnmt of agricuitural work with their husbands in paid 

employment and their chilchen in school. Additioaally, many women perceive the gender 

based denial of education as having relegated them to agriculhiral work The polariPng 

influence of paid employmeot on the lives of women and men, and the influence it has on 

access to resources and authority is discussed in more detail in the following section 

6.4.4 Access to Paid Employment 

in Ladakh, growing numben of men are entenng the paid workforce while the majority of 
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women remain in subsistence agriculture. This polarkation in their work is leading to 

differences in their perceived household conîributions and hence to shifts in power and 

access to resources. Perceived contribution is shaped by notions of what is important - 

increasingly with the shift towards materialism, money is seen as paramount Therefore, 

people with paid work are perceived as making greater household contributions than other 

household rnembea. In chapter two, bargaining power was s h o w  to be based on the 

perceived contnhtion of household memben, a combination of "the actual ability to earn 

incorne or to bnng valued resources into the household" and the "value given to that 

contribution by other household memben" (Young, 1991, p. 155). The perceived 

confribution is not necessarily correlated with the amount of time expended working as most 

participants indicate that women in Ladakh have to work harder than men. This finding 

supports Sen's (1990) c lah  that time allocation studies indicate that women ofien do 

"astonishingiy large amounts of work" even when their econornic contribution is perceived 

as relatively small, which lead him to conclude that perceived contribution is much more a 

factor of the arnount of cash eamed rather than time and effort expended (pp. 139-140). 

Thus, in L a d a  while men have more accas to paid labour, women's contributions to both 

productive and reproductive labour are generally becoming under-rated, creating the 

perception that men provide the main inputs to the family and should determine resource 

allocation, 

Most women indicated that the decisions in the home were made by the male head (their 

father, father-in-law, or husband). The prevalence of maie decision making is especially 
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tme in ail decisions related to finances. Men are responsible for making al1 large purchases 

and sales, whiie women tend to have wntrol mainly over household purchases such as food 

(although even this is done much more often by men). This division of responsibilities 

corresponds to the fmdngs of the U.N. study "Women and Households in a Changing 

World" (discussed in chapter two) that showed that while women may play some role in 

managing household income (especially in purchases corresponding to the gender based 

division of labour such as food etc.) their control of it is usually quite lirnited ( 1  99 1, p. 4 1 ). 

Many women say that when they need something they go to the male household head who 

may either purchase it for them or give them the fun&. Their ability to get the resources 

they need, therefore, becornes dependent on a number of factors including their relationship 

to the maIe head. 

The equation of government (or paid) jobs with weaith, and wealth with status, has seemed 

to diminish the value of subsistence work Hence there appears to be a growing rift arnong 

paid and unpaid workers - itself often tramiating to hierarchies between men and women 

Norberg-Hodge (1991) daims that when men get jobs in the money econorny women 

becorne invisible shadows, they do not earn money for their work so they are no longer seen 

as productive, and that traditional fmers  and women are coming to be viewed as inferior 

and are developing feelings of insecurity and inadequacy (p. 126). The shift in male labour 

to paid empioyment does appear, as Norberg-Hodge suggests, to be having a polarking 

effèct on gender relations. Tsetan says, "1 am an uneducated wornan so I have to work fmm 

moming to night and my life is very dependent on the man." Although she says she enjoys 
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working in the fields, she notes, "1 feel very unhappy that my parents didn't send me to 

school and 1 am unfiappy when I see my husband go to the office." 

Labour in Ladakh is Werentiated by a number of factors. The argument that labour 

ciifferences are based soiely on comparative advantage, that is, that women engage prirnarily 

in subsistence work *le men are more Wrely to be in paid employment simply because of 

wage differentials, was not substantiated by this snidy. As Evans (1991) daims, this 

argument ignores all of the "non-economic and ideological facton that discriminate between 

male and fernale labour in the market place and values their labour differently in market and 

non-market sectors" @p. 54-55). As well as having less access to education and training, 

wornen are concentrateci in poorly paid jobs or economic sectors, face social stereotypes and 

other barriers, and have intermittent and atypical workforce participation (199 1, p. 42). 

Although some participants hdicated that women codd have any job, this perception may 

reflect more of the ideal than the realized situation of Ladakhi women. Again, in many 

cases, public accounts of eqdty ooted by participants, for example that women codd join 

the police force or the army, did not correspond with the reality that most people did not 

know of any women in such positions. The women tiaving access to paid empioyment in 

Ladakh tend to be relatively better educated and often have parents who had formal 

educaîion The closer the family lives to a bigger center (such as Leh) the more access they 

have to schools. Women outside of Leh are much more limited in taking certain jobs. 

Further the gender based denial of education has eliminated options for many village 

women. 
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Like their f d e  counterpmts, educated men fiom the regions surroundmg Leh also have 

increased access to paid work However, there are also many jobs for meducated men 

(particularly in the army and tomism industries), and because their mobility is not as 

restricted as that of women, men can also travel nom more remote regions to find work 

Another factor shapuig labour in Ladakh appears to be the araditional authority of men in the 

public sphere and women in the household In Luie with postmodem feminism, existing and 

emergent gender ideologies shape wornen's access to authority and power in particuiar 

societies by shaping their veiy real daily opportunities and constraïnts. Certain jobs (notably 

doctor, nurse, and tacher) are often cited as king appropriate jobs for women; this activity 

is perhaps due to the similarity such jobs have to wornen's traditional household duties. 

These jobs are also notable for requinng a great deal of schooling. Some women earn 

money by selling their produce in the B-, this is cwpted at times by men when the 

prices are very high for certain items. Similarly, some women seli their produce to 

distributon (male) who in tum seIl in bulk and at higher prices (usually to the army). The 

paid employment available to uneducated women includes workmg in crafting industries 

such as carpet weaving or worlcing as a general labourer- These jobs are extrernely Low paid 

and low statu and tend to be cbracterized by long houn, repetitious and often physically 

difficult tasks. Many of the jobs available to uneducated men, such as working a s  a tourist 

guide or joining the army, are not cowidered appropriate for women. 

Although many Ladakhi women are obtaining educationai credentiais, it does not appear that 

bey are entering the paid workforce in the same numbers as men and, as in many regions, 
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wornen are not usually fomd in the higher echelons of organimtions (whether govemmental, 

N.G.0, or private sector). Many more men are working in paid employrnent than their 

wives. Thus, in addition to cultural perceptions undervaluing their economic input (in al1 

forms), mon women in Ladakh are consaained from making equal cash contributions to 

their households. Still, çome women do bave many weff respected positions in Ladakh, most 

notably of doctors and teachen. However, even for those women who manage to remove 

the first constraint of education and the second of getting hired, their lives seem more 

characterized by tension than luxury. Many are separated nom their children and husband 

for extended penods of time or have a double work burden of household and paid 

employment. S ubstantiating the findings of the U.N. study ( 199 1 ), as women extend their 

domestic responsibilities to include the provision of cash, other rnembers of the household 

are not sharing the household îasks as one might assume. indeed the work burden of 

participants in these higher statu jobs is very hi&. Still such jobs are considered both 

easier and more prestigious than f m i n g  (the work of most participants) and certainly of 

generd labour. Womenrs access to resources and authority also seems to increase with these 

types of jobs. Women having such jobs were much more likely to report control over 

decision making and finances than other participants. Because these women bring home 

rnoney their perceived contribution is higher and they have more say in the allocation of 

resources in the household 

The ability of a woman to get paid employment through education is often presented as a 

path for woments equality. R e d  Kunzang who said, "girls are now also working and 
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earning money Iike men; that is why women are equal." The following section analyzes 

some of the gender dimensions of the introduction of formai educatioa 

6.4.5 Education 

in the pst it was common for girls (especially the eldest daughter) to be kept from school 

or withcfrawn early. Many participants regretted their perceived lack of education and most 

of them seemed adamant that their children should be educated Education is perceived by 

many participants to be the path to a "luxury life" as weli as an equalizing factor between 

men and women. Despite this impression many families continue to keep their daughters 

out of schml, pnmarily based on the tradition that the eldest daughter is assured of marrying 

out of the househoid Although education may give her more authority or statu in the new 

home, her parental home (especially her mother) would have to bear the cost of her 

education by not bavhg her labour, M e r  the parental home would not receive the benefits 

fiom her outside employment as  at that time she would belong to a different household 

This is another ewmple, in line with GAD theory, of the way in which the traditional social 

structure affects the strucuring of the modemization process. Conversely, in cases where 

the daughter is the heiress and will bring in a husband, educating her codd be seen a good 

investment for the household 

In the short term, high hopes for the benefits of education are over-shadowed by an 

ineffective public school system where over ninety percent of students are unable to pass the 
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state rnatriculation exam @gh school leaving). Further, faith that education alone will result 

in equal access to paid employment and quai wages ignores ail of the other barriers to such 

access; as mentioned earlier, there is no c o t m t ~ ~  in the world where women's waged income 

equals men's (U.N., 1991, p. 42). Considering the limited opportunity of most women to 

obtain paid wo& using this approach as a starting point for equality is problematic. For one 

thing most of the paid employment in Ladakh is clustered around Leh Further, women's 

paid employment is dependent on the unpaid labour of female relatives for chiIdcare. 

Additionally, in the long run it seems unlikely that there will ever be enough governent 

jobs to employ ail matriculants - potentiaily leading to high unemployrnent, depression and 

outward migration. Finally, stmcturing equaiity in this way undermines the value of the 

agriculturai and unpaid work done by the rnajority of Ladakhis. 

in Ladakh, a growing hierarchy seems to be developing between the educated and 

uneducated This social cleavage may mate a rift between a mother and her children. One 

traditional marker of authority - age - is becoming less irnporiant with regards to another 

- education. Many women (especially in Leh) work extremely long houn in their homes 

and fields while their husbands and children sit and watch television while waiting to be 

served their evening meal. Some parîicipants relayed cases to me of children in Leh who 

will only do their traditional tasks (such as fetching water) if they are paid for it. Still, some 

children, particularly in the villages, continue to provide a substantial arnount of labour to 

the househoid Overall, daughtes were said to do more work than sons but this judgrnent 

varied according to a number of factors including the age of the children. 
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The growing value placed on education and, especiaily, paid employment reflects the shift 

to materialism. By their own accounts, women have certaidy benefited fiom many of the 

changes brought via modemkation: improved transi& communications, and access to health 

care amongst othen. Many women also indicate that they desire and enjoy many of the 

products of this material culture including food, clothing, and television. Views on 

particular changes, such as in clothing seem to be a matter of persona1 choice (and to some 

degrer: of conscientization, as shown by certain rnembers of the Women's Alliance and the 

parhcipant who travelled to France on a cultural exchange). Modemization is having a 

profound sociological impact on Ladakhis. It goes beyond changing Iabour to reassessesing 

what is important and restructuring society along these lines. Money is increasingly seen 

as important and the statu tied up with money resuits in shifhiig power towards those who 

have it. Further, modernization is changing norms about social comtructs such a s  family 

structure and gender roles. Some of these impacts of modernization are discussed in the 

following section. 

6.5 Modemization and Social Change 

Modernization has impacts beyond ernployrnent and education; among other things, it 

encourages a shifl towards materidimi and individuaiisrn as well as reshaping gender norms 

and hierarchies. A posmiodem feminia perspective, while accepting the importance of 

economic development, does not accept a complete or uncritical transition to the modern 

(Parpart, 1993, p. 453). In Ladakh, new gender noms seem to further undermine women's 
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-tus and authority as decision makers (and subsequently lower their access to resources) 

even while their work burden increases. In this section, shifts in the dominant discourse of 

gender are discussed, including the introduction of outside noms of womanhood such as 

purity and passivity, as weli as the ways in which women are actively redefinùig themseives 

and their roles. Both processes are reshaping noms of gender, power, and authority in 

Ladakh. 

Generally, the benefits participants described fiom the shift to a money economy are 

material - that is, good or enough food and clothing, consumer goods, money - while the 

negatives tend to be a loss in values - elimination of certain cultural traditions, less 

neighbourly ties and affection, more cornpetition, and the devaluation or commodification 

of culturai artifacts. Highlighting the examples of food and dress, chapter four sketched 

sorne of the ways that modemization is bringing about changes in lifestyles. A nurnber of 

participants weicomed these changes whiie othen were concemed about the health 

ramifications of shifts in food and clothing However the most dominant theme which arose 

from the discussions of shiftuig styles was the idea that they represent a rejection of 

"tradition" and "culture." Some participants felt that young Ladakhis were "just copying" 

fiom foreign tour&, Indian films, and television While this îrend seemed to be generally 

accepted in young men there seemed to be a double standard for women. Recall, Digrin, 

who told me: "the Ladakhi girl are getting too fashionable . . . 1 think that if we do Iike this 

we can lose our culture and traditions." 
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The growing association of women with tradition (which is recreated into a much more 

coasemahve stwture), and men with modernity, was highlighted by the case study of Aichi, 

where rnamed women are forced to wear their traditional garments in order to prevent crop 

loss and water problems. The £ines for disobeying these stn'ctures were rationalized by 

recreating Buddhist tradition to include woments traditional garments as sacred and / or 

women wearhg modem clothes as profane The double standard for men and women's dress 

in this case, as well as in Ladakb in general, can be situateci within postmodern ferninimi's 

understanding of the relationship between gender ideologies and power and authority. In 

order to justify such restrictions on women whiIe not forcing men to Wear their traditional 

Goncha, men have to be reconcepnialized as king superior (under Buddhism) to women- 

Control over the means of production directly influences the direction of this process of 

emerging patriarchy . Dominant groups, with their command over knowledge, political 

power, literary and religious traditions, are uniquely positioned to reshape tradition and 

ideology to their advantage. This creation of tradition in Nchi has some parailels with the 

changing perception of polyandry (as discussed previously) as being comter to Buddhism, 

a religious taboo that does not seem to have been present in the past Somehow Buddhism 

has been reconceptualized by the villagers to support their claims that men are "superior" 

to women or "something gnxt." 

The importance of female traits of beauty, chastity, and subsenrience seems to be more 

critical today than in the past A number of young women indicated that they were vcry 

concemed about tbeir ciothing and physical appearance. Further, based on recollections and 
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wrinen accolmts of the pst (Mann 1988; Norberg-Hodge 199 1) it does seem as though 

Ladakhi society is becoming more conservathe and remictive towards women Such shifts 

may be the result of imported Indian and Western images regardllig gender roles or may also 

reflect male insecurity in the face of rnodemktion and a subçequent desire to enforce 

convol, or pwer over, those memben of society who have less power. Young Ladakhi girls' 

extreme concem about their appearance, and weight, for example, may reflect the former, 

while the use of h e s  to force women in Alchi to wear theu traditional clothing may perhaps 

reflect the latter. The transformation in values accompanying modernizatioo seems to have 

created a vacuum in ideals for both men and women. h the p a f  traits esteemed for both 

genders seemed predominantly things like patience, peacefulness, and a hardworking nature 

and pleasant disposition- Increasingly, there are signs that this vacuum is being filled with 

outside divergent gender stereotypes that include earnïng potential, power, aggression, and 

domination for men, and beauty, purity and submissiveness for women. However, when 

situated within postmodem ferninism's understanding of knowledge and ideology as sites of 

resistance, it is clear that the shift is by no means complete or predetemined The tension 

ktween traditional and emergent gender roles is very pronounced in Ladakh. Many women 

(and men) reject outside stereotypes and gender noms, as well as other introductions. 

The ways in which many Ladakhis are shaping the rnodemization process mut not be 

ignored. As set out in chapter two, the GAD approach sees women (and men) as agents of 

change, who are capable and should organize themselves politically (Stdeq 1991). 

individuals and goups do contnbute to and rnodify panems of development The agency 
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role was seen at an individual Ievel arnong rnany participants; for example, in the young 

women who were resisting rnarriage and the mothers who were m g  to serve more Ladakhi 

foods. At a group Ievel it was evidenced by the work of the Wornen's Alliance. Through 

this group, a number of participants are involved in seuggles to protect certain aspects of 

traditional cuiture. Participants were not simply passive experiencers of modemization but 

rather, actively shaped themselves and their surroundings; in so doing they shaped their 

experience of change Without dismisshg what may at times be overwhelming constraints, 

the changes occmïng in Ladakh also need to be understood within this fknework of 

women's active negotiation of a position in al1 spheres of life. 

Ladakh is a society in Wonnation The last three decades of rapid changes have radically 

altered many Ladakhi's lifestyles and have brought traditional smctures and noms into 

question The next section atternpts to pull together some of the preceding discussion and 

summarize the hypotheses emerging fiom this study of the gender dimensions of 

modernization in Ladakh. 

6.6 Conclusion 

Norberg-Hodge (1991) claimed that women in La& actually have a more dominant 

position than in any other culture she hows. She asserted that the informal sector in which 

women are central, plays a much larger role than the formai one and that the focus of the 

economy is the household where dl the important decisions are settled Ladakhi women do 
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seem to have traditionally held more sway in the home; however this balance of power 

seems to be shifting. The relative absence of differentiation of labour dong gender lines 

could partidly explain the past accoimts of gender equality in Ladakh vis-a-vis other regions. 

However, through the introduction of paid employment, modernization is altering the 

division of labour. Women's cendity in the household or informal sector, once a site of 

power, is increasingly becoming a site of rnargmalizatioe 

My study supports the c l a h  that gender differentials generally tend to widen with the 

expansion of 'modemf or capitaiist fonns of production (Mazumdar and Shanna, 1990, p. 

189), instead of decreasing with econornic growth as predicted by earlier theones. With the 

s h i f l  to a market economy, the introduction of tourism, and concurrent changing values and 

attitudes, women seem to be becoming more and more marginalized Studies carried out 

around the world list as impacts of modeniization- "inadquate access of women to 

resources . . . devaluing of unpaid work . . . Low wages in insecure jobsn and "male control 

of women's sexuality" (Tinker, 1990, p.12). The way the dominance and control of 

traditional patriarchal structures have k e n  consolidated and expanded as Ladakh has 

modemized is diskssingly fàmiliar. While the experience of modeniization varied greatly 

among participants, the majority of women in subsistence agriculture report that their work 

buden is increasing with the shifts in male labour to paid employment, and the extractien 

of children through fornial education. Women are becoming associated with subsistence 

agriculture even as farming is fosing status relative to paid employment. While women's 

work is increasing, their perceived input is decreasing, thus diminishing their bargainkg 



power and access to household resources. 

While more women are gettuig access to paid employment, issues of childcare and the 

double work day are as problematic in Ladakh as in most regions of the worid Women's 

mobiiity is becoming redcted to the home where their traditional decision making power 

is being curtailed They are becoming more subject to ideals of beauty and domesticity. 

Women appear to be becoming linked with iradition and they are being pressured to remain 

iraditional (which itself is king redefïned as much more restrictive or conservative vis-a-vis 

women than historical accomts would suggest). Meanwhile men are becorning more 

modem - dehed by smoking, drinking, 'roaming' (among youths) and paid jobs and 

separation £iom the family (among older men). These roles are new social creations king 

shaped through emergent patriarchal structures. 

This study clearly highlighted the alliance between patriarchy and capitaiism. The 

expansion of capitaIism creates a hierarchy between market and subsistence production, 

concentrating women in subsistence production where their labour is devalued When the 

traditional hierarchy is threatened by changes in the socioeconomic system its members try 

to reassen their strength through patriarchal controls over gender and age groups (Bosemp, 

1990, p. 24). This domination was noticed in Ladakh in the new noms governing gender 

roles. The use of religion or cultural revivalism is a common tool for ths type of reaction 

which "manipuiates peoples' faiths and sense of cultural or intellectud identities to restore 

the powers of paîriarchy and hierarchy in new forms" (Manundar, 1990, p. 191). 
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Addibondly, recent introductions to Ladakh, whether of formal education, health care, the 

d t a r y ,  tourism, and the media, have been already shaped in outside societies - patriarchal 

and for the m m  jmt capitalist. That these introductions retaùi a great deal of their outside 

structure is perhaps not surprising. 

Thus the ernergent patriarchal structures in Ladakh reflect a combination of hierarchies 

king shaped and aiso r&aped. This evolution is occuring fkom the inside through existing 

structures of Uiequality, reiigious and cultural revivalism and revisionism. It is also occuring 

fkorn outside through capitalist penetration and certain forces of modemization such as 

sterotyped images of women projected by the media and contact with outsiders. 

Generally the benefits participants described fiom modemization are matenal - while the 

negatives tend to be a loss in traditional benevolent values. From a postmodem feminist 

perspective this study &rms that the pre-modernization social structure influences 

emergent social structures, that differences among women shape their experience of 

modemkition, and finaily that in their role as social agents, women resist as well as position 

themselves within evolving structures. In order to avoid essentializing women, each 

woman's life story ne& to be situated in its specific social and historical setting. However, 

this study did point to a number of commonalihes in women's experiences of modernizaîion 

which provide a starting point to examine ihe widespread gender dimensions of 

modemization in L a d u  Wornen's accounts suggest that the shifi fiom the traditional 

subsistence economy is increasing gender based ineguities. Modemkation seems to have 
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lessened women's authority and pwer in Ladakh by replacing traditional criteria shaping 

perceiveci contriiution with financial contri'butio~ It c m  be hypothesized fiom participants 

accounts th& overall, modernization has uic~eased women's workload, diminished their 

mobility, curtailed their decision making and access to resources, and subjected them to 

restrictive and foreign gender n o m  and ideals. 

The following concluding chapter sumarizes the main ideas of the thesis, highlights a 

number of fiirther questions mised by this research, and suggests ways in which this exercise 

of geoerating accounts and hypotheses fiom women's actual lives can provide a more 

nuanced understanding of Southem wornen's experiences. 



7.0 CONCLUSION 

7.1 Introduction 

When 1 firçt visited Ladakh in 1993 the eEects of the introduction of military and tourism 

industries, and with them a market economy, were clearly evident in the capital city and 

neighbouring villages. The thuty years of relatively rapid changes in this remote region 

could be seen in the abundant juxtapositions of the modem with the traditionai. The streets 

were h e d  with shops s e h g  a wide array of consumer goods, and filled with trucks, cars, 

scooters, and molmds of gafbage. Goncha clad women sat amongst aü of these vehicles and 

shops, s e b g  their vegetables in the bazaar. Jean clad youth smoked in tea stalls, while old 

men reciting mantras and turning mall prayer wheels walked through the streets. 

Restaurants, hotels, and guest-houses opened their doors, while the naditional Amchi 

doctors offiered services of a very different kind Extended families worked in the fields, 

tapping the glacial nmoff in a system of irrigation channels unchangeci for centuries; nearby, 

their homes were hurnming with radio and television programs. Mornings saw the men of 

many households lave  for office w o k  while neighbouring families worked together in the 

fields, women preparing the soi1 while men ploughed, singing to the &o. 

Ladakh was and is a society in transition However while these outward signs of tradition 

and change were eyecatching it was the more personal, more hidden, impacts which 

interested me most What, I wondered, are the gender dimensions to the relatively recent 
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and rapid process of modernkation in this remote region?; How are women's lives being 

modined?; An4 I waflted to fmd out what Ladakhi women had or wanted to Say about this 

process. This thesis evolved out of these questions. This final chapter first summarizes the 

main research findings as descri i  in prwious chaptea and then notes questions for M e r  

research. 

7.2 Summary 

in chapter one, research questions were introduced and some of the background Iiterature 

available on the region was examine& Socio-cuItural traditions including family structure, 

mamage systems, and gender roles and n o m ,  were highiighted It was hypothesized that 

these pre-rnodemization structures were a key to undexstanding the impact of modemization 

in this region. Chapter one aiso reveded that relatively littie has been written on tadakhi 

wornen and what there is has not k e n  written from a feminist perspective. The history of 

rnodemization in Ladakh was reviewed and sirmniarized as were some of the implications 

of this process. Tourism and the military were shown to have created a shift towards paid 

employment and increased the diffusion of cash and the infusion of cornmodities in the 

region. In addition to these changes, chapter one showed that despite reductions in infant 

mortality population is increasing, family Iife is moving towards a more nuclear 

monogamous mit, and political communalism is rising. As well as modimng some of the 

surface aspects of cuitrire (such as food and clothing styles) it was s h o w  that modernization 

may be leading to the loss of certain traditional values. It was suggested that these changes 



might be leading to a polarization in gender roles. 

Chapter two laid out the theoreticai fiamework for the research. While drawing from many 

penpectives, GAD was presented as the most appropriate theoretical underpinning for this 

research because of its focus on the social construction of gender roles and the resulting 

systematic position of women in s e w n ~  roles. As well as pointing to the potential for 

public and private accounts, postmodemism's influence on GAD theory was seen as an 

effective twl to avoid essentidking the category women and was embraced for legitimizing 

the expenence of womea marginalized dong other sites of difference. Standpoint theory, 

or starting fiom women's acnial lives, was put forth as a powerful fiamework fiom which 

to analyze power inter-relationships. Chapter two aiso conceptuaiized gender, culture, and 

power in keeping with the GAD approach. Both gender and culture were understood as 

emergent and coatested sites of stmggle. This chapter highiighted that the perpetuation of 

inequalities often survives through the alliance of the oppressed and that conflicts between 

men and women carmot be fûüy lmderstood using an exclusively repressive view of power. 

The household was deconstructeci using a cooperative conflict approach to explore 

condit ions of uoequal exchange and exploitation among family memben, particularly in 

relation to access to resources and the division of labour. Finally the chapter examined the 

role of women as social agents and highiighted the importance of women's active 

negotiation of their position in al1 spheres of life. 

As well as detailing the particular methods used in this thesis, chapter three built on the 
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theoretical framework established in chapter two to devise an appropriate rnethodology. 

Postmodeniism underlay the discussion of paradigm and the need to contextualize 

Iniowledge. Feminisrn was presented not as an innocent tnith but as a challenge to exishng 

power inequalities. Differences in feminist methodoiogies were discussed and some 

common concems were examined including debates surrounding qualitative and quantitative 

methods, objectivity and subjectivity, closeness to subject, and the role of feminist research 

in social tmnsfomation. Standpoint theory was M e r  developed - the potential for 

individuai accounts was presented as a path for those who have ken objectifid to tell their 

own stories. While multipie feminisms were noted as being contradictory, this multiplicity 

was deemed a source of strength, each ferninism being able to achieve a partial view of 

reality and helping to see things in context. 

Chapter four sketched the day to day life of Ladakhi women focussing on marital and 

household structures, power and resource allocation within these structures, access to and 

impacis of education, and the division of labour. It was shown that women are sometimes 

forced or coerced into mamage, they ofien experience difficuities upon first rnarrying and 

they face restricted rnobility. Despite increasing family planning, population is rising. 

PoLyandry is declining and the family structure is shifting towards a more nuclear unit. 

Traditional female authority and decision making in the household seem to be declining. 

m o n  is becoming seen as an equalizing factor between men and women and the means 

to a better life. Finally, while f m i n g  is becoming devalued with regards to most types of 

paid e m p l o p n t  it is also increasingly k ing  associateci with women, as shifting patterns 



of male employment are increasing women's agicultural burden. 

Highlighting the examples of food and dress, chapter five presented some of the other ways 

that modemidon is altering Ladakhi Iifestyles. Ushg the case study of Alchi, noms about 

gendered identity were show to be Iinked with processes of modemization In this case, 

women's traditional clothmg has becorne symbolic of tradition, religious piety, and purity. 

The perceiveci benefits as weii as costs of the modernization process were examined and the 

variation in attitude t o m &  these changes was emphasized Generally the benefits of 

modemkation described by participants are materiai - that is, good or enough food and 

clothuig, consumer goods, money - while the negatives tend to be a loss of values - the 

elimination of certain traditions, less neighbourly ties and affection, and more cornpetition. 

Findy, the work of some Ladakhis engaged in counterdevelopment was described. 

Chapter six represented an attempt to directly and explicitly link the individual accounts 

back to the earlier theoretical and methodological framework It was argued that the pre- 

rnodernization social structure influences the emergent social structures, that differences 

among women shape their experience of modemization, and finally that in their role as 

social agents, women resist as well as position themselves within evolving structures. 

However, the chapter concluded that gender differentials in Ladakh generally have widened 

with increasùig expansion of 'modem' or capitalist f o m  of production Capitalist expansion 

mates a hierarchy between market and subsistence production, concentrating women in 

subsistence production where their labour is devalueci, this diminishes their bargaining 
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power and access to huusehold resources. The shift fiom the traditional subsistence 

economy was shown to have increased gender based inequities by reinforcing and revising 

local religious and culaiml patriarchal traditions and by introducing new ones. Overall, 

modemkation was shown to increase wornen's workioad, diminish their mobility, curtail 

their decision making and access to resources, and subject hem to restrictive and foreign 

gender n o m  and ideds. 

73 Additional Research Questions 

The iack of background research rneant that this study was in many ways very exploratory 

Particular methodological limitations were laid out in chapter three, but some further points 

should be noted This study tried to create a framework to anaiyze the many cleavages 

shaping women's lives. However there are, of course, many limits to what a work wi 

usefully examine and 1 openly concede such limits. 

Certain cleavages integral to understanding women's lives in Ladakh include, among other 

things, religion, class, education, ethnicity, and age. While 1 attempted to integate these 

sites of difference imo my analysis, M e r  study highlighting these diffierent cleavages and 

their interrelationships would likely help to enlarge the understanding of the lives of Ladakhi 

women. For example, growing communalism between the Muslim and Buddhist 

comrnunities is increasing the relevance of religion as a site of difference among Ladakhi 

wornen. At the same time, the role of religion in general, is evolving with modernization. 
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Growing class cleavages were discussed in this thesis but could certainiy be examined in 

more detail in finther research ûther questions, raised in thû thesis but not within the scope 

of its analysis include, possible fuhire scenarios rising nom the combination of an 

educationai system that creates students both unable and unwilling to f m  and a rather 

Iimited number of year round non-agricuitural positions. 

The particular role of the two industries fue@ m- . . 
on in the region, tourism and the 

mditaq, are both also deserving of more attention The pahiarchal structure of the military 

as well as the change it brings to family structures (by employing so many Ladakhi men at 

distant postings) would seem particularly usehl to a gendered assessrnent of the changes 

occurring in Ladakh. Changing farnily structures also raise questions of how wide-scale 

reductions in men's traditional childrearing roles caused by tbeir employment in the army 

and the paid labour force in generai, wil1 m e r  shape gender ideology in Ladakh. The 

relevance of touism as a catalyst of change is another issue key to understanding 

rnodemization processes in Ladah Of the industries that may modemize a region, tourism 

is notable for the intense social as well as economic changes it &en brings. This is partially 

due to its creation of a host guest relationship, the derno~l~tration effecî, the potential 

cornmodification of culture and cultural artifacts, and the potential loss of authenticity of 

these artifacts. The above are only a few of the additionai research questions stemming fiom 

this thesis. The next section moves on to some final thoughts on the research. 



7.4 Conciusion 

Drawing fbm postmodern critiques of modernity, GAD was used to show modemization 

can perpetuate and reinforce existing hierarchies as well as change them. By highlighting 

the reiationship between gender and power, postmodemism has focussed feminia theory on 

difference and created a reluctance to essentiaiize women By examining local systems of 

power interrelations, such as this case study of Ladakh, postmodern feminist approaches 

encourage a focus on aie conctete circ~zstances of Southem women's iives and their coping 

I siwivd strategies. Such research could present not only the constmints shaping women's 

behavior but also their self reliance and capacity to act These approaches can uncover both 

wornen's red living circumstances and their interpretations of these circumstances. 

MethodoIogies flowing fiom this theory could lay out the multiple realities and howledges 

of women and help to uncover previously ignored or tnviaiized voices. This knowledge 

could challenge dominant accounts. 

I have tried to use this h e w o r k  in Lad& to understand the impact of modemization on 

the social constmction of gender ideologies and relations and how these constructions shape 

and lirnit women's access to power. One of my goals in writing this thesis was to help 

capture and create an account that was not present in the written histoq of Ladakhis. I 

wanted to present Ladakhi women's &y to &y experiences but also their interpretations of 

their changing lives, their fean and sadness, their hopes and drearns. I also wanted to 

discover these things, not sirnply assume or prove them. 
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Such go& are certainly not simple to acheive, but I have ~ e d  to capture some of the 

complexities of the lives and thoughts of Ladakhi womea Going through my research 

joumals brings back the constantly unfolding and shifting nature of my emergent 

understanding of the issues. Interestingiy, the hesitation I cunently face in laying d o m  

conclusions is similar to that of *ch 1 wrote many mon* ago. My journal entry for May 

eleventh ( 1995) reads: 

today 1 met again with Angmo [my research assistant]. 1 was feeling paralyzed by the task 
at hand What questions should I ask? How can I get a real picture of women's lives? How 
should 1 interpret t h @ ?  To what extent should 1 reveal my interpretatious of things? How 
can I get women to reveai potentially differing interpretations? . . . and on and on it went, 
endless questions, endless doubts. I started off trying to impress upon my new assistant the 
tremendous responsiiility we had but 1 would guess the only thing 1 instilled in her was a 
sense thaî I had lost ail perspective. She listeneci to me going off on my panic laden tangents 
and asked, Lou are interesteci in nndmg out about the lives of Ladakhi women . . . correct?.' 
1 replied thaî indeed this was my goal. Then' she said, 'it's very simple. You need only ask 
them.' At that moment, and none too soon, 1 finally relaxed I will ask them . . . and 1 will 
listen to what they say. 

In essence, 'asking' and 'listening' is what I ttied to accomplish with this thesis. As well 

though, in captunng this account of Ladakhi women's lives I wanted to contribute to the 

b r d r  understandmg of how certain processes affect women and men marginalized dong 

various Lines of difference. One challenge was to see the systernic nature of modemization's 

impact on gender while simultaneousty seeing a diverse and heterogenous wornan instead 

of a monolithic one. Trying to move between these levels of analysis is difficult (and creates 

tension) but the process of starting with women's experience and developing it through 
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multiàiscipiinary observation, theoretical anaIysis, and ultimaîely socid action would, I felt, 

lead to the most inclusive knowledge. Such life accounts can give a more nuanced 

understanding o f  Southeni women's experiencs and improve development theory by calling 

into question simplistic assumptions that modernization equak development. Lntimately, 

these fe~earch approaches muid yield the conceptuai fknework for feminist / development 

theory and practice and may provide a partmi rnap in the search for a more gender equitable 

world. 



Appendix 1: Participant Profiles 

The following provides çorne brief information about the participant following the 

pseudonym Many of the names are common Ladakhi names while others are modifications 

or inventions used to ensure the different participants are distinguishable fkom one another. 

ChondoI: Femde, 72, Buddhist, f m e r  in Thicksey, widow (husband was a fmer), has 3 
chiIdren- 

Choral: Female, 3 1, Buddhist, student in Nandicraft center in Saspol, husband is a farrner, 
has 4 children. 

Choskit: Femaie, 32, Buddhist, doctor in Saspoi, husband is clerk, has 1 child 

Chozom: Femaie, 28, Buddhist, tacher in Thicksey, unmanied and lives with parents. 

Dashi: Female, 48, Buddhist, farmer in Le& widow (lives with extended family), has 3 
c hildren. 

D m :  Male. 28. Buddw lives with parents in Thicksey, has govemment job, unmarried. 

Dechen: Female, 55,  Buddhist, famer in Chusut, husband also famis, has 2 children. 

Dhoskit: Female, 55, Buddhist, fmer in Saspl., husband is an Arnchi, has one child 

Digin: Female, 45, Buddhist, fmer  in Saspol, one husband in army and one farms, 6 
children. 

Diskit: Female, 46, Buddhist, AM in Alchi, husband is in army, has 3 children. 

Dokar: Fernale, 18, Buddhist, çtudent in Handicraft center in Saspol, unmarried. 

Dolma: Female. 70, Buddhist Lives in Shey with her son and his faniily, was deserted by 
husband, sold Chang in market when younger now supported by her sons @ad 2). 

Dorje: Male Lama, 25, in Alchi. 
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Dsomo: Female, 36, Buddhist, farmer in Phey, husband works as clerk, has 2 children. 

Ise& Female, 57, Buddhisî, f m e r  in Le4 husband works in office, has 4 children 

Korzom: Female, 53, Buddhis, farmer in Leh, husband is a tailor, has 7 children. 

Kmga: Female, 53, Buddhisf f m e r  fiom Shey, husband also fmer, bas 6 children 

Km-ang: Female, 30, Buddhist, f m e r  in Saspol husband in army, has 5 children. 

Km-es: Female, 19, Buddhisf student in Handicraft center in Saspol, unmarried 

h e s :  Female, 36, Buddhist, farmer in Thicksey, husband also farms, has 6 children. 

Lobzung: Female, 40, Buddhist, famier in Thicksey, husband also farms, has 7 children. 

Mingz Fernale, 26, Buddhist, f m e r  in Saspl, husband in -y, has 4 children. 

Namgyai: Femaie, 40, Buddhist, homernaker in Le4 husband is a govenunent employee, 
has 3 children. 

N'een: Femaie, 35, Muslim, famer in Thicksey, husband also f m s ,  has no children. 

Neekot: Female, 35, Muslim, fârmer in Thicksey, husband also farms (was a driver), has 
4 chiidren. 

Padma: Female, 43, Buddhist, famer in Thicksey, husband aiso farms, has no children. 

Palmo: Female, 17, Buddhist, student in Handicraft center in Saspol, unmarried. 

Palmg:  Female, 30, Buddhist, farmer in Saspol, husband is famier, has îbree children 

Pakom: Female, 30, Buddhist, labourer in Leh, husband deserted her, bas 2 children. 

Pamgyai: Female, 45, Buddhisi, f m e r  in Leh, husband is famier, has 3 children- 

Paskit: Female, 23, Buddhisf student in Handi& center in Saspol, husband is in m y ,  
bas 1 chiId. 

Plzunisog: Fernale, 36, Buddhist, f m e r  f?om Chusut, husband in m y ,  has 4 children. 

Pobmg:  Female, 40, Buddhist, farrner in Phey, husband in army, has 3 children. 



Rabgim: Male Lama, 39, in Likir. 

Rangon: Female, 60 - 70, Buddhist, Chomo Iïving with extended family. 

Rigin: Female, 41, Buddhist, f m e r  in Le4 husband has govemrnent job, has 3 children- 

Sara: Female, 24, Muslim, f m e r  fkom Thicksey, husband is a driver, has 2 children 

Skmg Female, 50, Buddhist, €mer  in Chusot, husband also f m q  has 4 children. 

S o m :  Femde, 20, Buddhist, clerk in N.G.0, in Leh. 

Spaizas: Female, 40, Buddhist, f m e r  in Saspol, husband retireci fiom anny, has 5 children. 

Stakin: Female, 39, Buddhist, farmer in Saspol, husband is a clerk, has 5 children 

Stamstan: Female, 40, Buddhist, f m e r  in Thicksey, husband in army, has 3 children. 

Starzzin: Female, 3 1, Buddhist, farmer in Leh, husband has ofice job, has 3 children. 

Sforal: Female, 52, Buddhist, f m e r  in Alchi, husband is in army, has 6 children 

Stozom: Female, 30, Buddhist, separated fiom huçband, no children, works at carpet factory. 

Tarhi: Female, 45, Buddhist, f m e r  in Thicksey, husband also farms, has 9 children. 

TMja: Female, 25, Buddhist, student in Handicraft center in Saspol, husband is a fmer, 
has 3 children. 

Tsering: Female, 63, B uddhist, fmer  from Shey, husband also fmer,  has 7 children- 

Tsefm: Femde, 27, Buddhist, farmer in Chusot, husband works as a clerlg has 2 children. 

Tsauang Female. Buddhist 43. Lives in Leh F a m .  Husband has govemment job. Has 
3 children. 

Isonzo: Female, 47, Buddhist, f m e r  fiom Shey, husband is tailor, has 5 children- 

k d u p :  Male. 48. Buddhist, funiiture maker, married with 2 children. Lives in Shey. 

Wangyui: Male Lama, 68, in Likir. 

Yama: Female, 25, Buddhist, labourer in Leh, husband also a labourer, has 2 children. 
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Yanchan: Female, 33, Buddhist, f m e r  in Saspol, husband in amy, has 4 children 

Y a n p o :  Female, 32 , Buddhist, government employee, husband also govemment 
employee, has 2 chi1dren. 

Yangskzi: Female, 17, Buddhist, mident in Saspol, unmarried, living with parents. 

Ymgzon: Female, 61, Buddhist, f m e r  from Shey, husband also fmer, has 4 children. 

Yunga: Fende, 18, Buddhist, teacher living in Saspol unmanieci 

Z a h :  Female, 24, Buddhist, labourer in Leh, husband also a labourer, has I child 

Zalmo: Femaie, 55, Buddhkt, fanner in Alchi, husband is a goldsmith, has 6 children 

Z a n c h :  Female, 48, Buddhist, fanner in Alchi, husband also farms, has 1 1 children. 

h g m o :  Female, 45, Buddhist, fmer  in Thicksey, husband is a labourer, has 4 children. 

Zhu&a: Female, 35, Buddhist, farmer in Likir, suffering fiom some kind of psychosis. 

Zokar: Female, 50, Buddhist, farrner in Aichr, husband also fms,  has 3 children. 



Appendir Two: Checklist of Subjecî Areas for the Interviews 

The following are examples of the subject areas and types of questions used in the interview 

process. It should be noted that these questions were used as a rough guide. Many of the 

intewiews delved into issues not noted here while others did not examine every subject area 

depending on a number of factors (discussed in more detail in the methodology chapter). 

Obviously not all questions were relevent to each participant The interviews were free 

form. Participants were encouraged to ask their own questions. Nearing the end of the 

interview 1 would check to ensure that no question areas had been ignored, but mon of these 

questions would be drawn out in a mucb less linear fahion then is suggested by the 

following list  

Background 

What is your religion? 
Where where you bom? 
How old are you? 
What occupation did your parents have? 
How many siblings did you have? 
How many people were in your family before you marrieci? 
What were their relations to you? 

Child hood 

How did you spend your time as a child? 
What kind of work did you do? 
What kind of work did your siblings do? 
What do you think about the way this work was divided arnong family members? 
How did you spend your free time? 
How were decisions made when you where a child? 



Education 

What level of educaîion did you acheive? 
Where did you go to schoot? 
What was your school like? 
What did you like / dislike about your school? 
Who decided whether (or not) you shodd go to school? 
Did your siblings go to school? 
How were these decision made? 
What do you think about these decisions? 
What made you stop school? 

Marnage 

Do you want to get marrieci? 
Why or why not? 
What type of marriage would you like to have? 
What qudities do you look for in a spouse? 
Do you face any pressure to many? 

When did you get mamied? 
How old was your husband(s)? 
Why did you not get mamed? 
Describe your courtship. 
Were you happy to be married? 
How were you forced to marry? 
How did you elope? 
Where did you live after marriage? 
Describe the early yean of your marriage. 

Why was this a polyandrous / gamous marriage? 
Who decided it should be such? 
Was it polyandrous / garnous fiom the outset? 
Were all of the partnefs happy with the union? 
What do you th& about behg in a polygynous union? 
What has been your families / childrens reaction to it? 
What are the advantages / disadvantages to poIygyny? 
What is the social reaction to polygyny? 

If a husband and wife do not get along should they get divorced? 
Do you think a divorced man / woman should rem-? 



Shodd a widow (er) remarry? 

When did you Ieave your spouse? 
Desde the process of separation / divorce? 
Why did you Ieave your spouse? 
What was the comrnunity reaction to your separation / divorce? 
How did your famiiy react? 

How many children have you had? 
How many children surviveci infancy? 
How old are your children? 
Will you have any more children? 
What do you think is the ideal number of children in a family? Why? 
(How) have you Iimited family size? 
Do you wish you had daughters / sons? 
Why do you wish you had had daughters / sons? 

Why did you not have children? 
How do you feel about not having children? 
How does your husband feel about it? 
What has k e n  your families / in-laws reaction? 

What chores do your children do? 
Are there different jobs for boys and girls? 
Why is the work divided this way? 
Who helps you more with yow work? 

Which of your children go to school? 
Where do they go to school? 
What do you think about their schooling? 
How much schwl do you think your daughten / sons should have? 
Who decided that they should / should not attend school? 
How did the child(ren) react to this decision? 
Why do certain children go to school/ stay home? 
What are your hopes for your children? 
What kind of job do you want your daughters I sons to have? 

Descni your childrens' marriages? 
How were their partners selected? 
Who do you think should have the final decision about who a girl should m a q ?  
Were your children happy to marry or did you have to pressure them? 



What tactics did you use to force them to rnany? 
Why did you do this? 
What do you think about this process? 

Paid Employment 

Does anyone in your household have paid work? 
Describe their I your job. 
What are their eamings? 
How did they get this job? 
What do you think about this job? 
At what age did they / you start this job? 
Are you satisfied with this job? 
Have you ever stopped working after joining the labour force? 
Who takes care of your children? 
Do you pay them? 
What do you think about this childcare arrangement? 

Subsistence Work 

What jobs do you do in the home / fields? 
Do you thinli your jobs are difficult /easy? 
Describe a typical days work in the summer I winter? 
Which season do you prefer and why? 
How is the work dlocated? 
What do you think about the way this is decided? 
Are their any jobs that women / men are not allowed to do? 
Who is the first in your household to start working in the morning? 
Who is the 1 s t  to finish working at the end of the &y? 
Who would you say works hardest in your household? 
Do you think the other household memben would agree? 
Would you rather have another type of work? 
Which jobs do you enjoy? 
Which jobs do you find most dificult? 
Do you ever hire labouren to help with work? 
Has your work burden increased or decreased in the last 10 /20 / 30 years? 

Finances 

Who has access to money? 
Who decides what is bought with ù u s  money? 
Describe the process of making various purchases? 



Descn5e the process of selling produce? 
If you need something who do you ask for money? 
What do you think about the way money is allocated? 

Industries 

Would you iike to see tourism / the army in this area grow? Why (not)? 
What are the benefits I negatives of these industries? 
How do these industries affect your f d y ?  
How do you think has benefited the most from these indusaies? 

Where is the farthest place you have ken? 
Descni  thai trip? 
How did you get there? 
How travelled with you? 
Why do you travel? 
Who in the bousebold travels? 

Change 

What is the biggest difference in your life now and thirty yean ago? 
What do you think about these changes? 
What type o f  foock do you cook today? 
What do you think about the new types of food? 
What kinds of clothes do you / your husband / your children wear? 
What do you think about the changing styles? 

How do you spend your ieisure time? 
What are the happiest times for you? 
What are the saddest times? 
What do you like about being a Ladakhi woman? 
What do you dislike about being a Ladakhi woman? 
What are your biggest concerns / fean? 

What do you think we should talk about that will better help me understand you? 
What do you think are the important questions 1 should be asking? 



Appendix Three: The Work Survey 

Forty participants were asked to indicate who in theu household engaged in the following 

list of tasks. According to their responses the tasks were categorized as being the work of 

womeq moçtly women, men, mostly men, children, or a communal task Participants also 

indicated if the task was not done in their household (for example not evey family did their 

own leather work). Ifa participant indicated that the job was done by men and children (for 

example) each of those categories was given a half mark 

List of Tasks: 

Removing the dung fkom the storage area under the toilet. 
Spreading the dung on the fields. 
Ploughing the fields. 
Preparing the fields for planting. 
Sowing the fields. 
irrigating the fields. 
Weeding- 
Harvesting crops. 
Threshùig. 
Storing the grain. 
Herding animals. 
Miiking livestock 
Making butter. 
Feeding the Livestock. 
Collecting animal dung. 
Fetching water. 
Collecting gmss (for livestock). 
ColIecting wood. 
Carding wool. 
Spinning yak and goat hair. 
Spinning wool. 
Cutting trees. 



Weaving. 
Dyeing wool. 
Leather work. 
Coohg and food preparaîion 
Trade and travel. 
Ritual and praying 
Childcare. 
Cleaning the house. 
Buying food. 
Buying non-food items. 
Selling produce. 



Appendïx Four: Glossary 

The following are a list of terms derived from Tibetan or Ladakhi which are used in the 
teS. 

Bagma: A marriage union where the bride moves into the groom's parental home. 

Bok The cape wom by women Traditionally made of goat skin but also now in brightly 
embroidered fabric. 

Chai: M a n  style tea (an Urdu tenn). 

Chang: Femented barley water; mildly alcoholic. 

Chomo: Buddhist nun; often used to refer to unmarrieci Buddhist women with Iittle 
religious training (who do certain tasks including praying) as well as those n u s  living in 
nunneries and having forma1 religious training. 

Chorten: Religious srnichue found throughout La& The local word for the stupa of 
ancient Indian Buddhism, itself believed to refer to the grave-mounds erected over the 
divided ashes of Gautam Buddtia 

Dzo: Offspring of the male yak and the common cow (bos indicas); used for ploughmg. 

Gompa: Literally means solitary place but refers to a Buddhist monastery. 

Goncha: The long woolen Ladakhi garment of both men and women. 

Gw-gur c h :  Onomatopoeic word Gu-gur is the cyiùidricai wooden chum in which 
butter is made and the ingredients of Tibetan tea (tea, salt, milk, and butter) are blended. 

Kangchen: the main household dwelling. 

Kangyu: literd meaning is linle house. Often refers to a small house adjoining the main 
household where the household heads retire to when tramferring the main house to the 
heir. 



Luma: The actual meaning is fully ordained senior rnonks (the Ge-long) but is ordimily 
applied to aU Buddhia monks and is so used throughout this work 

Magpa: A marriage union where the groom moves into the bride's parental home. The 
tenn is sornetimes also used to refer to the husband 

Mani Wall: A long wail topped with Stones engraved with some text or mantra, most 
ofien ûm hilani Padme Hum (see definition below). 

Om Mani Padme Hum: Buddhist mantra literaliy meaning 'Hail to the Jewel in the 
Lotus'. This mantra is associated with the Bodhisattva of Compassion, Avalokiteswam 

Pabo: A traditional Ladakhi dish. A type of boiled barley dumpling. 

Perak The turquoise studded headdress of Ladakhi women. 

Phas. Pm: A group of households that help each other out at times of birth, mamage, 
and especially death, 

Skh: A traditional Ladakhi dish. A type of vegetable or mutton stew, with a wheat 
node  and often peas. 

Thongka: A scrolIed painting on cloth of a religious subjec~ 

Thukpu: A traditional Ladakhi dish A type of vegetable of rnutton soup, with a wheat 
noodle. 

Tsampu: Roasted barley flour. The staple food of Ladakhis. 
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